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Q1 We want to hear from everyone that considers themselves a part of the
Highlands community. How do you relate to Highlands? Select all that

apply.
Answered: 1,008 Skipped: 4

Total Respondents: 1,008  
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erm tourist

I work here

Other (please
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Live here year-round

Part-time resident / second home owner

I own property here (commercial property or a home I don't live in)

Frequent/long-term tourist

I work here

Other (please specify)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Was full-time three year-round resident, left last year. 1/22/2021 10:34 AM

2 was a worker in Highlands for many years, now retired 1/6/2021 7:32 PM

3 Was born and raised here 1/2/2021 5:52 PM

4 MOUNTAINS FINDINGS VOLUNTEER FOR OVER 20 YEARS 12/31/2020 3:48 PM

5 Local flower farmer in franklin growing and selling flowers to Highlands and Cashiers
businesses and florists

12/26/2020 3:22 PM

6 Part time resident of Cashiers & frequent visitor/shopper in Highlands 12/23/2020 11:08 PM

7 Live close by 12/23/2020 8:57 PM

8 Have owned a home in Highlands since 1986, and consider myself a Highlander as well as an
Atlantan.

12/20/2020 1:59 PM

9 Year-round owner between Highlands and Franklin 12/20/2020 8:29 AM

10 Grew up here. 12/18/2020 4:32 PM

11 I have children in school here 12/11/2020 1:42 PM

12 I live off highlands road 12/9/2020 7:55 AM

13 We live there 6 months of the year 12/7/2020 8:31 PM

14 Have a business in town 12/3/2020 5:00 PM

15 Primary residence/ live part time 12/3/2020 2:15 PM

16 I own a business in Highlands 12/3/2020 1:51 PM

17 Long time resident and own my home in town. 11/30/2020 1:20 PM

18 come every, have been coming all my life with extended family and friends 11/17/2020 10:17 AM

19 Working from Highlands a lot due to pandemic. Plan to retire perm. in Highlands in 2023. 11/10/2020 10:45 AM

20 Occasional visitor 11/8/2020 4:28 PM

21 I OWN my home/property; it is not commercial. 11/5/2020 5:48 PM

22 Small Business/Restaurant Owner 11/5/2020 3:29 PM

23 I live in Macon County and enjoy visiting Highlands to walk at the Highlands Biological Station.
(One of my oldest memories from when my parents took vacations in WNC before we moved
up here is driving through downtown Highlands with the diagonal parking in the middle of the
street. I loved it then and I still do!)

11/5/2020 1:50 PM

24 Own a business in & live in Cashiers 11/5/2020 7:32 AM

25 Own a home here. Visit in short bursts year round 11/5/2020 6:26 AM

26 Own commercial property and residential 11/5/2020 5:16 AM

27 My residence but travel lots for work 11/4/2020 7:51 PM

28 Undeveloped lot within town limits. 11/4/2020 1:07 PM

29 Local 11/4/2020 11:02 AM

30 Considering retiring there in the future 11/3/2020 6:45 PM

31 I own three cottages I rent out . 11/3/2020 3:19 PM

32 I am a permanent resident of the Scaly Mountain area and visit Highlands often 11/3/2020 12:35 PM

33 Plan to retire here 11/3/2020 12:27 PM

34 We are second home owners, though we come here throughout the year. Currently, we’ve been
here since the second week of March full time.

11/3/2020 12:17 PM
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35 Retired 11/3/2020 9:42 AM

36 My home is in Franklin but I consider Highlands my community 11/3/2020 8:51 AM

37 Born and raised there 11/2/2020 11:14 PM

38 Lifelong resident 11/2/2020 9:16 PM

39 Live in scaly mountain 11/2/2020 9:04 PM

40 Native with family still living there 11/2/2020 2:32 PM

41 Family goes back 5 generations. Close family still lives there. I visit weekly. 11/1/2020 10:58 PM

42 I live in Cashiers 11/1/2020 8:03 PM

43 Will be buying second home 11/1/2020 6:00 PM

44 Own home in Cashiers, NC 11/1/2020 5:21 PM

45 I live in the same county in the neigboring community. 11/1/2020 9:45 AM

46 Ancestral history here 11/1/2020 7:22 AM

47 Ancestral history here 11/1/2020 7:21 AM

48 Business owner 10/31/2020 8:45 PM

49 Live in and own my house 10/28/2020 5:14 PM

50 Own my house 10/27/2020 9:40 AM

51 I own 2 homes in Highlands 10/23/2020 10:32 AM

52 Live in Cullowhee 45 minutes from Highlands and visit Highlands often. 10/21/2020 8:37 PM
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2.07% 20

4.98% 48

10.17% 98

12.34% 119

17.43% 168

53.01% 511

Q2 What is your annual household income?
Answered: 964 Skipped: 48

TOTAL 964

Under $30,000

Between
$30,000 and...

Between
$50,000 and...

Between
$75,000 and...

Between
$100,000 and...

Over $150,000
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0.10% 1

0.70% 7

5.76% 58
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Q3 What is your age?
Answered: 1,007 Skipped: 5

TOTAL 1,007
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Q4 What do you value about Highlands?
Answered: 971 Skipped: 41
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Enjoying the environment 1/30/2021 2:30 PM

2 small town atmosphere and beautiful natural setting. 1/29/2021 2:33 PM

3 Beautiful, quaint mountain community that is open and friendly to tourism. 1/27/2021 12:10 PM

4 The small town atmosphere. Knowing the people I see on Main Street. Friendly community. 1/26/2021 5:12 PM

5 Small town, beautiful geographically, weather/temperature, upper class environment,
conservative general attitude

1/23/2021 10:57 AM

6 The ratio of homes and businesses to forest land and undeveloped areas. 1/22/2021 8:34 PM

7 Small town community 1/22/2021 12:45 PM

8 I love the small town community with great schools. 1/22/2021 11:46 AM

9 Small town atmosphere and feel including events like Christmas parade, Halloween street
party, fourth of July fireworks. Shops that are individually owned and operated!

1/22/2021 11:41 AM

10 Uniqueness of cultural activities, natural beauty and activities, variety of shopping and eating. 1/22/2021 10:43 AM

11 The people. The superior qualities of all things Highlands, architecture, dining, some shopping,
and town design. We also valued the level of community functions (prior pandemic).

1/22/2021 10:34 AM

12 Link to nature and great shopping 1/21/2021 9:50 PM

13 Nature, cool weather in the summer, snow sometimes in the winter, hikes, slower pace 1/21/2021 9:33 PM

14 Small town atmosphere, remote - it has lost considerable charm since Old Edwards
modification

1/19/2021 8:14 AM

15 The beauty, high altitude living, tranquility, and the great food. 1/16/2021 9:22 AM

16 The beauty, close community, low crime 1/8/2021 8:08 PM

17 The beauty, close community, low crime 1/8/2021 8:02 PM

18 the people, environment, and town government and workers 1/6/2021 7:32 PM

19 Small town atmosphere and escape from bill city congestion and their corresponding social
and political issues.

1/6/2021 9:10 AM

20 Quaint, small town 1/5/2021 6:43 PM

21 The natural environment, weather, and the close proximity of retail and commercial enterprises. 1/5/2021 5:33 PM

22 Friendly, Smalltown, Climate, Mountains, Good Churches 1/4/2021 9:11 PM

23 Peacefulness, temperature, fauna and flora, size and quaintness of Highlands, restaurants and
activities, cleanliness.

1/4/2021 12:42 PM

24 The hometown feeling and the small, community spirit. The cultural, spiritual, and patriotic vibe
make it the perfect place for our retirement and for our grandchildren.

1/3/2021 10:42 PM

25 The hometown feeling and the small, community spirit. The cultural, spiritual, and patriotic vibe
make it the perfect place for our retirement and for our grandchildren.

1/3/2021 10:41 PM

26 The Climate, outdoor recreation opportunities, peaceful setting, the current mayor and his
work, the rec center and pool, the in town trails, the HCLT, the local businesses and no “chain”
businesses allowed, the quality of the schools, the relatively dark skies, the relatively small
scale of the town (let’s keep it that way!), the ease of access to anything you may need. I
could go on and on.

1/3/2021 2:36 PM

27 Climate, small town feel, lack of traffic, friendly people, no chain stores 1/2/2021 8:39 PM

28 I love everything about Highlands even the bad. But what I value most is the community and
the people who make up the actual community. The people who care much more about making
money or getting their name attached to a building with some kind of philanthropy work. The
people who make up our history. The people who are the atmosphere, that has made this place
so desirable to everyone.

1/2/2021 5:52 PM
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29 The quaintness of the town. The small town feel. No franchises except Subway. The trees.
The preservation of the natural beauty. The small in town lanes. The small neighborhoods. The
people.

1/2/2021 5:41 PM

30 The quiet, beauty, friendliness, climate, small town atmosphere. Old traditional American
values. The fact that small business owners are protected by not allowing National franchises.
Let me mention again, the peacefulness and quiet !!! The fact that you are a little bit of
"Mayberry" left in a modern world. Hope you never change!!!

1/2/2021 4:10 PM

31 Wooded environment, wildlife, quaint town, quality of life, the arts 1/2/2021 2:09 AM

32 What Highlands use to be like--busy in the summer, quiet in the winter. 12/31/2020 4:38 PM

33 Small town atmosphere, great summer weather, friendly people. 12/31/2020 4:05 PM

34 The local people, the environment (the town and surrounding scenery), what you do not see in
town - such as neon and large signs, the current Mayor and most to the Commissioners,
reliable town services, and the lack of chain stores.

12/31/2020 3:48 PM

35 I value the natural beauty and small town feel. 12/31/2020 7:57 AM

36 Highlands offers us a peaceful getaway from the City, including beautiful scenery, minimal
traffic, a walkable downtown and many opportunities for dining and shopping.

12/30/2020 8:19 AM

37 Small town, nature, local people 12/30/2020 6:12 AM

38 People 12/29/2020 6:29 PM

39 Small sized community. Controlled development that resists the temptation to increase
residential density at the expense of trees and natural vegetation that is the essence of
Highlands.

12/29/2020 6:00 PM

40 The weather, ambience, restaurants, shops, scenery, size of the town, safety, local
government and police are well run. The people here seem to truly love their community.

12/29/2020 5:06 PM

41 Environment. Philanthropic community. 12/29/2020 2:52 PM

42 It is a village, unique and charming. I value the zoning, lack of franchises, weather, and
seasonal living.

12/29/2020 2:29 PM

43 Small town with wonderful amenities 12/28/2020 9:04 PM

44 Unique stores, restaurants, there is nothing like it anywhere and the beauty of the town. 12/28/2020 6:44 PM

45 Friendly people, quiet, slow paced lifestyle, unique beauty. 12/28/2020 6:01 PM

46 Community, small town feel, beautiful scenery, nice walkable town 12/28/2020 4:05 PM

47 Small town feel. Rugged outdoors. No chain stores (thanks Dollar General)  great place to
raise the kids

12/28/2020 3:34 PM

48 The beauty, the climate, our neighborhood and neighbors ( Little Bear Pen), the local
merchants and restaurants.

12/27/2020 12:56 PM

49 Small town feel! Little traffic! Cooler Weather! Great views! Community feel! 12/27/2020 12:48 PM

50 small town community, natural beauty. 12/27/2020 11:24 AM

51 small town charm 12/27/2020 10:36 AM

52 We enjoy the community infrastructure, as well as the community events held in town. We
love the park, music in town square, farmer’s market, Christmas tree lighting, etc. The sense
of friendly caring for the people and visitors of our town is important. The library, biological
station, Bascom, all contribute to living well. The fact that the hospital is nearby is also
important to us. The continued input from all sectors of the Highlands community is critical to
keeping it vital and forward thinking.

12/27/2020 8:58 AM

53 the peace and serenity of the mountains, walking/hiking 12/27/2020 6:29 AM

54 They value community and nature and have a long term vision for their residents. As a local
flower farm and soon to also be growing and selling vegetables, Highlands is a jewel in the NC
mountains where the residents and town planners and businesses think local and long term.

12/26/2020 3:22 PM
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55 Natural environment, The beauty all around, Small community friendliness, 12/26/2020 3:02 PM

56 The mountains, the small town vibe, our family traditions there (going to Sweet Treats, the
Highlands Nature Center, cooking dinners together as a family), the beautiful flora

12/26/2020 1:37 PM

57 The gorgeous scenery, the pristine surrounding natural beauty, and unhurried lifestyle 12/26/2020 11:02 AM

58 Small town sense of community, the Highlands-Cashiers Hospital (which we have essentially
lost to HCA), the excellent arts opportunities (Bascom, Playhouse, H-C Chamber Music
Festival), cool climate, dedicated summer residents whose taxes allow us many privileges (i.e.
fiber optic broadband, great fire department, responsive town crews in emergencies, rec. park,
etc., etc.), and the National Forest which surrounds us.

12/25/2020 1:57 PM

59 Most of all the friendly people, my church, the weather and the available activities 12/25/2020 12:59 PM

60 beauty, safety, good people 12/25/2020 11:37 AM

61 Small town friendliness in a beautiful mountain setting 12/25/2020 8:12 AM

62 Sense of community among full-time and seasonal residents. 12/25/2020 7:30 AM

63 The small town feel within the unspoiled beautiful mountain scenery; the locally
owned/operated businesses instead of franchises with their neon signs. I'm old enough to
remember Gatlinburg, TN from the late 60's and saw how it went downhill from all the
commercialization. DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN IN HIGHLANDS!

12/24/2020 11:48 PM

64 We know each other, we take care of each other, we have good similar values. 12/24/2020 5:52 PM

65 The friends we have made there. 12/24/2020 5:12 PM

66 Beauty, summer climate, nice people, non commercial charm, things to do, sense of
community

12/24/2020 3:36 PM

67 Size, friendly atmosphere, beautiful surroundings 12/24/2020 3:06 PM

68 Natural environment, small town feel, climate 12/24/2020 1:14 PM

69 Nature and natural beauty, Highlands Biological Station 12/24/2020 1:14 PM

70 Beautiful, preserved, non-commercial, well-planned 12/24/2020 12:16 PM

71 Cultural opportunities, well-managed rural setting, broad spectrum of meal and entertainment
options, and size of the town.

12/24/2020 11:54 AM

72 Beautiful town, welcoming people, peaceful surroundings 12/24/2020 11:13 AM

73 Weather Friendliness of community Quieter than city life Outdoor adventures Culture
(restaurants, shops, theater)

12/24/2020 10:34 AM

74 I love the views and the shops/restaurants. 12/24/2020 9:59 AM

75 Climate, community, small town feeling, lack of retail chains, OEI architecture, weather 12/24/2020 8:23 AM

76 Small town attitude. Friendly and respectful of all. 12/24/2020 7:29 AM

77 The small town atmosphere, restaurants, the arts,the mountains, the weather, the Methodist
church, the people, the small town shopping along main street, etc, the outside activities,

12/24/2020 7:23 AM

78 Nature 12/24/2020 12:46 AM

79 Nature 12/24/2020 12:39 AM

80 Quaint village with excellent shopping and dining 12/23/2020 11:08 PM

81 Small town charm surrounded by the natural beauty of the mountains. 12/23/2020 8:57 PM

82 Town size, regulations on some of the town ordinances, friendliness of residents and shop
owners, close proximity to Atlanta. Casualness.

12/23/2020 6:07 PM

83 The charm of a quieter, peaceful, safe, beautiful, clean, natural setting, small town. 12/23/2020 8:12 AM

84 Natural areas 12/22/2020 9:33 PM
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85 The People, the climate 12/22/2020 3:18 PM

86 The beautiful natural environment and cool weather and the way the town is planned and zoned
(for the most part).

12/22/2020 2:13 PM

87 Nature and the way the town has pretty much stayed the same since I first started coming in
1980

12/22/2020 12:32 PM

88 The easiness in reaching all destinations. The calmness; the slower pace. 12/22/2020 10:35 AM

89 Community, nature, environment, culture. 12/22/2020 8:55 AM

90 Small, safe, picturesque town of friendly involved residents 12/22/2020 8:53 AM

91 The huge amount of free space and lack of standard “commercial “ business. We have
commercial business but unique with little or no franchises/ chains. Highlands charm is in the
buildings and atmosphere. If this were to change-I would probably leave. Now I can come to
highlands after working a 50 hour week and truly unplug very quickly. For this I am incredibly
grateful.

12/21/2020 5:44 PM

92 The surrounding nature, the small town feel, 12/21/2020 5:40 PM

93 Beauty. Climate, small town feel. Many excellent places to eat. The CLE, PAC, movie theater,
and the Bascom.

12/21/2020 5:39 PM

94 Small town atmosphere 12/21/2020 4:41 PM

95 Been coming up to the same house my Great Grandfather built my entire life. It's our families
house and Choose Brevard College due to its proximity to Highlands..

12/21/2020 4:33 PM

96 Beauty of Nature 12/21/2020 12:34 PM

97 Not like typical suburb or small towns 12/21/2020 11:05 AM

98 Natural beauty 12/21/2020 10:28 AM

99 The Highlands Biological Station, beautiful woods, hiking areas 12/21/2020 9:59 AM

100 Living in nature. 12/21/2020 9:12 AM

101 It’s beauty, it’s nature, the safe walking in the Mirror Lake area where I live, the quiet (until
recently when new noisy neighbors with dogs moved next door), the cultural options to enjoy,
the excellent restaurants, the friendly and safe atmosphere, our very communicative and
diligentMayor, the lushness of our greenery and trees, the fact that Mountain Laurel and
Rhododendrons bloom on schedule every year, that our Highlands homes attract birds from far
and near every year, that wildlife is abundant, that our little town is free of “big box” stores and
fast food enterprises. Hopefully the proposed wretched Dollar Store will never be built to foul
the remarkable drive to Cashiers as it did in Scaly Mountain.

12/20/2020 1:59 PM

102 Generosity of Highlands and the natural beauty of the area. 12/20/2020 1:48 PM

103 quiet,friendly, not congested 12/20/2020 10:11 AM

104 It’s individuality makes it a good place to take visitors. 12/20/2020 8:52 AM

105 Quaint, clean, relaxing, great place to show visitors 12/20/2020 8:29 AM

106 Peace and quiet. Darkness, fantastic water. Beautiful downtown, hiking and outdoor a tivities. 12/19/2020 8:26 PM

107 Quaintness and no commercial businesses nor touristy establishments. 12/19/2020 5:43 PM

108 Small town, no "fast food" chains, Seeing so many friends at the market and PO, walking my
pup on the sidewalks

12/19/2020 11:59 AM

109 Upscale small town feel...trees, trees, trees... 12/19/2020 11:34 AM

110 Quality of life and the community. 12/19/2020 11:03 AM

111 Weather, restaurants, zoning, sense of community, small town vibe 12/19/2020 9:47 AM

112 How unique, beautiful, safe it is. Nature, and community are fantastic! 12/19/2020 8:25 AM

113 Small town atmosphere. Seclusion and quiet - non city 12/19/2020 8:00 AM
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114 Definitely being in nature amid beautiful surrounding and the weather, but a big selling point for
us when we bought a second home was the vibrant downtown with a selection of quality
restaurants and shopping. It’s such a special place and we appreciate that this small town
maintains it integrity but still rivals any big city dining experience.

12/19/2020 7:30 AM

115 The beauty, the small town atmosphere, the casual and laid back feel. 12/19/2020 5:34 AM

116 Beauty of the mountains. Small town community and kindness of folks 12/19/2020 12:31 AM

117 Small town safety 12/18/2020 10:41 PM

118 The people, the small town feel, the events and amenities for families. 12/18/2020 10:23 PM

119 The people, the small town feel, the events and amenities for families. 12/18/2020 10:22 PM

120 The people, the small town feel, the events and amenities for families. 12/18/2020 10:22 PM

121 Natural beauty, small town feel, friendly people, clean air and water, wildlife 12/18/2020 10:13 PM

122 Quaintness, great hiking/nature and wonderful dining. NO commercial establishments makes it
refreshing! Low density of people -much of the time.

12/18/2020 9:05 PM

123 Small town feel. The kindness of the people. 12/18/2020 8:28 PM

124 Small town atmosphere, cool summers, 12/18/2020 8:26 PM

125 The hiking opportunities and the natural beauty and the small town atmosphere. 12/18/2020 7:53 PM

126 Walkable pleasant downtown, nearby outdoors activities accessible to families, Nature Center,
Library, the new outdoor spaces and concerts, Highlands-Cashiers Land Trust

12/18/2020 5:56 PM

127 The natural environment, small town, Greenway Trails, the focus on art, music, and good food,
no billboards, no chains, no big malls, no trashy environment, Bee City, Bird Sanctuary, Land
Trust, small public school, progressive government, four seasons, town park, fiber optic
network, city rec park, local nonprofits, community garden, clean water

12/18/2020 5:39 PM

128 Friends, family, people. Great size - big enough for tourism but not too crowded. 12/18/2020 4:51 PM

129 Safety, cleanliness, beauty and the people. 12/18/2020 4:32 PM

130 Civic involvement. Charm, character, scale of the town, the architecture, nonprofits, education
organizations, shops, restaurants, museums, parks, trails, nature, forests, culture.

12/18/2020 4:28 PM

131 The wonderful small town feeling, our tiny main street, the winding two lane roads, the way the
community welcomes people with open arms, our beautiful natural landscape, the scenic
views, the weather/climate, all the hiking trails and outdoor opportunities around town and the
Plateau, the town-wide events!

12/18/2020 3:52 PM

132 The beauty of nature, the mountains, and the community of people. 12/18/2020 3:31 PM

133 A sophisticated escape into the cool air. 12/18/2020 2:20 PM

134 Beauty and safety. 12/18/2020 2:16 PM

135 Clean air and water, remote location, unique native landscapes, peace and quiet, high quality
dining and boutiques, shopping conveniences in town, charming historic setting, family
oriented quality of life, hospital, good governance

12/18/2020 2:15 PM

136 Thé small-town feel, lack of national chain businesses/restaurants, location in the mountains,
peace and quiet, lack of traffic, relative lack of crime.

12/18/2020 1:49 PM

137 The beauty of the area ,simple things are important 12/18/2020 1:34 PM

138 Planning and zoning work when implemented thoughtfully. 12/17/2020 6:51 PM

139 small 12/17/2020 4:02 PM

140 The people that choose to live in a community without chain restaurants, retailers. People that
value the environment and healthy living.

12/17/2020 3:14 PM

141 Beauty of the land. 12/17/2020 1:44 PM

142 Unspoiled main street area (no chains, etc.). Festivals and local nature. 12/17/2020 12:26 PM
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143 Small and unique. Not the rushing around like in bigger cities 12/17/2020 10:43 AM

144 Very quiet, cozy and friendly town 12/17/2020 9:47 AM

145 Small town atmosphere, clean air, comedy presented by town board. 12/17/2020 9:42 AM

146 Peaceful mountain setting, feeling of community, access to walking paths, downtown small
shop amenities and restaurants.

12/17/2020 9:37 AM

147 Cool, clean air, beautiful trees and mountains and kind people. 12/17/2020 5:51 AM

148 Main Street, Walkability, natural beauty, hiking trails, Old Edwards properties 12/17/2020 3:45 AM

149 Multigeneration community core of local residents and transplants who participate in the
community. Familiar faces, kind people. Small scale of Highlands facilitates interlocking
relationships from church, Rotary, hiking group and town community events. We value seeing
people we know at PO, Reeves, community events, restaurants and just out taking a walk.

12/16/2020 7:18 PM

150 It has many rural outdoor attractions while still having a common cozy downtown area 12/16/2020 3:28 PM

151 Cooler temps, downtown area, highland hiker, area hikes and waterfalls, dining 12/14/2020 2:32 PM

152 Location, summer weather, change of pace from our city life, where our family has spent much
time the past 12 years.

12/13/2020 8:55 PM

153 cool summers, small town, mountains 12/13/2020 4:50 PM

154 Elevation, weather and surroundings 12/13/2020 8:25 AM

155 Cool climate, natural beauty, welll organized leadership, friendliness, cleanliness and safety. 12/13/2020 8:04 AM

156 Elevation, weather and surroundings 12/13/2020 5:25 AM

157 The community, the perfect balance of town and nature. The remoteness and privacy. 12/12/2020 4:57 PM

158 Location outdoor activities 12/12/2020 12:09 PM

159 Small and not overly commercialized mountain town. 12/12/2020 9:24 AM

160 Being a small town 12/11/2020 1:42 PM

161 We love the quiet, laid-back style. We also love the outdoors and bringing our kids and
grandchildren to Highlands to hike and play in the rivers.

12/11/2020 8:54 AM

162 Simple life 12/11/2020 8:09 AM

163 Mountain setting 12/11/2020 7:59 AM

164 Slower pace of life; fewer people; quiet places; the arts; knowing merchants personally; but
most of all the natural beauty of the mountains.

12/10/2020 5:43 PM

165 Topography,altitude,uniqueness,small town atmosphere, 12/10/2020 5:35 PM

166 Beauty of nature Safety Charming town 12/10/2020 4:25 PM

167 The local businesses. The wonderful scenic views. All the nature 12/10/2020 3:31 PM

168 natural beauty, hiking, good restaurants and shopping, small town feel, programs thru CLE,
Bascom, Biologic Center

12/10/2020 3:20 PM

169 Climate and environment and its not overcrowded 12/10/2020 2:52 PM

170 Cleanliness, safety, friendliness 12/10/2020 2:33 PM

171 Small town feel 12/10/2020 1:42 PM

172 Quality of life 12/10/2020 1:26 PM

173 1. Bucolic, geographic location 2. artistic facilities 3.athletic facilities 4. small town ambiance
5. Town faciities

12/10/2020 1:00 PM

174 850000 12/10/2020 9:51 AM

175 Restaurants, quality shopping and nature all in one 4 block radius! 12/10/2020 9:48 AM
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176 the quiet mountain environment and cool climate. small town atmosphere, low density
population

12/10/2020 9:42 AM

177 . 12/10/2020 9:41 AM

178 Natural beauty, slow pace, 12/10/2020 8:50 AM

179 Access to hiking trails within town. Having the Biological Station and educational programs.
Pre covid the musician park was nice.

12/10/2020 8:32 AM

180 I have always loved the fact that Highlands is, and has always been welcoming and affirming
place to all who visit or choose to become a part of the community.

12/10/2020 8:03 AM

181 Uniqueness of small town, natural beauty and climate 12/10/2020 7:26 AM

182 Community, friendliness, safety, family values 12/10/2020 6:34 AM

183 Nature, quiet, friendly people. 12/9/2020 11:49 AM

184 The size. 12/9/2020 10:37 AM

185 Quaint, qualiyy shops, nc mountains 12/9/2020 7:55 AM

186 Climate 12/8/2020 9:43 PM

187 The small town friendly atmosphere 12/8/2020 8:27 PM

188 The beautiful mountains and a forward looking town with a really good intelligent mayor 12/8/2020 8:14 PM

189 Setting, culture, community, proximity to Atlanta, Asheville and Greenville, long-established
shops and restaurants

12/8/2020 6:11 PM

190 The village feel with no large buildings breaking the human scale, and of course the forest
setting with walks and hikes readily at hand.

12/8/2020 5:09 PM

191 My first trip to Highlands was in 1975. I was 10 years old. I remember hiking to Turtle Back
Falls and sliding down falls in cut off jeans; I remember going to a movie and what is now The
Pizza Place on Main Street; and I remember square dancing at Helen's Barn. I've been coming
to Highlands every year since (my parents have lived on Dog Mountain since 2007), and while
it's definitely grown a great deal and can get overrun with weekend tourists (the motorcycle
groups are the worst), it has still managed to maintain a certain homespun charm that keeps
us coming back every year. The historic buildings along Mainstreet with fabulous dining and
shopping, surrounded with some of the most beautiful, natural scenery in the world with
endless opportunities for hiking, fishing, bird watching, golf, tennis, etc. Please don't let it
change!

12/8/2020 4:49 PM

192 Physical location and altitude. The drive with all the granite rock. The waterfalls. Unique
restaurants and businesses and the Saturday morning market at the park.

12/8/2020 4:36 PM

193 Peaceful, quiet and restful. Rec Center especially pool is great. People are friendly and easy to
get along with

12/8/2020 11:08 AM

194 Small town feeling 12/8/2020 10:22 AM

195 Small town with exceptional restaurants and access to hiking and outdoor activities. 12/8/2020 7:58 AM

196 Safety, family friendly and provisional without being junky, cluttered or commercial. 12/8/2020 7:09 AM

197 Everything. 12/8/2020 6:41 AM

198 The climate. 12/7/2020 10:54 PM

199 Cultural values (music, churches, visual arts, performing arts), strong family structures, rural,
casual ambience

12/7/2020 10:29 PM

200 Small friendly community. 12/7/2020 10:24 PM

201 Tthe mountains, the community feeling....... 12/7/2020 10:04 PM

202 The small town feel, the shopping, the food and the hiking/waterfalls! 12/7/2020 9:38 PM

203 The mountains and the wonderful small town without fast food and national chain stores. 12/7/2020 8:31 PM
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204 The people and the beauty. Also love the vibrant town, shops and great eateries 12/7/2020 7:12 PM

205 Safety, beautiful natural setting, quaintness, the support for the school and locally owned
businesses, open-mindedness of our leaders

12/7/2020 2:32 PM

206 We love the walkability - that we are able to visit the restaurants and shops by walking Main
Street instead of having to get in our car and drive from store to store as in Cashiers. The
scale of the shops on Main Street is appealing - keep heights as they are, please! We love:
the restaurants, shopping, Highlands Nature Center programs and walking in the Botanical
Garden, music, arts fairs, farmers' markets, the Bascom, the library, the Highlands Plateau
Greenway trails...

12/7/2020 12:41 PM

207 Beauty and safety 12/7/2020 12:13 PM

208 Small town Hallmark movie feel. 12/7/2020 8:37 AM

209 Nature, quiet, tempo 12/6/2020 7:47 PM

210 Small town feel 12/6/2020 11:01 AM

211 beauty 12/6/2020 8:24 AM

212 The natural beauty of the wooded mountains. The friendliness of a small southern town. The
great restaurants and the quaintness of downtown.

12/5/2020 8:06 PM

213 community, outdoor life, elevated small town feel, mild seasons 12/5/2020 12:12 PM

214 The climate and natural beauty 12/5/2020 11:50 AM

215 The climate and natural beauty 12/5/2020 11:49 AM

216 Community, Beauty, Greenway, 12/5/2020 11:25 AM

217 The small town feel and southern hospitality 12/5/2020 11:20 AM

218 Fabulous town Fabulous people and the small town feel yet with amenties that a larger place
would have. Natural beauty

12/5/2020 10:42 AM

219 The people(small town feel everyone knows everyone), the year round vibrant economy and
selection of restaurants and shops, the safety, the weather, amenities such as the park(and
music in the park), pool(community center) , ice rink, all the things the town and chamber do
such as tree lighting, fireworks and Christmas parade.

12/5/2020 10:19 AM

220 The quaintness, forrest, nature leaving the cities, their buildings and fast pace. 12/5/2020 8:12 AM

221 Cool weather, small quiet town, outdoor activities with excellent shopping and dining 12/4/2020 7:08 PM

222 The ice rink. 12/4/2020 6:26 PM

223 natural beauty, low crime 12/4/2020 6:16 PM

224 size, beauty, weather, friends, biodiversity 12/4/2020 5:07 PM

225 Everything. It's quaintness, friendliness, location, weather. 12/4/2020 3:22 PM

226 The nature, the quite, the sense of community and most of all the people there 12/4/2020 11:24 AM

227 Sense of community 12/4/2020 11:11 AM

228 Natural resources 12/4/2020 10:50 AM

229 Family 12/4/2020 7:58 AM

230 Small town, natural resources 12/3/2020 10:55 PM

231 The town has a true village setting with a sense of community with a great combination of
culture and nature in beautiful part of the country.

12/3/2020 8:57 PM

232 Atmosphere, friendliness,quality opportunities,community contributions,great city leadership 12/3/2020 7:56 PM

233 Beauty, small community, history, proximity to nature 12/3/2020 7:13 PM

234 it's small size, it's ability to welcome and embrace all people regardless of race, color, etc. 12/3/2020 7:00 PM
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235 No big box or chain stores on Main Street ..small and shop owners know their customers 12/3/2020 6:36 PM

236 Environment, weather, safety and people who truly love and care for the community. 12/3/2020 5:56 PM

237 The small town community feel, friendly atmosphere, slowdown and smell the mountain air
feel.

12/3/2020 5:00 PM

238 The closeness of the community and the willingness of people to teach out to others in need. 12/3/2020 3:48 PM

239 The beauty, the people, the hiking, the diversity 12/3/2020 2:55 PM

240 The beauty. 12/3/2020 2:54 PM

241 The small town feel. I am the 3rd generation in my family to live part time here. Highlands is
my retreat from big cities. I hope to live here full time.

12/3/2020 2:36 PM

242 Small invigorating community 12/3/2020 2:15 PM

243 The sense of community pride and engagement of it's citizens. The citizens' commitment to
civic duty and charitable assistance to those less fortunate. The small town size and
personality. The natural beauty, wildlife, and overall environment. I also appreciate the
thoughtful planning regulations that are in place to protect and preserve all of the above. I also
agree with and value the town's fiscally conservative policies.

12/3/2020 1:51 PM

244 We value the uniqueness and natural beauty of the area. 12/3/2020 1:42 PM

245 The size and security 12/3/2020 1:27 PM

246 Quality, life style, safety 12/3/2020 10:56 AM

247 Small town, low rise buildings, not widening streets and not building parking garages 12/3/2020 9:25 AM

248 The natural beauty of the area. The parks, trails and green space. 12/3/2020 8:35 AM

249 The small town community 12/2/2020 8:34 PM

250 Great place for a family 12/2/2020 2:22 PM

251 The community and people in 12/2/2020 7:33 AM

252 It's caring residents. 12/1/2020 10:49 PM

253 EVERYTHING!!! Love the Town, the sense of community, the weather, the people. 12/1/2020 9:16 PM

254 The natural beauty, the great people/caring community. The fact that it is a small town. 12/1/2020 10:27 AM

255 Weather, restaurants, beauty, and peace 12/1/2020 10:03 AM

256 Sincerity of locals, conservation and education of nature, limit rentals to no less than 1 week
with a Highlands financial payment added to each weekly rental week.

12/1/2020 9:47 AM

257 The weather and community events 12/1/2020 7:38 AM

258 The beautiful natural setting, near perfect weather, small town kindnesses and big city cultural
and gastronomic amenities. :)

11/30/2020 9:21 PM

259 The quaint town and the awesome weather 11/30/2020 7:59 PM

260 The quaint town and the awesome weather 11/30/2020 7:59 PM

261 The community closeness I feel, Seeing friends at the post office, on the street, all over.
Having walking trails. Being able to walk all over town from my parking place. And I love
Mountain Findings,

11/30/2020 6:47 PM

262 Small town feel. Nice residents. Rec Center. Brysons 11/30/2020 5:48 PM

263 Quaintness, restaurants, summer climate, friendly people 11/30/2020 4:40 PM

264 The summer climate, quaint, good restaurants friendly people. 11/30/2020 4:34 PM

265 I love the community spirit, the clean air, the excellent restaurants, but mostly I love the
friendly people that we know and meet in Highlands.

11/30/2020 3:51 PM

266 Small town atmosphere. Quiet and calm 11/30/2020 3:16 PM
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267 Small Town atmosphere 11/30/2020 3:01 PM

268 The natural environment 11/30/2020 1:22 PM

269 It's my home. It's where I feel safe and comfortable. I enjoy the rivers and hiking on USFS land
in the area. Edible mushroom foraging. When I can get it, the peace and quiet it USED to
have. It's getting harder and harder to get away from people.

11/30/2020 1:20 PM

270 Safety and small community 11/30/2020 1:01 PM

271 The people, the activities, the small town feel with larger town culture and restaurants 11/30/2020 12:15 PM

272 Weather in summer and small town feeling. Also golf, restaurants, hiking, shopping andThe
Bascom. Soon to have fast internet.

11/30/2020 12:06 PM

273 The Peace and Tranquility on the water ( creek that floods my basement every time there is a
heavy rain )

11/30/2020 11:13 AM

274 Natural environment, our church community (Episcopal Church of the Incarnation) cultural
activities (PAC, The Bascom, Nature Center, Library), friendliness, interesting & smart people,
well-run Town, service opportunities through non-profits, lack of traffic, nice retail, recreational
opportunities (hiking groups, clubs)... Many resources packed into one small place! Highlands
combines benefits of a small town with city opportunities, with few big city problems.

11/30/2020 11:09 AM

275 ability to earn a living, climate, small town 11/30/2020 11:02 AM

276 Access to nature in a quality small town setting. 11/30/2020 10:50 AM

277 Small town community. Friendly people 11/30/2020 8:55 AM

278 Natural environment 11/29/2020 2:58 PM

279 Hiking and outdoor activity, small town charm, neighbors 11/29/2020 2:47 PM

280 Nature and good quality utilities 11/29/2020 8:24 AM

281 The natural setting, the vast amount of outdoor recreational opportunities, the small town size,
the many nonprofit organizations which offer diverse possibilities for community service, the
growing ethnic diversity, the “maker/crafting community, the community theater and arts.

11/28/2020 3:01 PM

282 Trees, small town population. Good water. Friendly locally owned businesses ( dislike th recent
loss of my favorite: Jolie and mgt/owner change of Mountain Fresh)

11/28/2020 1:53 PM

283 Near family 11/27/2020 9:32 PM

284 The friendly atmosphere of residents and government 11/27/2020 3:37 PM

285 Walking, hiking, nature, dining, potential cultural activities 11/27/2020 12:56 PM

286 Small town feature, the mountains and privacy. Churches and the ability to know neighbors.
Not too many people.

11/27/2020 12:20 PM

287 The People and the climate 11/26/2020 12:34 PM

288 Peace Serenity Beauty Small Town Safe Feel Neighborly 11/26/2020 10:17 AM

289 Small town community feeling! 11/26/2020 9:47 AM

290 It’s small town charm and friendliness. 11/26/2020 9:30 AM

291 Nature and shops and restaurants 11/26/2020 8:45 AM

292 The beauty of nature, a quiet town with opportunities to enjoy events and celebrations with like-
minded people.

11/26/2020 7:58 AM

293 It is a friendly place to live and has a small-town atmosphere. I also enjoy being able to walk
out of my front door to town, and on intown hiking trails.

11/24/2020 11:56 AM

294 Small town values with big city amenities. 11/24/2020 10:00 AM

295 Quaint, quiet, visually beautiful. Hiking and friendly residents 11/23/2020 2:25 PM

296 Town feeling, weather, restaurants, hiking 11/23/2020 6:34 AM
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297 Small town; sense of community; outdoor activities; environment 11/22/2020 10:25 PM

298 Quality of living, wonderful weather, hospital, sound infrastructure, security, conservative
political approach, variety of commercial and public structures including stores, businesses
and all forms of intertainment like town park, pool, ice skating, tennis and golf clubs and first
class library, the Bascomb and museums and police and fire departments and our FM radio
station .

11/22/2020 7:44 AM

299 The sense of community. The beauty of the surroundings. The quaint downtown. Clean
environment.

11/21/2020 11:08 PM

300 Walkable streets. Compact, no sprawl. Lightly developed. 11/19/2020 9:15 PM

301 Devotion of citizens to environmental preservation and caring for others, and quality amenities
in services, entertainment, dining, etc.

11/19/2020 8:39 AM

302 Small town with many quality amenities in entertainment; devotion on part of many citizens for
protection of the environment and enhancement of the community; and a genuine caring for
each other and the community as a whole.

11/19/2020 8:35 AM

303 Weather, community, nature 11/18/2020 9:00 PM

304 Slower pace of life, vibrant downtown, community engagement, natural beauty. 11/18/2020 11:14 AM

305 It's quiet charm, towns people, and it's not so loud or crowded intown area. 11/17/2020 6:52 PM

306 I love the charm, the nature landscapes, the shops, restaurants, and Highlands Playhouse for
whatever movie is showing.

11/17/2020 5:51 PM

307 We value the scenery, the town’s restaurants, lodging, hiking and community feel, including
holiday preparations.

11/17/2020 5:38 PM

308 Setting, varied options for guests (nature, shopping, dining, events) 11/17/2020 11:00 AM

309 Beautiful area and charming town. 11/17/2020 10:29 AM

310 The beauty, the shopping, restaurants and the people 11/17/2020 10:17 AM

311 Small community. Mountain beauty and climate. Fresh air. Friendly environment. 11/16/2020 9:06 PM

312 Good food, good shopping, cool weather (we live in Atlanta), 11/16/2020 8:06 PM

313 Clean, well run community. Easy to get around. Climate. OEI, restaurants 11/16/2020 7:58 PM

314 The ABSOLUTE small town family feel in this beautiful setting and the historic value of our
town.

11/16/2020 7:29 PM

315 We love the natural beauty and small town feel. 11/16/2020 7:26 PM

316 The old school feel of highlands and all the wonderful trees and no condos everywhere / not a
big city feel or like developers have come in and taken over

11/16/2020 7:19 PM

317 Small and quaint mountains town not much different than what I remember as a child 11/16/2020 7:07 PM

318 Small town community in a beautiful place. Over development will ruin it forever! 11/16/2020 7:02 PM

319 Natural beauty, great dining and shops 11/16/2020 6:55 PM

320 A place to relax 11/16/2020 6:50 PM

321 The quaintness. 11/16/2020 6:40 PM

322 Small town charm 11/16/2020 6:38 PM

323 weather 11/16/2020 5:18 PM

324 EVERYTHING!!! I am very blessed ( and Lucky!) to live here. 11/16/2020 1:51 PM

325 Weather, natural beauty, restaurants, sense of community 11/16/2020 11:25 AM

326 low density small mountain town elegance 11/16/2020 10:58 AM

327 Mountain air, “small town Americana feel”, great restaurants 11/16/2020 6:38 AM
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328 Open space 11/15/2020 9:37 AM

329 The beauty, clean air, people and diversity of the people here. We also appreciate that our local
government cares about the citizens and visitors and have restrictions in place to control
growth.

11/14/2020 6:58 PM

330 Everyone is so friendly! Highlands has a very laid-back vibe. 11/14/2020 4:48 PM

331 Natural beauty, amenities that most small towns would not have. 11/14/2020 1:04 PM

332 High end peaceful, safe community. Great summer weather. Wonderful natural resources. 11/14/2020 11:10 AM

333 The small town feel with no chain restaurants, no big movie theatres, everything just small
town.... The fact that Highlands is an earned reward for hard work. Housing is expensive but
that's what we have worked for our entire lives. I love the land trust and value preservation.
Overbuilding is a major concern, we do not want our small town overgrown. Please keep it
small, uncommerialized and high end.

11/14/2020 10:34 AM

334 Mountain scenery, weather, the nice people, restaurants, shopping 11/14/2020 9:13 AM

335 I value community, kindness, nature and small town atmosphere. 11/14/2020 8:57 AM

336 The scenery, restaurants, community vibe, stores, Old Edwards Inn, hiking. 11/13/2020 9:48 PM

337 Quaint, proximity to outdoor activities 11/13/2020 8:42 PM

338 Everything! Beauty and our awesome and caring town government! 11/13/2020 7:34 PM

339 Everything 11/13/2020 6:53 PM

340 The quaint, inclusive, and thriving community. The lack of commercial establishments. 11/13/2020 6:41 PM

341 The beauty of our plateau and the lovely shopping and delightful dining opportunities. 11/13/2020 4:35 PM

342 The mountains and small town 11/13/2020 2:42 PM

343 Flower & fauna, climate 11/13/2020 2:28 PM

344 Weather and nature 11/13/2020 2:18 PM

345 The clearly defined zoning and strict adherence to those codes as written. 11/13/2020 12:44 PM

346 Weather, restaurants, cultural events, outdoor activities and people. 11/13/2020 11:27 AM

347 Town, climate and rental market 11/13/2020 11:24 AM

348 Town with a big heart 11/13/2020 10:55 AM

349 Small town feel with cool temperatures in the summer. We love hiking and eating out, one to
justify the other!

11/13/2020 10:48 AM

350 The support we all provide for everyone within our community. The safety, beauty and
recreational activities. It is a Norman Rockwell town.

11/13/2020 10:17 AM

351 I value the people, our local church, the relaxation of the area and the many wonderful
restaurants.

11/13/2020 9:31 AM

352 Location in the mountains with the small town charm. 11/13/2020 5:03 AM

353 Everything! This is where I came to visit my grandmother as a child. This is where I have
visited with my husband, mother, brothers and friends. Recently my husband and I have built
and renovated homes. Highlands will always hold a special place in my heart. It represents my
best childhood memories and I’m making memories now with my family.

11/12/2020 10:20 PM

354 Quiet and quaint upscale living with views. We love the outdoors and natural elements, as well. 11/12/2020 8:52 PM

355 The beautiful nature and hiking and the quaint town that's not commercialized. 11/12/2020 6:50 PM

356 Small town atmosphere, natural scenery, friendly people. 11/12/2020 3:50 PM

357 I value the mixture in Highlands of provincial and cosmopolitan interests, the variety of
individual perspectives, the strong interest in preserving its natural surroundings, and the
widespread appreciation of its small size and concern about growth and development.

11/12/2020 1:17 PM
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358 Simple town- beauty of nature all around. Kind residents 11/12/2020 12:32 PM

359 The lovely town, lots of restaurants, scenery and lots of nature things to do within 90 minute
drive.

11/12/2020 11:30 AM

360 Deep community engagement and investment, natural beauty and the efforts to preserve that
beauty.

11/12/2020 10:02 AM

361 Community, safety, life style 11/11/2020 10:29 PM

362 The breathtaking scenery and small town feel. 11/11/2020 9:34 PM

363 Climate and general environment Slow pace of life 11/11/2020 5:28 PM

364 The beauty and the community. 11/11/2020 11:31 AM

365 Climate. Used to be slow pace of life but that has changed. Also privacy. 11/11/2020 11:15 AM

366 It’s natural beauty. 11/11/2020 9:35 AM

367 Tranquility, peacefulness, ease of access to things I need/want to do, weather, people, beauty.
Not necessarily in that order.

11/11/2020 9:11 AM

368 Sense of community, safe environment for my kids, small town feel 11/11/2020 7:11 AM

369 The natural beauty, small town atmosphere, friendly people, proximity to hikes and lakes 11/11/2020 6:59 AM

370 It is a true community- we are small but the amenities we have far outnumber even larger
communities. Even though it’s an upscale tourist town, the community continues to invest in
itself. The rec center, park and pool are wonderful additions for our young family. And we are
blown away by the generosity of the community to the school.

11/10/2020 10:09 PM

371 Walkable, lack of chain stores, facilities (e.g. pool, parks), access to nature 11/10/2020 10:02 PM

372 Pristine nature, adorable downtown, safety 11/10/2020 9:39 PM

373 The small town feel 11/10/2020 8:34 PM

374 Small town character, unique town offerings, excellent school, natural setting and cooler
summer weather!

11/10/2020 8:03 PM

375 Small town character, unique town offerings, excellent school, natural setting and cooler
summer weather!

11/10/2020 7:51 PM

376 Clean, safe environment 11/10/2020 6:02 PM

377 It's natural beauty 11/10/2020 5:27 PM

378 I value the tight-knit community and the wide swath of folks that live here. I value the beauty
and attention to detail on our main street, as well as the programs available for children and
families.

11/10/2020 1:24 PM

379 Environment, small town look and feel, no fast food, community spirit, unpretentious, low
crime, integration of town/nature with trails, spirit of cooperation

11/10/2020 1:16 PM

380 A close knit small community 11/10/2020 1:10 PM

381 Feeling safe where ever I go in Highlands. All the things to do and see. 11/10/2020 11:28 AM

382 nature is a door step away. Quick access to "remote" feeling trails and truly more remote trails.
Green town feeling - though looking at new houses on Cullasaja w/ mostly clear cut property
makes me want to puke.

11/10/2020 10:45 AM

383 It's beauty and accessibility to outdoor adventures. 11/9/2020 7:43 PM

384 I value the setting in the mountains, and therefore access to hiking, fishing, paddling and
more. I like the vibrancy of the town because of the enthusiasm visitors bring.

11/9/2020 4:08 PM

385 The natural beauty of the area and the small town, caring community 11/9/2020 3:04 PM

386 Community, people and beauty 11/9/2020 7:57 AM

387 Small community with small time values. 11/9/2020 7:56 AM
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388 Small town experience in close contact with natural areas 11/9/2020 7:42 AM

389 natural beauty 11/8/2020 8:07 PM

390 Weekend "get away" from Atlanta 11/8/2020 4:28 PM

391 Small Town feel with great restaurants and recreation 11/8/2020 3:40 PM

392 Climate, Quaint, relaxing, safe 11/8/2020 12:49 PM

393 The history, the zoning, the quiet, the beauty 11/8/2020 11:04 AM

394 Serenity, the local residents, the environment, a quiet place to escape to 11/8/2020 10:55 AM

395 Small size, high quality living 11/8/2020 9:52 AM

396 very community minded; beautiful resources and commitment to preservation; everyone is
polite and thoughtful.

11/8/2020 9:47 AM

397 Small town charm, weather, mountains, culture, and overall friendliness 11/8/2020 7:52 AM

398 Raw, natural beauty juxtaposed with refined quality of life—a very difficult combination to find
in one place.

11/7/2020 10:10 AM

399 A Quiet Getaway with great weather and natural beauty 11/7/2020 7:25 AM

400 The hiking, the restaurants and the stores 11/6/2020 10:56 AM

401 small , safe, friendly, beautiful, many cultural and other amenities, climate. several of the
attributes are at risk due town growth policies and orientation.

11/6/2020 10:33 AM

402 The peace, friendliness, beauty, sense of community, friends. 11/6/2020 9:57 AM

403 The town and it's great amenities 11/6/2020 9:57 AM

404 The sense of community, the shared appreciation of beauty and nature. 11/6/2020 9:44 AM

405 The local environment, conservative mindset of a majority of the population, variety of outdoor
activities, personal safety, caring and sharing local population.

11/6/2020 9:07 AM

406 Friendly Community, mountains, lovely town. weather, 11/6/2020 9:01 AM

407 weather, people, restaurants 11/6/2020 8:57 AM

408 Climate and friendly atmosphere. 11/6/2020 7:52 AM

409 The warmth of the people and the pristine nature and weather 11/5/2020 9:35 PM

410 The "high end and quaint" mountain town. The upscale restaurants and shops. The very nice
golf clubs and the life they allow us to enjoy! The friendliness of the people in Highlands and
the absence of dissent among the residents. I would not want to see the town overrun with
more and more tourists than Highlands already experiences! I want to be able to enjoy the
restaurants, etc and not reach the point where I can't get in them!

11/5/2020 9:20 PM

411 Nature, community, wonderful people involved in so many things that keep the town interesting
( like Bascom, land trust, town park, PAC, chamber music...) as well as great quality and
variety in food/restaurants, SMALL TOWN feel ( let’s keep it that way)

11/5/2020 7:46 PM

412 It’s beauty,climate and the wonderful community of people we have become friends with. 11/5/2020 6:24 PM

413 small town atmosphere 11/5/2020 6:04 PM

414 Very pleasant surroundings, great weather, little crime, nature, good restaurants 11/5/2020 5:55 PM

415 Uniqueness; altitude; rain forest; global botanical reputation; respect for quaint
character/reputation; local heritage.

11/5/2020 5:48 PM

416 Community. Love it there. Treat it like a second home but always feels like I'm home. 11/5/2020 5:42 PM

417 Small town life, mountain setting 11/5/2020 5:41 PM

418 Quaintness, friendliness, cleanliness, small Mtn town 11/5/2020 5:40 PM

419 Weather and small town secluded atmosphere 11/5/2020 5:36 PM
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420 Small town feel 11/5/2020 5:34 PM

421 Old fashioned values, community, peace and quiet ... that is changing. 11/5/2020 5:29 PM

422 Friendly community, great restaurants and charming town. 11/5/2020 5:01 PM

423 charm, safety, friendliness, beauty 11/5/2020 4:47 PM

424 Safety, small town atmosphere, less traffic 11/5/2020 4:28 PM

425 The sense of community. Lots of folks with shared interests. Small town atmosphere. Safe 11/5/2020 4:17 PM

426 the healing, the beauty , the community 11/5/2020 4:04 PM

427 Small Town atmosphere 11/5/2020 3:56 PM

428 The town itself is small, beautiful, and well appointed with nicely done shops and restaurants.
It is a safe place for family and friends and a strong sense of community.

11/5/2020 3:29 PM

429 golf courses, restaurants,small town atmosphere,, playhouse,PAC, and at least three seasons 11/5/2020 3:02 PM

430 Privacy, safety, security, small town/hallmark atmosphere, community associatuions in general
don not have short term rentals and you know who your neighhbours are.

11/5/2020 2:48 PM

431 Nature 11/5/2020 2:48 PM

432 Climate; dining;shopping;quaintness;safety;recreation. Really,just about everything. 11/5/2020 2:36 PM

433 The beauty and serenity of this friendly place in paradise. 11/5/2020 1:49 PM

434 Charm, weather,people privacy food, beauty 11/5/2020 1:43 PM

435 Peace and quiet 11/5/2020 1:30 PM

436 Peace and quiet and friendliness of residents 11/5/2020 1:24 PM

437 no strip malls or franchise drive thru eateries. small town feel weather friendly community
opportunities to be involved in community activities and fund raising

11/5/2020 12:57 PM

438 The small town community spirit and the local ownership in each area makes this town
special.

11/5/2020 12:39 PM

439 The wonderful small town atmosphere. The events that the town sponsors which create the
atmosphere of "everybody knows everybody". Christmas tree lighting, Halloween on Main St,
Christmas parade, Fourth of July fireworks. I also really value the independent shops - please
no "big chains" no "big box" stores. This maintains that small town feel where people can be
individuals!

11/5/2020 10:30 AM

440 The weather, proximity to my home in Atlanta. A walkable Main Street, the mix of people. 11/5/2020 10:08 AM

441 Quality of life 11/5/2020 9:35 AM

442 Upscale community 11/5/2020 9:27 AM

443 Quality of life 11/5/2020 9:23 AM

444 Nature. Serenity. 11/5/2020 9:11 AM

445 Climate, Community spirit, lack of big city atmosphere, responsiveness of city government 11/5/2020 9:08 AM

446 Natural surroundings, cleanliness, community active citizenry. 11/5/2020 8:53 AM

447 The small town atmosphere, great people, great climate, great outdoors with beautiful flora,
also safety and security.

11/5/2020 8:52 AM

448 Peace and quiet 11/5/2020 8:51 AM

449 Lovely, private and safe community with friendly people supported by the arts and great quality
of life!

11/5/2020 8:47 AM

450 I value the peacefulness the outdoors provides, the hikes, the views, the pristine water and the
crisp, clean mountain air. I also value the merchants who have been there for decades, they
are wonderful people.

11/5/2020 8:41 AM
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451 Peace and quiet 11/5/2020 8:26 AM

452 Natural Beauty of area, down town options of restaurants and shopping. 11/5/2020 8:06 AM

453 The shopping, restaurants, and walkability of the area. 11/5/2020 8:05 AM

454 Beauty of the mountains 11/5/2020 7:58 AM

455 The beautiful landscape small town feel with great restaurants and recreational opportunities 11/5/2020 7:58 AM

456 Small town charm and some of the restaurants 11/5/2020 7:32 AM

457 Size. With that the quality of life that comes with a smaller community and the low crime.
Temperatures and air quality.

11/5/2020 7:21 AM

458 Small town with a cultural and educated community of people who care about the natural
environment.

11/5/2020 7:04 AM

459 Quality of life. 11/5/2020 6:43 AM

460 It is a great place to escape the rest of the world 11/5/2020 6:28 AM

461 The beauty. 11/5/2020 6:26 AM

462 What I value about Highlands seems to be slowly slipping away. It’s quaintness, quiet
mornings and historic value.

11/5/2020 6:05 AM

463 The beauty,plants,trees and the wonderful people, local and visitors! 11/5/2020 5:16 AM

464 The village feel is very important. I thin STI 's could ruin Highlands and these rentals should be
limited in neighborhoods.

11/5/2020 3:52 AM

465 Nature, hiking, dining, shopping, amenities (hospital,parks) and town excitement! Friendly
people!

11/4/2020 11:21 PM

466 Everything 11/4/2020 11:01 PM

467 Everything 11/4/2020 10:41 PM

468 The weather and architecture of the homes 11/4/2020 10:36 PM

469 The locals of Highlands!! 11/4/2020 10:03 PM

470 The open space, environmentally minded people and healthy living. 11/4/2020 9:39 PM

471 Uniqueness and high end living. 11/4/2020 9:12 PM

472 Small town feel of community, safety, good restaurants and shopping, community involvement
of citizens. Lack of big box stores and control of community feel

11/4/2020 8:27 PM

473 family tradition, intergenerational entertainment, natural beauty, out door life 11/4/2020 8:20 PM

474 peace and quiet, nature, great food, culture, and small town living 11/4/2020 7:51 PM

475 Quality of life 11/4/2020 7:35 PM

476 Nature 11/4/2020 5:14 PM

477 Nature 11/4/2020 5:13 PM

478 The nature, the locals, and the feeling of community we (locals)cultivate. 11/4/2020 4:20 PM

479 Beauty of the area, nature, friendly people 11/4/2020 3:58 PM

480 The beauty of the mountains, the lovely people, the recreational opportunities. 11/4/2020 3:46 PM

481 The climate and the small mountain town environment. 11/4/2020 3:12 PM

482 Mountains, small town, people, hiking, golf 11/4/2020 3:02 PM

483 The small town, communal atmosphere with quality shops at which visitors and seasonal
owners are willing to shop. Most importantly, the hospitality and assistance of the locals is
superior.

11/4/2020 2:53 PM

484 Escape from the outside world 11/4/2020 2:47 PM
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485 Nature. Biological station, Bascom, the community theater and quiet. 11/4/2020 2:43 PM

486 Peacefulness 11/4/2020 2:21 PM

487 Small town atmosphere Location in the Blue Ridge Mountains 11/4/2020 2:08 PM

488 Wonderful weather, friendly people and small town feel 11/4/2020 2:02 PM

489 Cool summers, hiking trails, restaurants 11/4/2020 1:21 PM

490 Quaint atmosphere and beautiful surroundings. 11/4/2020 1:07 PM

491 Wonderful weather, smallness 11/4/2020 12:41 PM

492 The beauty, the outdoors, the lack of touristy businesses, sees of community, small size. 11/4/2020 12:35 PM

493 Natural beauty, small-town feel, and great restaurants 11/4/2020 12:09 PM

494 Weather. Simplicity. Friends we've made. Outdoor activities. 11/4/2020 11:40 AM

495 Community 11/4/2020 11:02 AM

496 Weather, sense of community/small time feel (during off season) 11/4/2020 10:10 AM

497 Climate, slower pace of life, the people, quality of life. 11/4/2020 10:00 AM

498 Locals, beautiful environment, peace/tranquility 11/4/2020 9:01 AM

499 Quality of life 11/4/2020 8:50 AM

500 I value mostly the peacefulness and those who live in Highlands. The climate was what drew
us, along with the fact that there are amenities and infrastructure that make life much more
easy.

11/4/2020 8:35 AM

501 Our mayor, charm of the town, green spaces 11/4/2020 8:33 AM

502 The environment/climate and welcoming atmosphere of the town 11/4/2020 8:32 AM

503 Small town 11/4/2020 8:25 AM

504 Cultural (civility and affluence of the people), restaurants, climate and natural beauty 11/4/2020 7:25 AM

505 The civility and demographics (affluence) of the people, restaurants, climate and natural
beauty,

11/4/2020 7:08 AM

506 The natural beauty, the climate, the people 11/3/2020 11:24 PM

507 The upscale mountain vibe 11/3/2020 10:57 PM

508 Small town feel but with access to restaurants, theatre, arts, shopping and outdoors 11/3/2020 10:43 PM

509 Restaurants, service culture,the Playhouse, natural beauty 11/3/2020 10:31 PM

510 Small town atmosphere, quality of people who live here, lack of crime, natural beauty, upscale
amenities, change of seasons, good municipal services.

11/3/2020 10:29 PM

511 Shopping. Small town feel. quiet. kindness of people. 11/3/2020 10:15 PM

512 Everything 11/3/2020 10:07 PM

513 The community itself! The sense of caring for our neighbors! 11/3/2020 9:53 PM

514 It’s natural beauty 11/3/2020 9:53 PM

515 Close community that cares deeply for each other. 11/3/2020 9:34 PM

516 People Community Climate Activities 11/3/2020 9:30 PM

517 I used to value the community and how safe I felt as a Black woman, but that has changed. I
do value the opportunities for small businesses still and the smaller classroom sizes for our
youth

11/3/2020 9:11 PM

518 Beauty, peace, clean air 11/3/2020 9:09 PM
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519 The quiet streets, friends, and beautiful nature of surrounding areas, quality shopping and
dining, golf

11/3/2020 9:06 PM

520 Local businesses, close access to hikes and wilderness, small town feel. 11/3/2020 8:44 PM

521 Small town. Know everyone 11/3/2020 8:43 PM

522 Been coming for over 45 years to visit. Purchased second home about 9 years ago. We are
now retired and come just to "be there" and relax. Also several long time friends have either
primary or second home in highlands and we enjoy each other. I really like the weather during
the summer...but it can get sort of "raw" during the winter. We like the restaurants and the wife
likes shopping. I come and relax or have grandkids to entertain. They all love their
"MountainHouse". I do typically keep several projects underway and have enjoyed working with
the local tradespeople. Several have become close friends. Final thought - "It is a really good
place to be"!

11/3/2020 8:34 PM

523 Vibrant Main Street, tennis courts, Rec center including skatepark and pool. 11/3/2020 8:04 PM

524 Quaint sophistication with spectacular beauty 11/3/2020 7:32 PM

525 The safe living environment, the religious facilities, the natural beauty, amenities (close in town
hiking, activities, heated pool, recreational facilities and exercise classes) parks, The
restaurants and shops.

11/3/2020 6:49 PM

526 Natural beauty and small town community 11/3/2020 6:45 PM

527 The small population, low crime rate, natural beauty, but —above all— the sense of
community.

11/3/2020 6:43 PM

528 Small community whose citizens are actively involved with the welfare of the community. 11/3/2020 6:33 PM

529 Small town, friendly, city activities. Town to open up! 11/3/2020 6:24 PM

530 Natural beauty, hiking, mountains, waterfalls, access to restaurants and shops. 11/3/2020 5:53 PM

531 community, nature 11/3/2020 5:39 PM

532 premier mountain ambience and well run 11/3/2020 5:21 PM

533 Intimate, cooler than most places, friendly people, beautiful, a lot of opportunities to matter—to
volunteer and give back

11/3/2020 5:18 PM

534 The beauty of the land and the climate plus the friendliness of the township. 11/3/2020 5:01 PM

535 The natural beauty, quietness, and quality of life. 11/3/2020 4:43 PM

536 Scenery, sense of community, people; retail and restaurants availabile. Quietness and outdoor
appeal of walking and hiking trails.

11/3/2020 4:42 PM

537 Beauty, climate, small population, small town atmosphere, health care 11/3/2020 4:19 PM

538 small town 11/3/2020 4:08 PM

539 Authenticity 11/3/2020 4:07 PM

540 Small town feel with higher end shopping and dining. Weather in the summer 11/3/2020 3:50 PM

541 Small town living. 11/3/2020 3:50 PM

542 Nature, being true to its roots, great infrastructure 11/3/2020 3:19 PM

543 A quaint community located in one of the most desirable locations in America. Friendly
citizens and homeowners both full time and seasonal. No fast food restaurants or short term
rental properties which will destroy the wholesome history and culture of the community.

11/3/2020 3:00 PM

544 I grew up here, so I love everything about it :) Most importantly I value our incredibly tightknit
community, and how we can rely on each other in times of need.

11/3/2020 2:43 PM

545 Nature, forests, clean water, low density, preservation land trusts, the community. 11/3/2020 2:29 PM

546 Natural forests, undeveloped roads, trails. 11/3/2020 1:58 PM

547 Weather and the smalll town charm 11/3/2020 1:42 PM
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548 Weather and the smalll town charm 11/3/2020 1:42 PM

549 It's unique setting in the mountains of NC. 11/3/2020 1:41 PM

550 Calm, beauty, slower pace, arts 11/3/2020 1:29 PM

551 The community feeling, charm and slow pace 11/3/2020 1:15 PM

552 Not as much as I used to 11/3/2020 1:15 PM

553 Peace and quiet in a cute small town..... 11/3/2020 1:09 PM

554 Clean environment, excellent quality of life, unique flora-fauna, high-end shopping and dining,
comraderie.

11/3/2020 1:05 PM

555 Small town vibe. Everyone who was born and raised here knows each other. 11/3/2020 12:59 PM

556 Quaintness 11/3/2020 12:35 PM

557 Beauty, amenities 11/3/2020 12:27 PM

558 The beautiful mountains, waterfalls, and the cultural activities (before COVID). 11/3/2020 12:17 PM

559 Serenity,friends....Mirror Lake 11/3/2020 12:09 PM

560 The quant community. Town events, restaurants, the only commercial business is subway.
Safety, friendly people, local businesses.

11/3/2020 11:57 AM

561 sense of community 11/3/2020 11:53 AM

562 The sense of community and small town feel. 11/3/2020 11:29 AM

563 The overall sense of community and love of all things outdoors. 11/3/2020 11:22 AM

564 The life styles, the scenery. The people. 11/3/2020 11:16 AM

565 Unpaved roads and natural environment 11/3/2020 11:05 AM

566 Unpaved roads and natural beauty 11/3/2020 11:03 AM

567 Weather, size, restaurants and shopping 11/3/2020 10:51 AM

568 Small town feel with big town amenities. Love being able to walk in town and meet friends,
hike, shop, eat, and drink, all while feeling a sense of community and a distance from "in your
face" commercialism.

11/3/2020 10:37 AM

569 Beauty, small town feel. Mountain air 11/3/2020 10:24 AM

570 The mountains, community spirit, friendliness! 11/3/2020 10:18 AM

571 How nice everyone is (or was before covid) and how the town was more like a family 11/3/2020 10:09 AM

572 Well, what I USED to value was it's peaceful pace of life and well preserved small town feel-i.e
next to no traffic and no strangers roaming my neighborhood with their dogs and zipping past
our house on their way to pick up more stupid nick knacks in town hustled by the insatiable
merchants open practically 24/7 to serve the lowest common denominator that short term
rentals bring every day now from May thru November.

11/3/2020 10:08 AM

573 The quiet 11/3/2020 10:07 AM

574 Being a small town, close knit community 11/3/2020 10:04 AM

575 The community and welcoming town 11/3/2020 10:03 AM

576 kayaking, beauty, downtown area 11/3/2020 9:55 AM

577 I value the natural beauty of the mountains and surrounding forests. 11/3/2020 9:50 AM

578 beautiful scenery, restaurants, people 11/3/2020 9:50 AM

579 Quiet,safe place where people care about each other 11/3/2020 9:42 AM

580 The natural beauty and unique features. 11/3/2020 9:36 AM

581 The access to great trails, climbing, and outdoor activities. The small town and community life. 11/3/2020 9:32 AM
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582 Natural environment and small town atmosphere 11/3/2020 9:31 AM

583 Community 11/3/2020 9:28 AM

584 Scenic beauty and quiet 11/3/2020 9:21 AM

585 The beautiful surroundings 11/3/2020 9:11 AM

586 Beautiful surroundings and quaint small-town feel 11/3/2020 8:59 AM

587 Mountain time. I.e. The relaxed pace.. as opposed to Atl. 11/3/2020 8:55 AM

588 Our natural resources: climate, beauty, availability of outdoor recreational opportunities; strong
sense of community; wide selection of cultural activities and dining options; Highlands’ overall
charm

11/3/2020 8:51 AM

589 Beauty , peacefulness, selection of cultural & dining opportunities 11/3/2020 8:50 AM

590 Nurturing community, especially for families; environment/nature; cultural enrichment activities 11/3/2020 8:46 AM

591 The small town atmosphere and the friendliness of the community! 11/3/2020 8:45 AM

592 The sense of community, the amenities (despite being a smaller town), the geography, and
weather. The festivals, arts, and other activities are a big plus also.

11/3/2020 8:45 AM

593 Small town feel and sensibilities. Kind neighbors, excellent community. 11/3/2020 8:41 AM

594 The quiet, peaceful, small town feel is what I value most about Highlands! Please don’t ever
let it become a tacky, commercial kind of place!!!

11/3/2020 8:39 AM

595 Small town feel Walking friendly and rules prohibiting franchises. Controlled zoning to protect
the small town feel.

11/3/2020 8:36 AM

596 History 11/3/2020 8:21 AM

597 The quality of the people here - educated, cultured, kind, have higher expectations. The beauty
of the environment.

11/3/2020 8:14 AM

598 I love it and I’m proud to be from here. 11/3/2020 7:45 AM

599 The small town caring of all the residents. Everyone looks after each other. 11/3/2020 7:38 AM

600 Small town atmosphere with sophistication 11/3/2020 7:37 AM

601 How charming it is! 11/3/2020 7:36 AM

602 The beauty and serenity that attracts like minds. 11/3/2020 7:34 AM

603 Not commercial, small town comrodery. 11/3/2020 7:26 AM

604 Not a brand name town that caters to the big guy. People are genuine, friendly and welcoming 11/3/2020 7:24 AM

605 Natural beauty 11/3/2020 7:18 AM

606 Quiet, safe, friendly community, 11/3/2020 7:16 AM

607 Small nit community that helps each other when the other is in need 11/3/2020 7:13 AM

608 community and small town atmosphere 11/3/2020 7:03 AM

609 Nature. Small town community where everyone knows everyone. 11/3/2020 6:43 AM

610 Community 11/3/2020 6:40 AM

611 The natural beauty, the people. 11/3/2020 6:36 AM

612 The people and the flora/fauna. 11/3/2020 6:13 AM

613 Love living here 11/3/2020 5:50 AM

614 Small town, community feel, excellent school 11/3/2020 5:42 AM

615 Everything outdoors and nature related. The indoor swimming pool, skate park and ice skating
rink.

11/3/2020 4:56 AM
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616 Small town feel, safety, community gatherings 11/3/2020 4:02 AM

617 My neighbors in Sagee 11/3/2020 12:33 AM

618 The beauty of the area, the small town atmosphere, the friendly, neighborly people 11/3/2020 12:04 AM

619 Sense of community. Safety. 11/2/2020 11:48 PM

620 Natural beauty, diverse and unique ecosystem, warm and welcoming town vibe...trees, clean
water, pure air and the amazing landscape views

11/2/2020 11:19 PM

621 Quaint, Sense of local community, lovely weather and safe surroundings 11/2/2020 11:15 PM

622 It's family feel and how ts ability to except people into it's family 11/2/2020 11:14 PM

623 The small town feel, nature and being surrounded by National Forest, good restaurants and
bars.

11/2/2020 10:59 PM

624 Community 11/2/2020 10:58 PM

625 The uniqueness of the plateau, the weather, nature activities, and the people 11/2/2020 10:57 PM

626 Everything. Small town. Can’t grow big. 11/2/2020 10:54 PM

627 Cool summer temps and peaceful home surroundings 11/2/2020 10:53 PM

628 Safety, natural beauty, sense of community 11/2/2020 10:48 PM

629 Its uniqueness, a very safe place to live, upscale, offers good quality of life 11/2/2020 10:44 PM

630 Community and small town living. 11/2/2020 10:43 PM

631 The quaintness and beauty 11/2/2020 10:37 PM

632 Small Town 11/2/2020 10:37 PM

633 The climate, the geography and the small town community. 11/2/2020 10:31 PM

634 Small town, safe atmosphere, and entrepreneurial spirit. 11/2/2020 10:25 PM

635 Outdoor activities. Quiet. Small town. Dark skies 11/2/2020 10:24 PM

636 The people, the environment, the arts 11/2/2020 10:23 PM

637 Small town 11/2/2020 10:22 PM

638 Serenity 11/2/2020 10:19 PM

639 Current size and location 11/2/2020 10:17 PM

640 Quality of life 11/2/2020 10:16 PM

641 Small town community offering so much beauty. 11/2/2020 10:15 PM

642 The town has maintained the character of it's historic roots. I value the limited expansion and
commerical development.

11/2/2020 10:10 PM

643 Safety, natural resources and natural beauty, small locally owned businesses and restaurants,
knowing most folks, friendliness, slower pace, uniqueness, quiet times, and ability to star gaze
without 24 hour lights blocking our beautiful skies.

11/2/2020 10:10 PM

644 The community how they come together in everyday crisis. And how they make us feel
welcomed here

11/2/2020 10:05 PM

645 Escape 11/2/2020 9:57 PM

646 It is a beautiful small town with great amenities. Fantastic restaurants, and shopping. 11/2/2020 9:55 PM

647 Small town feel. Highlands has become way over run. 11/2/2020 9:54 PM

648 Safety 11/2/2020 9:54 PM

649 The friendliness of Highlands. The service to others. The organizations that value the
community.

11/2/2020 9:52 PM
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650 Quiet town, culture and activities for all different types of people, beautiful mountain scenery
and waterfalls

11/2/2020 9:50 PM

651 The sense of community; being around people that have the same values as we do; the small
town feel; people don’t blow their horn, when someone walks across the street; strangers say
hello; the nonprofits, the mayor and council who try to do the “right” thing.

11/2/2020 9:46 PM

652 The community is amazing! Their love and support of the kids here is hands down the best
anywhere!

11/2/2020 9:42 PM

653 The community, holidays, school 11/2/2020 9:33 PM

654 Small town friendliness. Less traffic. Cooler temperatures. 11/2/2020 9:31 PM

655 The nice and clean streets and well kept playgrounds, parks, etc. 11/2/2020 9:31 PM

656 The community! The holidays, the nice small town, the school. 11/2/2020 9:31 PM

657 Location and weather 11/2/2020 9:30 PM

658 Beauty and Privacy and Quaintness and Slow pace 11/2/2020 9:27 PM

659 the people 11/2/2020 9:22 PM

660 Nice place to raise a family 11/2/2020 9:18 PM

661 The small town feel, the way we come together to help our own. 11/2/2020 9:18 PM

662 The close knit family feel, holiday spirit and respect of all that put in heart, soul and money
here.

11/2/2020 9:16 PM

663 Love the quaint town and spectacular nature. Love the quiet times 11/2/2020 9:15 PM

664 1.Natural surroundings, 2.small town atmosphere 3.Friendly, helpful neighbors 11/2/2020 9:15 PM

665 The natural beauty,the small town unique community and the people in that community who
care about preserving our town’s uniqueness !

11/2/2020 9:14 PM

666 Community 11/2/2020 9:13 PM

667 The beauty and the community. 11/2/2020 9:10 PM

668 Green space, small town, folks who care about each other 11/2/2020 9:04 PM

669 Small town feel, the community engagement of residents, access to higher end restaurants
and amenities

11/2/2020 8:50 PM

670 The Community 11/2/2020 8:49 PM

671 People. Government. Climate. Culture. Stability. Absence of transient lifestyle and issues. 11/2/2020 8:41 PM

672 Beauty 11/2/2020 8:07 PM

673 Unique atmosphere. Slow pace. No traffic. Weather. 11/2/2020 7:40 PM

674 Community, people, weather, outdoor activities, history 11/2/2020 7:25 PM

675 Uniqueness, beauty and weather 11/2/2020 7:13 PM

676 Opportunity for great outdoor activities, small town size or feel and varied culture opportunities 11/2/2020 7:10 PM

677 Safety. Hiking. Dining. Shopping. Beauty. Small town feel. 11/2/2020 6:54 PM

678 Access to nature. 11/2/2020 6:50 PM

679 Small town feel, friendly community. 11/2/2020 6:47 PM

680 climate, slow pace, blend of local and visitors, restaurants, hike/vistas 11/2/2020 6:27 PM

681 the small town feel with yet a big town atmosphere. we have good dining out, we have great
community activities we have the mountain for hiking, fishing or just relaxing. I personally love
the winters; folks are gone (while I am not a full time resident; I am not a summer interloper, I
am here during all 12 months...you do not have a name for me)

11/2/2020 5:51 PM
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682 The small town community. 11/2/2020 5:32 PM

683 I love the safety and the small town charm. We love the natural beauty and our fellow citizens
here.

11/2/2020 5:04 PM

684 scenic beauty...golf availability....great restaurants... 11/2/2020 5:01 PM

685 Beautiful nature, creative residents, good restaurants, 11/2/2020 4:38 PM

686 Uniqueness, beauty. 11/2/2020 4:23 PM

687 Everything. Climate .clubs dining nature 11/2/2020 4:21 PM

688 Knowing everyone 11/2/2020 4:17 PM

689 It’s natural beauty and quaintness of downtown area. Plus love all the restaurants and shops. 11/2/2020 4:16 PM

690 Its commitment to the preservation of bio-diversity, its ability to, despite its size, support an art
museum, a playhouse, a nature center, a performing arts center, a full-service recreation center
and indoor swimming pool, a chamber music series, a number of mainline churches, a number
of fine dinning restaurants, its commitment to safety for elderly and for the homes, many of
which are unattended for long periods of time, its community spirit, its commitment to peace
and quiet and its traditional focus upon attracting a more educated and cultured vacationer
rather than the Gaitlenburg tee-shirt style crowd who take but do not add anything to the
community except traffic and disrespect for those who live and work in the area. I love that it
is a safe gathering place for family and friends and that women and children and elderly men
can walk the streets at night without fear. I love that it is close enough to our hometown for us
to come often and that it is strategically placed for us to reconnect with old college friends
from other southern towns. I love that the stores have traditionally carried a better quality of
goods than what one would find in a dollar store or Walmart, but that there are nearby "service
towns" such as Franklin and Clayton that can meet those more basic needs when it comes to
appliance repair, etc.

11/2/2020 3:48 PM

691 Vibrancy of the town, great food, exceptional nature experiences. 11/2/2020 3:46 PM

692 Small tight knit community that looks out for each other and respects others lifestyles and
professions. A live and let live town. It's natural beauty and low population density.

11/2/2020 3:18 PM

693 peaceful community, climate, small town feel with good amenities 11/2/2020 3:02 PM

694 Natural beauty and the small town feel. 11/2/2020 3:01 PM

695 Small town feel with "big town" amenities (restaurants, shopping, hiking, the arts, golf and
other sports)

11/2/2020 2:40 PM

696 Everything 11/2/2020 2:39 PM

697 The history and natural beauty 11/2/2020 2:32 PM

698 Climate. Fine dining. Waterfalls. Hiking 11/2/2020 2:31 PM

699 Town and community of people 11/2/2020 2:28 PM

700 It is genteel but in an unpretentious way. The people, the scenery, and activities. Also, it is like
going back in time to a simpler way of life while at the same time seamlessly integrating many
of the features of modern society but without those features becoming to intrusive or obvious.

11/2/2020 2:28 PM

701 Nature, weather, small town 11/2/2020 2:23 PM

702 crime free, friendly people, small town, no traffic or crowds (except on special occasions) 11/2/2020 2:22 PM

703 Quiet, nature, space, nice people, good food, hiking, outdoors 11/2/2020 1:53 PM

704 Quiet, tranquility, small,..... 11/2/2020 1:47 PM

705 Natural surroundings Small town Unique and no chains 11/2/2020 1:37 PM

706 Beautiful surroundings and nature Lack of commercialism Warmth of community 11/2/2020 1:22 PM

707 It’s weather and sheer beauty. 11/2/2020 1:18 PM

708 Small community atmosphere, temperature, small size. 11/2/2020 1:12 PM
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709 Quiet town. Great golf. Great people. No traffic. Good restaurants. 11/2/2020 1:06 PM

710 Small, loving community with acceptance for all. 11/2/2020 1:02 PM

711 Climate. Great small town atmosphere. 11/2/2020 12:48 PM

712 The natural beauty/weather. The amazing restaurants. 11/2/2020 12:24 PM

713 small town living, natural beauty, cool summer temps, people 11/2/2020 11:56 AM

714 Easy living with a high quality of life. 11/2/2020 11:40 AM

715 The climate. Up until the last three years or so we also valued the sense of community and
small town values of neighborhood, respect for others and their property, But that has been
diminished by the town's focus away from residents, workers, property owners and
neighborhoods to encourage cheap rentals and day tripper tourism.

11/2/2020 10:47 AM

716 Natural beauty 11/2/2020 10:40 AM

717 High quality restaurants and businesses and natural environment 11/2/2020 10:40 AM

718 Great community feel, Good restaurants and shopping 11/2/2020 9:59 AM

719 The small, friendly, helpful community and the fact that this is home. I love the fact I am a
native highlander.

11/2/2020 9:27 AM

720 It is a nice combination of community and business interests. It's a town built on rentals, but
also friendly to second home owners and full-time residents.

11/2/2020 9:16 AM

721 Small town, sense of community, diversity, 11/2/2020 8:35 AM

722 Small town charm 11/2/2020 8:29 AM

723 Amenities, activities and well designed quaint mountain town. 11/2/2020 8:19 AM

724 hiking trails, walkable downtown, local restaurants, events that are fun and family friendly, rec
park

11/2/2020 8:16 AM

725 its simplicity 11/2/2020 8:09 AM

726 High-end experiences 11/2/2020 8:02 AM

727 The beauty of the town and surrounding areas. The safety of the community. The fact that
there aren’t a lot of fast food joints and most of the businesses are locally owned and run.

11/2/2020 7:59 AM

728 The beauty surrounding it 11/2/2020 7:55 AM

729 The environment, the restaurants, local families and what used to be a population of mainly
second homeowners prior to the coming of the Inn and its transient tourists.

11/2/2020 7:53 AM

730 Small town feel Beautiful outdoor spaces Little commercial businesses Local shops and
companies

11/2/2020 7:51 AM

731 The beauty and the small town caring and friendliness 11/2/2020 7:48 AM

732 small town charm, safety 11/2/2020 7:45 AM

733 The quaint, Christian environment of friendliness and consideration for others. And the
wonderful small business owners who make this town so special.

11/2/2020 7:35 AM

734 Small community. Everyone knows each other. Always willing to help. 11/2/2020 7:30 AM

735 The beauty of the mountains and nature, the charm of the town. 11/2/2020 7:29 AM

736 The small town... closeness of full-time residents... was a great town to raise our children...
safe environment... love winters when visitors are scarce.

11/2/2020 7:15 AM

737 The natural beauty; walks in nature. 11/2/2020 7:10 AM

738 Walkability, Community, areas natural beauty 11/2/2020 6:30 AM

739 Community, walkability, natural beauty of area 11/2/2020 6:28 AM

740 Small town values 11/2/2020 5:42 AM
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741 Small town community of local/ year round residents and natural beauty 11/2/2020 4:10 AM

742 Small town community of local/year round residents and natural beauty 11/2/2020 4:07 AM

743 Small town caring; used to be a tight knit community of locals. 11/1/2020 10:58 PM

744 The natural beauty of the area and the people of Highlands 11/1/2020 10:21 PM

745 Climate and outdoor accessibility 11/1/2020 9:23 PM

746 It’s always been my home. 11/1/2020 9:21 PM

747 Small town feel, nature, beauty, walking opportunities 11/1/2020 9:01 PM

748 Sense of community, cleanliness, culture and activities and that it’s dressy yet casual. 11/1/2020 8:21 PM

749 Sense of community, the fact that it’s dressy but casual, how clean it is and all of the events
when we could do that.

11/1/2020 8:15 PM

750 Great place to stroll and shop in comfort and lovely clean surroundings 11/1/2020 8:03 PM

751 Privacy 11/1/2020 7:51 PM

752 Cool climate, mountains, small town and friendly folks 11/1/2020 7:35 PM

753 We have many friends there, it is close to Atlanta, amenities are easily accessible, and there
is plenty to do other than golf.

11/1/2020 6:02 PM

754 Peacefulness 11/1/2020 6:00 PM

755 Convenience to shopping 11/1/2020 5:21 PM

756 Small town atmosphere. Nature and our nice neighborhoods 11/1/2020 3:38 PM

757 Quaintness; pristine environs 11/1/2020 2:59 PM

758 Natural beauty, low population, Good social life 11/1/2020 11:43 AM

759 It is a peaceful community with a focus on natural beauty and biodiversity and also offering
lots of amenities.

11/1/2020 11:13 AM

760 How well-maintained everything is. 11/1/2020 10:43 AM

761 Safety & friendliness of people 11/1/2020 9:59 AM

762 Open spaces, community events, athletic outdoors activities 11/1/2020 9:45 AM

763 Food, wine and golf 11/1/2020 9:37 AM

764 Small town feel coupled with natural beauty but still offers restaurant and shopping variety 11/1/2020 9:11 AM

765 Small town vibe 11/1/2020 8:48 AM

766 Beauty, Mtn air, I like it best with less tourists making it do crowded 11/1/2020 8:25 AM

767 We value the cool temperatures, the picturesque scenery, the friendliness of the people who
live here and visit, and also the charm and cleanliness.

11/1/2020 8:05 AM

768 BEAUTY, SECURITY AND ACTIVITIES - SMALL TOWN FEEL 11/1/2020 8:00 AM

769 Highlands is magical for me. It is my family home. It is my home, now. It is a small loving
community that takes care of each other. And also happens to be the most beautiful place on
earth.

11/1/2020 7:22 AM

770 Highlands is magical for me. It is my family home. It is my home, now. It is a small loving
community that takes care of each other. And also happens to be the most beautiful place on
earth.

11/1/2020 7:21 AM

771 Natural areas 10/31/2020 11:27 PM

772 A lively town, great restaurants and bars, beautiful natural surroundings. The people. The arts. 10/31/2020 10:38 PM

773 Small town feel with upscale amenities. Great weather and scenery. 10/31/2020 9:30 PM
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774 Small community. Natural beauty. 10/31/2020 9:15 PM

775 Small town feel. The absence of chain stores/restaurants 10/31/2020 8:45 PM

776 A safe sanctuary town. 10/31/2020 8:24 PM

777 The way it used to be! 10/31/2020 7:54 PM

778 Community, pace 10/31/2020 7:30 PM

779 Beautiful hikes and nature Charming town - little commercialization 10/31/2020 5:44 PM

780 The quaintness of the town and the opportunities to explore the area and mountains 10/31/2020 1:49 PM

781 Respect foe local businesses, arts, and history. Integration with the environment and traditions
of the the area.

10/31/2020 1:43 PM

782 The hometown feel, the community, the people. 10/31/2020 1:24 PM

783 Natural resources 10/31/2020 1:17 PM

784 Downtown atmosphere, restaurants, climate, location, natural wonders, and interesting people
with overall common goals for the community.

10/31/2020 12:39 PM

785 Its small town atmosphere, friendliness, cultural and outdoor activities, and natural beauty 10/31/2020 12:12 PM

786 Weather, small town atmosphere, and friendliness of citizens. There are NO franchise
businesses/restaurants to speak of, and the town has its own personality!

10/31/2020 11:14 AM

787 The friendly, welcoming and happy attitude of the residents. The small town atmosphere with
many of the amenities of a larger town.

10/31/2020 10:33 AM

788 The people 10/31/2020 9:03 AM

789 The natural beauty of the Highlands area, the moderate temperatures in the summer, and the
wonderful people who live and work here

10/31/2020 8:43 AM

790 Its local feel. But it does seem to be forgetting that the locals built this town. 10/31/2020 6:37 AM

791 The weather, quaint, good restaurants, friendliness of people 10/30/2020 8:25 PM

792 The people and the environment 10/30/2020 4:55 PM

793 The beauty and the weather. 10/30/2020 3:54 PM

794 The beauty. 10/30/2020 3:53 PM

795 Small town atmosphere. Great people. Light congestion on the roads 10/30/2020 3:45 PM

796 Small town living...clean air, clean water and low traffic except during summer and leaf season. 10/30/2020 3:01 PM

797 Highlands IS A SMALL TOWN---and should keep the small town atmosphere. That is part of
what drew people to come here in the first place. Some people want to see it grow to another
BIG CITY, mostly the greedy wealthy people and developers who come here only to make a
killing off of us. Since lots of people are moving into rural areas out of the radical democratic
run cities, growth is coming, but Highlands is unique and cannot sustain much more growth at
all. RE: Article in Highlands Free paper about BEARMOR. The town cannot keep up with the
current growth! SO,,,,,,,,what needs to be done is, a moratorium put on any new building
whatsoever inside the town limits. Clemson,SC has had to do so, only after the great small
town that it used to be was ruined by developers, putting up all kinds of housing. Most of which
is half finished, half empty, and not built correctly. I am sick and tired of wealthly developers
raping and ruining Highlands and surrounding areas. the section of town where my property is
located is a prime example of this. The town and state issued permits willy nilly which is going
to cause certain death to occur. Who is going to be responsible when that happens? The state,
the town, the developer? HA.....take a guess! Other small towns and even big cities like
Charleston, SC have preserved their historic buildings, etc. Highlands has let part of theirs
burnt down or torn down just so someone could build million dollar townhouses. Some things
NEED to be preserved in order to maintain a small town feeling. I have also noticed several
empty buildings in town. What is being done to preserve them? I was born and raised in
Highlands and thank you God for letting me grow up when Highlands was unique. When I hear
people say, "we cannot afford to come to Highlands>", it makes me sad because it is true.
Most families with 2 or 3 kids cannot. Unless they are wealthy. It is so ironic that everything in

10/30/2020 2:14 PM
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town is going on at Kelsey Park. There are several other places in Highlands that would make
beautiful parks. If the person who has brought half of the town already would like to really do
something to help, he could donate the piece of property on highway 106 for a park. Finally, I
am pretty ticked about not hearing about this plan until today, October 30th. Why can't the
town inform people who own property, but do not live there?

798 The quietness and lack of big city issues. 10/30/2020 12:11 PM

799 quiet, pleasant and quiet 10/30/2020 11:54 AM

800 The Beauty and the People 10/30/2020 11:23 AM

801 mayberry charm of small shops, friendly people, great weather, wholesome atmosphere, easy
hikes, beauty

10/30/2020 10:40 AM

802 Small close-knit town. Friendly, helpful people. 10/30/2020 9:45 AM

803 close knit community 10/30/2020 9:44 AM

804 small town community, little traffic, natural beauty 10/30/2020 9:39 AM

805 The natural beauty, the people, the slower, more appreciative, way of life 10/30/2020 9:37 AM

806 it's people and amenities except for the medical care which is practically non-existent. 10/30/2020 9:03 AM

807 The mountains and forests close to a vibrant small town community. 10/30/2020 8:52 AM

808 Small town community, the beauty and biodiversity of the Plateau 10/30/2020 8:51 AM

809 The mountains and forests close to a vibrant small town community. 10/30/2020 8:48 AM

810 The natural beauty and the sense of community 10/30/2020 8:35 AM

811 people and climates 10/30/2020 8:34 AM

812 Serenity, simplistic, safe, quiet(except for motorcycle noise), friendly and relaxed. 10/30/2020 8:08 AM

813 Scenic beauty, climate, outdoor rec., cultural activities, restaurants 10/29/2020 10:54 PM

814 Small town feel, dog friendly, quality shopping dinning 10/29/2020 10:31 PM

815 Culture, dining, hiking, friendly people 10/29/2020 10:28 PM

816 climate, access to natural beauty 10/29/2020 10:01 PM

817 Peace and quiet - small town. 10/29/2020 9:35 PM

818 Love the small town atmosphere and the feeling of greater safety and security. 10/29/2020 9:17 PM

819 The community and the beauty of our town. 10/29/2020 9:16 PM

820 Low density, natural environment, small town charm. 10/29/2020 6:50 PM

821 Natural Beauty, Close Knit Community, Small Town, Cool Weather 10/29/2020 6:03 PM

822 Everything! We love living in a small town on top of a mountain! We hope it stays that way! 10/29/2020 5:58 PM

823 Quality of life; safety 10/29/2020 5:15 PM

824 Small town 10/29/2020 5:03 PM

825 People, both residents and part timers; beauty of the mtns and commmunity, weather, lots of
other things.

10/29/2020 4:06 PM

826 I love being on the mountain. My neighborhood here is an older well established area, and my
neighbors are wonderful. I have felt as if though I was home in Highlands since I accidentally
came upon it many years ago while out exploring the area. I came back every summer since,
and bought a home here a few years back. I was born and raised in the mountains of SE KY.
Commercial mining has destroyed that which was once my beautiful home area. I love that
people on the Highlands Plateau cherish their mountains, and work hard to keep them just as
they are!

10/29/2020 4:03 PM

827 The fact that Highlands has (for the most part) kept its integrity and have NOT let any chain
stores, Hotels or restaurants enter into our town.

10/29/2020 3:47 PM
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828 The fact that there are NO CHAIN STORES OR RESTAURANTS here. 10/29/2020 2:56 PM

829 Small town feel, good eating establishments and shopping. 10/29/2020 2:46 PM

830 Small town with light traffic but upscale shops and restaurants. Perfect mountain weather and
friendly people.

10/29/2020 2:35 PM

831 I love the combination of small town feel with big city shopping, dining, and entertainment
opportunities

10/29/2020 2:22 PM

832 Outdoor activities and the naivety of the town 10/29/2020 2:18 PM

833 - small community - friendly neighbors 10/29/2020 1:56 PM

834 Climate, friendliness, natural beauty, feelings of safety and security, restaurants, arts 10/29/2020 1:47 PM

835 Safety and security. Beauty of the plateau. Small town feel. 10/29/2020 12:46 PM

836 The outdoors, naive, woodland atmosphere 10/29/2020 12:36 PM

837 Friendliness, uncrowned, little traffic, peaceful, low crime. 10/29/2020 12:25 PM

838 weather, ease of living, 10/29/2020 12:21 PM

839 Weather, environment, friendliness of people 10/29/2020 12:01 PM

840 Weather, hiking, restaurants 10/29/2020 11:42 AM

841 Small town and simple living 10/29/2020 11:33 AM

842 Small town vibe and outdoor activities 10/29/2020 11:25 AM

843 The tight knit community. The safety The (for now) cleanliness 10/29/2020 10:43 AM

844 People, peacefulness, food and culture scene, family values 10/29/2020 9:33 AM

845 Serenity, way of life. Keeping it simple. 10/29/2020 9:10 AM

846 A beautiful area, of course, but mostly the kindness & welcoming of the community. A visitor
once told me that we must take 'nice pills.' Quality performing arts add to the delight.

10/29/2020 8:50 AM

847 The beautiful mountains and scenery. And the town of Highlands is very quaint and has many
restaurants and merchants. Lots to do here, too!

10/29/2020 8:33 AM

848 Friendly people, safe environment and people with similar moral values 10/29/2020 8:06 AM

849 The intrinsic natural beauty and feeling of community (in winter); The Highlands Recreation
Department and other town services.

10/29/2020 7:50 AM

850 Small town atmosphere where we all accept each other. 10/29/2020 7:34 AM

851 Small town atmosphere where we all accept each other. 10/29/2020 7:33 AM

852 Climate, natural beauty, kindness of residents 10/29/2020 7:06 AM

853 The community and the people who live here. Wonderful place to be a part of 10/29/2020 7:06 AM

854 I like the small town walkability of it. It’s a great place to raise kids. 10/29/2020 6:58 AM

855 The small town feel. 10/29/2020 6:39 AM

856 Small community 10/29/2020 6:19 AM

857 The school, the outdoor recreation, walkability of town, community 10/29/2020 6:08 AM

858 everything. peace, safety, community, arts, nature, restaurants 10/29/2020 5:20 AM

859 Beauty small town close community 10/29/2020 3:49 AM

860 Environment, downtown, cultural amenities and small town disposition. 10/28/2020 8:31 PM

861 Peaceful mountain setting 10/28/2020 7:53 PM

862 Clean air, places to walk/hike, friendly neighbors, good restaurants , crime-free 10/28/2020 7:04 PM
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863 cool summers, nice people, 10/28/2020 5:59 PM

864 quality of life, climate, small town feel combined with cultural attractions, economic growth
supported by an appropriate amount of tourism, proximity to my primary home

10/28/2020 5:48 PM

865 Nature/trails/restaurants 10/28/2020 5:22 PM

866 quality of life; proximity to my primary home; cultural aspects; natural beauty; positive trend in
the town's economic progress which has benefitted from an appropriate support from the
tourism, while still keeping a small town feel

10/28/2020 5:16 PM

867 We have been coming up for 45 years, and love the small town feel. Especially during the off-
season. Friendliness and helpfulness.

10/28/2020 5:14 PM

868 I value the small town feel. The community. 10/28/2020 5:14 PM

869 Natural beauty. Attractive, pedestrian-friendly downtown. Happy, friendly people. Four season
climate, cool summers. Cultural amenities - arts, music.

10/28/2020 5:05 PM

870 Small community, natural beauty, climate, amenities, nice people 10/28/2020 3:56 PM

871 The peaceful, loving community, small town feeling, the beauty of the surroundings, crime free
atmosphere.

10/28/2020 3:01 PM

872 Weather, quaintness, no chain stores, good restaurants and scenery 10/28/2020 2:16 PM

873 Natural beauty, LatinX community, Public spaces, non-profit landscape. 10/28/2020 2:13 PM

874 small town charm; lack of retail chains; effective zoning (wish it was even tighter); reasonably
good architectural aesthetics (no billboards; no crazy looking buildings; no tall buildings, etc).
so it reflects "mamaged charm" that is not the normal outcome if "free for all" development is
allowed. and finally, the people. its obvious the people in highlands love being there and it
retains that small town charm and community connections.

10/28/2020 2:06 PM

875 I used to value the peace and serenity. Now thanks to OEI and the Chamber the town has
LOST it's charm and become far too busy and commercial. Everything revolves around the
tourists with NO consideration of the residents.

10/28/2020 1:57 PM

876 Small town living, the environment/biodiversity, the charm 10/28/2020 1:56 PM

877 Beauty, weather, small-town feeling 10/28/2020 1:44 PM

878 Small town Wonderful amenities Living among nature Great town government 10/28/2020 1:38 PM

879 No chain restaurants, small town feel, sense of community 10/28/2020 1:27 PM

880 I grew up here, and I value the small town community. We moved back so our boys could go
to Highlands School. I feel very fortunate that they are able to grow up here.

10/28/2020 1:24 PM

881 It is a walking town, supportive community, strong town leadership. 10/28/2020 12:46 PM

882 The mountains, the cooler weather, the small town feel, the beauty 10/28/2020 12:30 PM

883 The people, the small town feel, hiking, pottery at the Bascom, bridge at the Rec center, and
just the overall family feeling Highlands has about it.

10/28/2020 12:05 PM

884 Weather, lack of crime, beauty of our mountains 10/28/2020 12:05 PM

885 Small town vibe. Friendliness of people. Vibrant business district. 10/28/2020 11:59 AM

886 Climate, arts, people, mountains, walks, motoring festival. 10/28/2020 11:57 AM

887 the climate, geography and outdoor activities, the people and the active town. 10/28/2020 11:43 AM

888 Small town feel but with a big picture attitude. Great dining and shopping and tight community
feel. Love that we can all dissent with being civil.Not a common thing these days. It is just a
magical place. It is not perfect, far from it, but about as close to perfect as any place I have
ever lived.

10/28/2020 11:35 AM

889 A natural environment one can enjoy - my biggest concern is overcrowding and over building
that is degrading the experience.

10/28/2020 11:09 AM

890 The rare, peaceful, seemingly happy outlooks of people in the area, both visitors and 10/28/2020 11:02 AM
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permanent residents. Perhaps it is “better felt than rely” [Scottish proverb of old] but generally
the feel one senses in strolling unhurriedly along our sidewalks. The high-quality dining
opportunities are important, the presence of top-quality healthcare via the HCH is very
important, and the friendly respect people seemly have for one another. Perhaps an appropriate
tagline for Highlands would be; “ Come up and slow down.”

891 Health care, friendships, shopping, art, cultural activities, hiking, fishing, convenience, scenic
views, no large scale buildings, parks, recreational activities, good food, source of income.

10/28/2020 10:58 AM

892 The activity of the town during tourist season and the quaintness of winter. 10/28/2020 10:43 AM

893 The "smallness" of it. It is easy to get to know folks, pre-pandemic; the feeling of community;
it is easy to get to know people; getting involved and feeling valued; the arts, the PAC, the
Bascom.

10/28/2020 10:38 AM

894 Scenery, restaurants, social activities, the people. 10/28/2020 10:34 AM

895 We originally came because it was a quiet and very natural place near enough to Atlanta.
Since then It has become more of a tourist town and the value of the land has grown so much
that the original mountain people no longer can afford to be here. What I continue to come for
is the nature, forests and water features, as well as the quiet of living just outside of town. I
still love that the roads entering and winding through and around Highlands are two lane. I do
appreciate that there is a night life now, thanks to the Dog, originally. I also appreciate the
Kelsey park and the festivals that take place there. I value most the land that is untouched
and wild.

10/28/2020 10:29 AM

896 Small town feel, open areas, 10/28/2020 10:19 AM

897 Peace and quiet. Small town atmosphere. Fresh air. Small crowds. Ample free parking.
Friendly, helpful attitude at Town Hall. Wonderful weather.

10/28/2020 10:08 AM

898 The climate, the people, the mountains, the solitude, a vibrant downtown 10/28/2020 10:04 AM

899 Natural beauty. Four seasons. Laid back lifestyle. Southern culture. 10/28/2020 10:02 AM

900 The loving community, the beauty of the area and the size of the town 10/28/2020 9:45 AM

901 Quality of environment, outdoor activities Different from big cities Slower pace and very
interesting folks in the community

10/28/2020 9:09 AM

902 The feel and friendliness of the community. 10/27/2020 8:10 PM

903 The small town atmosphere and pace of living. 10/27/2020 6:58 PM

904 The quaint town feel and the amazing small businesses. We love the price for Highlands too.
It’s just a beautiful place to spend your time.

10/27/2020 2:37 PM

905 Natural beauty, cultural offerings, retail and dining options, outdoor activities. 10/27/2020 2:13 PM

906 no hurricanes, quietness of the mountains at night, waterfalls, trout 10/27/2020 2:08 PM

907 Trees. Clear, clean, rivers. Friendliness. Vibrant Downtown. 10/27/2020 1:27 PM

908 Controlled development, good investment, unique small-town feel, just enough commercial 10/27/2020 1:26 PM

909 Trees. Friendliness. Clean rivers. Cool Climate. Vibrant downtown. 10/27/2020 1:09 PM

910 ethics of a small town - safety for raising kids 10/27/2020 11:31 AM

911 Climate and Natural Beauty 10/27/2020 9:40 AM

912 Environment, community, local businesses 10/26/2020 5:10 PM

913 Natural environment and small town feel 10/25/2020 6:55 PM

914 Community 10/25/2020 6:53 PM

915 Natural beauty, serenity, small town community, the people, climate 10/25/2020 2:35 PM

916 Natural beauty, small town, people, climate 10/25/2020 2:35 PM

917 I value the slower pace, the foliage, and the natural beauty. I also enjoy being able to have a
thriving downtown with great restaurants

10/25/2020 2:34 PM
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918 Walkability, Kelsey Trail, Sunset Rock, Music on Pine, Hudson Library, nature center 10/25/2020 1:33 PM

919 Walkability, access to outdoors (Kelsey Trail, Sunset Rock, Nature Center), the arts, and of
course, Music on Pine and the ice rink.

10/25/2020 1:22 PM

920 natural environment (weather, terrain, etc.); amenities (OEI, restaurants, shops), rec center
(skate park, ice rink, park, etc.)

10/25/2020 12:12 PM

921 Natural beauty 10/25/2020 11:32 AM

922 Natural setting, peace and quiet, sense of community, uniqueness and lack of commercial
chains, and that my neighbors have a similar sense of the importance of these characteristics

10/25/2020 11:30 AM

923 Small town atmosphere. 10/25/2020 10:07 AM

924 The Beauty 10/25/2020 4:17 AM

925 Weather, friendly people, great restaurants, wonderful park, upcoming improved internet speed
and reliability, cultural programs from biological center, PAC, Movie theater, seasonal events
(dahlia festival, parades, music in the square and park).

10/24/2020 10:54 AM

926 The unique community feel, the lack of chains. 10/24/2020 9:38 AM

927 Natural beauty; small town convenience; safety; neighbors. 10/24/2020 7:43 AM

928 The natural beauty, the small town atmosphere and friendliness, the services that the town
provides that truly work (water, electrical power, garbage pickup), the wonderful responsiveness
of our town government officials and agencies. The contributions made by the many non-
profits that help us help each other. The amenities such as main street shopping and dining -
though this is lowest on my list.

10/23/2020 10:18 AM

929 Community 10/23/2020 9:44 AM

930 The sense of community the full time residence have 10/23/2020 9:36 AM

931 A valuable destinations for environments and best best geographical city in state 10/23/2020 8:21 AM

932 great people and low crime 10/23/2020 8:20 AM

933 The small town community and its values, the economic growth and success, proximity to
larger cities

10/23/2020 12:14 AM

934 Small town feel with access to a wide variety of people 10/22/2020 8:35 PM

935 Small town 10/22/2020 8:11 PM

936 The Mountains 10/22/2020 7:46 PM

937 Nature and community 10/22/2020 7:06 PM

938 Beautiful landscape and seasons. 10/22/2020 6:59 PM

939 The tourist and ability to provide them services. 10/22/2020 6:58 PM

940 A unique opportunity to live and work in the mountains 10/22/2020 6:31 PM

941 The people, food, shopping 10/22/2020 6:30 PM

942 Small town feel. Beautiful area with quick access to outdoor activities. Lots of culture for a
small town.

10/22/2020 6:01 PM

943 The small ,friendly ,safe community . 10/22/2020 5:54 PM

944 It’s safe and away from “crowds” well for most parts 10/22/2020 5:39 PM

945 My work place and restruants 10/22/2020 5:27 PM

946 atmosphere, both socially and naturally. Safety. History 10/22/2020 5:26 PM

947 Peace and Beautiful Nature 10/22/2020 5:26 PM

948 The climate and the "Hallmark" movie feel. 10/22/2020 5:21 PM

949 The people 10/22/2020 5:19 PM
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950 Small town charm 10/22/2020 5:16 PM

951 Climate, Beauty 10/22/2020 5:15 PM

952 The people and small town community, the economical successes and growth available,
proximity to larger cities

10/22/2020 5:13 PM

953 My job 10/22/2020 5:09 PM

954 Small town living 10/22/2020 5:07 PM

955 Small town atmosphere, waterfalls and hiking 10/22/2020 5:06 PM

956 Highlands has offered my partner and I a beautiful life. We love our town. Being younger, we
are always encouraged to move to a city, but we simply cannot imagine doing so. We see the
long term value Highlands has to offer us. We also value the safety and comforts of this small
town. Our hope is that Highlands does not grow too much, and remains exclusive to those who
cherish this community.

10/22/2020 5:03 PM

957 Great Out Doors, Enjoyment of Town, Hiking, Golf & Friends 10/22/2020 5:03 PM

958 Small town, community feel, clean air and fresh water. Nature! 10/22/2020 5:01 PM

959 The small-town feel, safety and beauty. 10/22/2020 5:00 PM

960 The beauty of the town and surrounding areas as well as the feel of community in small town
living

10/22/2020 4:59 PM

961 Small town vibes with the beauty of nature 10/22/2020 4:59 PM

962 The beautiful nature and diverse population. 10/22/2020 4:58 PM

963 The beauty & safety ! 10/22/2020 4:58 PM

964 How safe and close-knit the town is. 10/22/2020 4:57 PM

965 Upscale amenities, small town vibe, inclusivity 10/22/2020 4:34 PM

966 The small town and community atmosphere. The beautiful nature we are surrounded with. The
feeling of community.

10/22/2020 3:12 PM

967 Easy lifestyle and beautiful environment. 10/22/2020 10:31 AM

968 Born and raised here, love the small town feel. 10/22/2020 8:41 AM

969 The Bascom; shopping on Main Street; hiking the Greenway; Sunset Rock; dining out. 10/21/2020 8:37 PM

970 The full and part time residents 10/21/2020 8:24 PM

971 Small town feel with arts/restaurants/shopping ... add’l quality of life benefits are ... community
theatre, outdoor activities and (generally) like minded people seeking similar experiences.

10/21/2020 8:19 PM
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Q5 What are your biggest concerns for the future in Highlands? (Choose
up to three)

Answered: 1,012 Skipped: 0

Environmental
preservation

Maintaining a
vibrant...

Expanding
and/or...

Historic
preservation...

Controlling
short-term...

Workforce
housing...

Maintaining
high quality...

Improving the
pedestrian...

Recreation
Opportunities

Ease of car
travel in town

Supporting the
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availability
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52.57% 532

33.60% 340

33.00% 334

32.51% 329

32.21% 326

25.99% 263

16.01% 162

13.44% 136

12.06% 122

10.67% 108

9.39% 95

8.60% 87

6.82% 69

Total Respondents: 1,012  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Environmental preservation

Maintaining a vibrant Downtown

Expanding and/or upgrading infrastructure (water, sewer, internet)

Historic preservation and cultural resources

Controlling short-term rentals

Workforce housing availability

Maintaining high quality design for buildings

Improving the pedestrian environment

Recreation Opportunities

Ease of car travel in town

Supporting the tourism economy

Jobs and economic growth

Other housing availability
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59.78% 538

56.22% 506

37.67% 339

23.44% 211

19.78% 178

17.33% 156

Q6 As demand to be close to Downtown increases, many parcels in and
near the existing Downtown Business District are likely to be redeveloped.

What would you like commercial or mixed use development to look like
closest to Downtown? Click on the images you like.

Answered: 900 Skipped: 112

Total Respondents: 900  

Shops and
restaurants

Small-scale
shops

2-3 Story
mixed use...

2-3 Stories
with step backs

3-4 Story
mixed use wi...

Mixed-use with
parking in...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Shops and restaurants

Small-scale shops

2-3 Story mixed use buildings

2-3 Stories with step backs

3-4 Story mixed use with balconies

Mixed-use with parking in front
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68.49% 613

50.06% 448

23.58% 211

15.87% 142

8.04% 72

Q7 If housing were developed in areas closest to Downtown, what types of
homes would you like to see? Click on the images you like.

Answered: 895 Skipped: 117

Total Respondents: 895  

Smaller homes
w/ shared op...

Live/work Units

Townhomes

House-scale
multifamily

Apartments
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Smaller homes w/ shared open space

Live/work Units

Townhomes

House-scale multifamily

Apartments
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44.06% 408

32.72% 303

31.10% 288

24.08% 223

20.52% 190

16.74% 155

8.96% 83

Q8 Which Downtown improvement is most appealing to you? (Choose
two)

Answered: 926 Skipped: 86

Total Respondents: 926  

Improved/more
open spaces ...

New shops,
businesses, ...

Parking

Activities and
special events

Improvements
to sidewalks...

More
residential...

Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Improved/more open spaces and parks

New shops, businesses, and restaurants

Parking

Activities and special events

Improvements to sidewalks and crossings

More residential options

Other (please specify)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 there does not seem to be a need for a great more shops and restaurants 1/22/2021 8:46 PM

2 Stop development 1/19/2021 8:21 AM

3 sidewalks to town limits 1/6/2021 7:42 PM

4 reduction of traffic on Main St, especially large trucks 1/5/2021 5:50 PM

5 Lighting of commercial spaces to follow “Dark Sky” initiatives of other towns who already have
this.

1/3/2021 2:45 PM

6 Leave it alone 1/2/2021 5:58 PM

7 Maintain the small town feel 1/2/2021 4:20 PM

8 Continue to and support future balanced mixes of uses (retail, restaurant, hotel, churches,
civic, outdoor adventure

1/2/2021 2:17 AM

9 Maximum 2 story structures in commercial area. existing sidewalks are too narrow if 3 story
structures are allowed.

12/29/2020 6:24 PM

10 Better biking and walking trails which would also help decrease traffic congestion. 12/26/2020 11:12 AM

11 Parking garage 2-3 stories, esp. in bad weather 12/25/2020 3:07 PM

12 Repaint crosswalk on 4th street near Town Hall; add sidewalks in town (example Chestnut St) 12/25/2020 7:37 AM

13 More small urban dev rather than suburban dev w lawns etc 12/21/2020 11:09 AM

14 Better wayfinding 12/21/2020 10:01 AM

15 sidewalks that go along major roads all the way to the city limits 12/19/2020 12:04 PM

16 Improvements to protect the water sources.....streams and rivers from pollution and runoff,
making sure the town can handle the load of people and their waste, cars and stuff.

12/18/2020 8:06 PM

17 Rent control housing 12/18/2020 4:37 PM

18 Maintain small-town, quaint atmosphere 12/18/2020 1:53 PM

19 Parking is always a concern, but a trolly could ease parking woes and help those who have
mobility issues be to be able to better access and enjoy downtown shopping and events!

12/10/2020 8:12 AM

20 Require new developments, ie expansion of hotels, to provide adequate parking 12/7/2020 12:54 PM

21 Indoor ice rink. 12/4/2020 6:29 PM

22 allow building on Main St. to grow upwards to provide apartments for workers. 12/1/2020 10:34 AM

23 Arts 11/30/2020 8:03 PM

24 Canopy tree cover for sidewalks and roads (where the heat is and where the people are) 11/30/2020 3:20 PM

25 PLEASE do no overbuild - allow the town to retain it's small town charm, low density, and
natural beauty.

11/30/2020 12:08 PM

26 The quaintness is what should remain. The balance is up to the town. 11/30/2020 11:17 AM

27 No improvement necessary 11/29/2020 2:51 PM

28 Upscale dining 11/27/2020 1:03 PM

29 Not enlarging the town 11/22/2020 10:32 PM

30 Ease of traffic with improved corridors for through traffic, which is to day "deconflict" multiuse
corridors as much as possible. Having seen survey item on pedestrians, there needs to be a
pedestrian only crossing time when all traffic stops, i.e. 4th and Main.

11/19/2020 8:49 AM

31 Maintaining the character and integrity of the present town. 11/16/2020 7:07 PM

32 No change 11/14/2020 10:38 AM
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33 Pedestrian Main Street for outside dining and pedestrian use and parking within a 15 min walk 11/13/2020 10:21 AM

34 remote parking for employees to free up spaces for community parking 11/12/2020 1:30 PM

35 Remote Parking for employees so town doesn't look like parking lot on back streets 11/12/2020 12:40 PM

36 Things for children 11/10/2020 9:43 PM

37 Main street needs to be one giant green space filled w/ trees, water features. A place for folks
to relax, a place to help "cool down" concrete heavy downtown and give shade. Parking needs
to be in parking decks behind main street building and built into environement (Like Atlanta
Botanical garden). Also need a plan to make electric golf carts, bikes, other most attractive to
those living within 2 miles of town (example - "coral" in alleys for golf carts which gets cars off
street and leaves parking to outsiders). Just a simple example.

11/10/2020 10:52 AM

38 I don't want to see the town become a tourist center. 11/8/2020 9:55 AM

39 More trees on Main, with more parking off of Main (perhaps make the current, off-Main public
parking lot (not Founders Park) multi-story)

11/7/2020 10:19 AM

40 Eliminate middle street parking 11/5/2020 6:06 PM

41 None other 11/5/2020 5:33 PM

42 Security 11/5/2020 8:58 AM

43 Street scaping. Trees, summer plantings and those things that have visual impact to visitors
and residents. New businesses will thrive when placed in appealing surroundings. Facelift at
Mill Creek shops perfect example of success. Wrights Sq. example of failed area bec of no
charm.

11/5/2020 7:46 AM

44 Historic preservation 11/5/2020 6:09 AM

45 Parking for employees, homeowners shuttles. 11/5/2020 5:26 AM

46 please keep the village feel. conserve greenspace 11/5/2020 3:59 AM

47 Make more sidewalks extending further outside downtown for safety for pedestrians walking
into town or biking.

11/4/2020 11:24 PM

48 Festivals and concerts 11/4/2020 10:46 PM

49 More child friendly eating establishments 11/4/2020 3:15 PM

50 Sidewalks from local neighbor hoods to town 11/3/2020 3:26 PM

51 Putting sidewalks on dangerous streets - like Chestnut between 5th and 6th 11/3/2020 2:44 PM

52 Move parking out of shopping area, make whole downtown walking only 11/3/2020 2:04 PM

53 More small food markets that sell local food from farmers. 11/3/2020 12:31 PM

54 I think we have enough shops and restaurants 11/3/2020 10:15 AM

55 I think we need to be careful not to overextend our growth. While tourism is an important
economic factor, we need to be mindful of quality of life for those who call Highlands home.

11/3/2020 9:02 AM

56 Maintaining the sense of community - growing the opportunities without losing the charm,
walkability, and scale of our current downtown Highlands.

11/3/2020 8:50 AM

57 Limit light pollution. Dark skies 11/2/2020 10:28 PM

58 Restriction of dogs in shopping area 11/2/2020 10:16 PM

59 quality shopping, not "touristy" 11/2/2020 9:32 PM

60 I’d rather keep it small. It’s part of the reason we moved here. Too much building going on here
already! Takes away the quaint feeling.

11/2/2020 9:19 PM

61 Downtown should be mostly commerical, although residences over store is good, but anything
over 2 stores does not look small town

11/2/2020 7:22 PM

62 High Speed Internet 11/2/2020 6:55 PM
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63 I do not wish to see more congestion crammed into the downtown area. There are other
outlying commercial areas which are already in existence which can be enhanced. Downtown
is already too crowded, but it should maintain its historic character and not be changed out of
greed for more tourist dollars

11/2/2020 3:57 PM

64 Preservation of history 11/2/2020 2:34 PM

65 None, leave it alone 11/2/2020 1:50 PM

66 I feel parking is needed but we need to come up with an offsite parking that shuttles to Main
Street. Transit of sorts

11/2/2020 8:43 AM

67 maintain what we have it's already great 11/2/2020 8:19 AM

68 Not expanding ... keeping downtown as is 11/2/2020 7:21 AM

69 Slow development and remove aggressive sidewalk salespeople 11/1/2020 11:02 PM

70 Sidewalks leading to downtown (Mirror Lake Road to Main Street) 11/1/2020 9:06 PM

71 I like it as it is 10/31/2020 1:21 PM

72 Remote parking with shuttle to town 10/31/2020 12:20 PM

73 medical or public health offices 10/31/2020 10:43 AM

74 shuttle services, especially during special events and high attendance seasons 10/29/2020 4:12 PM

75 Better quality (UPSCALE) shops without merchants trying to lure customers into the store! 10/29/2020 3:05 PM

76 Lower density, losing the towns character 10/29/2020 12:49 PM

77 Maybe remove the soap shop and skin shop where they stand out front and beckon you in with
free samples.

10/28/2020 3:10 PM

78 Outdoor dining 10/28/2020 12:05 PM

79 Expansion of downtown to side streets like Helen’s Barn, Fourth Street (north and south) 10/25/2020 1:34 PM

80 Lower Housing Rates 10/22/2020 7:55 PM

81 This town is lacking activities for people who don't drink after 6pm. We need recreation spaces
or businesses that stay open later to cater to the younger people that live and work in the area.
We need something cultural or artistic or leisure/recreation activities for people who can't make
it to the bascom before they close because we are working. The town needs classes! martial
arts, painting, pottery, writing... anything for people beyond going to the bar.

10/22/2020 5:03 PM

82 Business focused on the local population year-round 10/22/2020 8:44 AM

83 Health Care Access 10/21/2020 8:29 PM
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59.94% 555

41.79% 387

30.24% 280

19.55% 181

13.39% 124

9.50% 88

Q9 How could parking be improved throughout Highlands' Downtown
Business District? choose two

Answered: 926 Skipped: 86

Total Respondents: 926  

Wayfinding
signs to...

Add/build more

Better
enforcement ...

Time
restrictions

Valet services

Paid parking
(meters)
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Wayfinding signs to additional parking

Add/build more

Better enforcement of Downtown Business District Parking Ordinance

Time restrictions

Valet services

Paid parking (meters)
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57.78% 535

42.22% 391

37.90% 351

23.11% 214

10.15% 94

Q10 Which two pedestrian elements are most needed in the Downtown
Business District?

Answered: 926 Skipped: 86

Total Respondents: 926  

Shade trees
and landscaping

Wayfinding
signs

Pedestrian
signal...

New sidewalks

Streetlights
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Shade trees and landscaping

Wayfinding signs

Pedestrian signal countdowns for crossing

New sidewalks

Streetlights
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52.11% 470

24.94% 225

12.97% 117

6.43% 58

3.55% 32

Q11 What is the biggest barrier that keeps you from traveling by using
active transportation (walking or bicycling) in Highlands?

Answered: 902 Skipped: 110

TOTAL 902

Lack of
infrastructu...

Unsafe road
conditions...

Other (please
specify)

Destinations
are too far...

Existing
infrastructu...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Lack of infrastructure (sidewalks, bike lanes, trails)

Unsafe road conditions (i.e. motor vehicle speeding)

Other (please specify)

Destinations are too far apart

Existing infrastructure does not accommodate people with disabilities
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I do walk quite a bit as is 1/27/2021 12:13 PM

2 There is no barrier 1/19/2021 8:21 AM

3 Accessing downtown by foot and bike is dangerous by 106, 64, 28 and 1/5/2021 5:50 PM

4 No barriers for us. 1/4/2021 12:54 PM

5 Elevation rise from my home to town! 1/3/2021 2:45 PM

6 Sometimes the weather, we don't see any barriers 1/2/2021 4:20 PM

7 Too many cars and inadequate delivery offload provisions 12/29/2020 6:24 PM

8 NA 12/28/2020 9:09 PM

9 I live here. I use "active transportation" 12/28/2020 3:37 PM

10 The road shoulders entering town are dangerous. They are unsafe to walk on or bike on or
even for vehicles. They need to be on added, enlarged, fixed on all roads entering town,
especially the 4 major roads in.

12/27/2020 9:11 AM

11 We walk everywhere unless weather prevents 12/24/2020 3:43 PM

12 None, walking and biking are safe 12/24/2020 8:27 AM

13 Bikes are a danger to themselves and others on roads 12/21/2020 4:45 PM

14 I do not have a problem. 12/20/2020 2:05 PM

15 none 12/20/2020 10:16 AM

16 None. I regularly walk and jog in town. 12/18/2020 3:35 PM

17 nothing keeps me from walking 12/18/2020 1:39 PM

18 Nothing keeps me from walking downtown. I do it all the time. The only thing that has kept me
from visiting town more often this year has been the ridiculous ordinances about masks.

12/16/2020 11:34 PM

19 I’m too lazy 12/13/2020 8:22 AM

20 Too crowded 12/11/2020 8:02 AM

21 nothing 12/10/2020 3:48 PM

22 no problem to walk around town 12/10/2020 3:28 PM

23 Have no issues 12/10/2020 9:52 AM

24 None 12/9/2020 10:40 AM

25 Highlands road is too busy congested 12/9/2020 8:03 AM

26 We do typically. 12/8/2020 7:14 AM

27 my age 12/7/2020 10:57 PM

28 Our house is up a mountain. Too far to walk. 12/7/2020 9:42 PM

29 I don't want bicycle traffic in Highlands, and motorcycles should not be allowed on main street. 12/7/2020 8:38 PM

30 Once we arrive in town, there is no barrier to walking, but our house is too far from town to get
there without a car

12/7/2020 12:54 PM

31 none 12/6/2020 8:28 AM

32 Steep elevation changes 12/4/2020 7:12 PM

33 (Overpopulation ) Reckless driving. 12/4/2020 6:29 PM

34 Too much traffic 12/3/2020 10:58 PM

35 Tourists who are used to driving on interstates 12/3/2020 6:40 PM
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36 none of the above 12/3/2020 1:58 PM

37 We already walk everywhere! 11/30/2020 3:20 PM

38 I walk. 11/30/2020 1:30 PM

39 rainy / icy / cold weather 11/30/2020 12:08 PM

40 n/a 11/27/2020 3:42 PM

41 Use trails for walking 11/22/2020 10:32 PM

42 Nothing is a barrier to us 11/22/2020 7:54 AM

43 I walk in town all the time. No problems 11/17/2020 10:31 AM

44 I love to walk in Highlands. I don’t have a problem 11/17/2020 10:22 AM

45 Too much traffic already 11/16/2020 7:21 PM

46 The elevation in Highlands is not somewhere many people bike like in your beach
communities. Please learn more about the area. Elevations are not conducive to biking

11/14/2020 10:38 AM

47 None 11/13/2020 6:56 PM

48 No desire to do so 11/13/2020 11:32 AM

49 No barrier. 11/12/2020 3:59 PM

50 downtown sidewalks too full can't walk thru town to PO must take back streets 11/12/2020 12:40 PM

51 The town is quite walkable. I never thought about bking. I never see a bicylist. Too many cars
and too many pedestrians.

11/12/2020 11:34 AM

52 There is nothing keeping me from doing any of the above. 11/8/2020 9:55 AM

53 does not apply 11/8/2020 8:01 AM

54 Way too crowded 11/5/2020 5:44 PM

55 No barriers 11/5/2020 2:40 PM

56 The crowds. 11/5/2020 8:58 AM

57 Motorcycles 11/5/2020 7:23 AM

58 I live too far from downtown 11/5/2020 6:09 AM

59 I don't have a barrier. Get a taxi service that is reliable and stationed in the Highlands 11/4/2020 2:49 PM

60 Getting back up the hill to my house after walking. 11/3/2020 8:41 PM

61 Have not experienced active transportation in Highlands yet 11/3/2020 6:54 PM

62 extend sidewalks to Little Bear Pin and Highlands CC 11/3/2020 3:56 PM

63 Too crowded. I avoid downtown at all costs. 11/3/2020 2:04 PM

64 Bears and bad people 11/3/2020 1:04 PM

65 I have to use a walker or wheelchair. 11/3/2020 12:45 PM

66 No barriers for me 11/3/2020 12:31 PM

67 No need 11/3/2020 11:20 AM

68 Two of the above really...more sidewalks and bike lanes are needed, but also way too many
people driving twice the speed limit

11/3/2020 8:52 AM

69 I walk when I can 11/3/2020 7:50 AM

70 I use active transportation in Highlands 11/3/2020 7:08 AM

71 Too many people lingering on sidewalks. 11/2/2020 10:02 PM
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72 Too many cars 11/2/2020 9:32 PM

73 Need alternate lanes for bicycles etc due to number of people in town on sidewalks. 11/2/2020 9:23 PM

74 No issue 11/2/2020 7:43 PM

75 Bike lanes are lanes, slow down traffic and most of the time they are not used; this is not and
never will be a biking town

11/2/2020 7:22 PM

76 I do not live in downtown, 2 miles from Centro; I have to drive the first leg of any trip; I want a
parking deck (no pay)

11/2/2020 5:56 PM

77 Nothing really 11/2/2020 4:41 PM

78 Having experienced the bike lanes in Atlanta which were done more as an impediment to
automobiles instead of as separated from the existing road and therefore not safe, I do not
favor bike lanes unless they are separated from he existing roadways by a strip of grass at
least 3' wide and are wide enough to accommodate both walking and biking. I would favor that
type of "belt line" improvement leading from downtown to the various outlying areas so that
more people could walk or bike to town.

11/2/2020 3:57 PM

79 I walk all the time, because Im afraid if I move my car from my office, I will not find a relatively
close spot when I return.

11/2/2020 3:04 PM

80 Nothing no barrier 11/2/2020 2:41 PM

81 There are none 11/2/2020 2:32 PM

82 Bike Lanes needed on Dillard and Main Street. 11/2/2020 1:57 PM

83 There is no barrier 11/2/2020 1:50 PM

84 No opinion 11/2/2020 12:50 PM

85 Speed limits in city limits should be 25 or lower everywhere and outside of the densest area of
downtown the Town should strictly enforce the speed limit by radar or automated radar devices
(automatic ticketing). Many intersections are very dangerous and addition of actuated warning
lights to assist motorists entering the "highways" from neighborhoods are needed.

11/2/2020 11:01 AM

86 Nothing 11/2/2020 10:01 AM

87 Too many people 11/2/2020 9:30 AM

88 I live in town, walk to Main Street and walk almost all the time. However the drivers and the
amount of traffic is getting ridiculous! So many people driving and not paying attention. Also a
lot of pedestrian traffic that have no regard for signals or lights or right of ways is getting out of
hand.

11/2/2020 8:43 AM

89 town is very walkable already 11/2/2020 8:19 AM

90 None... I walk all the time with no problem 11/2/2020 7:21 AM

91 N/A 11/1/2020 8:11 PM

92 Don’t want to 11/1/2020 7:38 PM

93 I am lazy 10/30/2020 5:00 PM

94 Too old 10/30/2020 3:48 PM

95 None 10/30/2020 3:05 PM

96 Really none. 10/30/2020 12:13 PM

97 Bicycles do not need to be on local roads. 10/30/2020 9:49 AM

98 No complaints 10/29/2020 5:10 PM

99 None 10/29/2020 4:12 PM

100 My property is too far from town. But when I can park and then walk all day, that's what i
choose to do

10/29/2020 2:26 PM
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101 Too many people, too much traffic. I miss the good old days 10/29/2020 12:54 PM

102 n/a 10/29/2020 12:25 PM

103 Everything is fine for me 10/29/2020 9:13 AM

104 None 10/28/2020 8:01 PM

105 We walk a lot. No issues (other than crowds) 10/28/2020 5:18 PM

106 I do use active transportation. 10/28/2020 5:18 PM

107 Walking is fine, but not fir bones, but maybe this should not be a biking community. 10/28/2020 3:10 PM

108 Too Lazy 10/28/2020 1:34 PM

109 Crossing signals are confusing 10/28/2020 10:50 AM

110 None 10/28/2020 10:36 AM

111 Congestion 10/25/2020 2:44 PM

112 Traffic 10/25/2020 2:44 PM

113 Physical limitations. 10/23/2020 10:25 AM

114 I work in Highlands, communting in from too far away for active transportation 10/23/2020 9:48 AM

115 NA 10/22/2020 6:35 PM

116 No reliable taxi service. 10/22/2020 5:09 PM

117 Not enough Baby changing stations 10/22/2020 5:04 PM
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56.89% 524

29.42% 271

13.68% 126

Q12 Which of the following choices best describes your perception of car
travel in Town?
Answered: 921 Skipped: 91

TOTAL 921

It is adequate
for current...

Traffic is a
mess - I oft...

It works very
well- no...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

It is adequate for current traffic levels, but it may need improvement if the Town grows.

Traffic is a mess - I often experience delays when I drive through the Town.

It works very well- no problems getting around Town.
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60.71% 547

56.49% 509

28.08% 253

27.64% 249

25.97% 234

12.54% 113

4.22% 38

Q13 Demand for housing in Highlands is increasing overall. In general,
what types of housing would you like to see in Town? Check all that apply. 

Answered: 901 Skipped: 111

Total Respondents: 901  

Single-family
homes with...

Live/work
units (condo...

Townhomes

Small-scale
apartments o...

Single-family
homes with...

House-scale
multifamily...

Larger-scale
apartments o...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Single-family homes with smaller yards and access to shared open space

Live/work units (condos above commercial or office space)

Townhomes

Small-scale apartments or condos

Single-family homes with larger private yard

House-scale multifamily homes (duplexes, triplexes)

Larger-scale apartments or condos
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Q14 What should be priorities for residential development design in the
Town? Select up to 4 priorities.

Answered: 909 Skipped: 103

Making new
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74.15% 674

72.83% 662

60.95% 554

37.07% 337

36.85% 335

36.63% 333

32.45% 295

4.40% 40

3.85% 35

3.74% 34

Total Respondents: 909  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Making new development fit the character of the town

Protection of important natural resources (i.e. water quality, tree canopy, habitat)

Discouraging high density development

Architectural design (i.e. materials or finishes on the outside of the home)

Sidewalks and connectivity

Landscaping/beautification 

Access to working trails, parks and greenspace

Requiring larger lots

Other (please specify)

Amenities (i.e. pool or gym)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Designs the do NOT promote short-term tourism - we do not want to become Gatlinburg!!!!! 12/25/2020 7:40 AM

2 Single family homes that conform to the "feel" of Highlands. 12/21/2020 4:48 PM

3 High density developments mean less land overall is needed to house the same amount of
people, protecting more of our beautiful landscape!

12/18/2020 3:57 PM

4 Affordability for employees that work in Highlands 12/10/2020 1:49 PM

5 Affordability 12/10/2020 8:18 AM

6 Afordable housing for service workers 12/9/2020 8:07 AM

7 Don't let the town overpopulate. We do not have the resources to support any more people. 12/4/2020 6:32 PM

8 Accommodations for low income and disabled 12/3/2020 6:42 PM

9 Don't allow more mansions in town...maybe have a maximum size limit. Allow tiny homes. An
over-all smaller footprint for development. Require them to provide sidewalks, streetlights and
other infrastructure instead of taxpayers paying for it.

12/1/2020 10:41 AM

10 Hospital, healthcare 12/1/2020 10:16 AM

11 It’s a small town. You’re going to destroy it with overdevelopment. 11/22/2020 10:36 PM

12 development toward the mirror lake area with walkability from town. sidewalks and expansion
past the Bascom.

11/17/2020 7:00 PM

13 Parking away from Main Street. Parking garage space or lot within a 15 min walk or even cute
trolley going to downtown. Shut off Main Street to vehicles

11/13/2020 10:27 AM

14 Support & encouragement of short term rentals 11/13/2020 9:38 AM

15 limitation on rentals, especially absentee landlords and multiple units 11/11/2020 5:36 PM

16 I want no more development 11/8/2020 9:56 AM

17 Increased population is not the goal of an attractive town; preservation and protection of
qualities of the small area is paramount; altering ANY of these biodiverse environments to
accommodate more people is in the oxymoron category.

11/5/2020 6:25 PM

18 Affordable options for year-round residents that excludes short term rentals. 11/4/2020 10:08 AM

19 Zoned housing that allows "dormitory-like housing" for the many temporary workers that are
required.

11/3/2020 8:45 PM

20 High density interspersed with high quality green space in between. 11/3/2020 2:07 PM

21 Nothing over two stories tall. 11/3/2020 12:02 PM

22 Encouraging high density development 11/3/2020 9:40 AM

23 Affordability 11/2/2020 11:55 PM

24 Affordable options either in town or out of town is desperately needed and will be needed more
as the town grows in the future

11/2/2020 11:05 PM

25 Don't over load the town. As soon as it gets crowded, people won't come. Too many other
options.

11/2/2020 9:35 PM

26 Smaller lot requirements and density close to city center 11/2/2020 9:18 PM

27 Affordable Housing for local employees 11/2/2020 12:34 PM

28 The development plan should preserve a downtown commercial district that has limited
residential (i.e. incidental above shop apartment). The transition zone should allow service
commercial (gas stations; convenience stores; restaurants, etc.) plus more dense residential
like small scale condo/apartment; and the outer zone should allow light industrial and larger
scale multi-family. The zoning for the town must be changed to control development so that it
fits the town's long term plan - currently there is no plan and the code is so outdated that you
have churches being marketed for sale as homes; houses and businesses being bought and

11/2/2020 11:16 AM
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converted into short-term rental house hotels; all to the exclusion of workers who could live
here if there was some affordable housing.

29 We need affordable housing for employees and local families earning local wages!! 11/2/2020 8:47 AM

30 Housing for workers accessible by foot or shuttle 10/31/2020 12:28 PM

31 NONE.....no more building for awhile. 10/30/2020 2:22 PM

32 Do not over develop our town. Bigger is not better. 10/29/2020 5:14 PM

33 allowing smaller lots 10/28/2020 1:42 PM

34 Highlands has limited developable land. We should encourage more thoughtful use of land in
town that could accommodate more units.

10/25/2020 1:38 PM

35 Creating working class residential developments so the level of workers needed to support the
continued growth of the town can also be supported. Every single business is struggling more
and more each year to be completely staffed, and a big reason for that is lack of available
housing.

10/23/2020 9:51 AM
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Bike Paths 1/4/2021 9:20 PM

2 Bowling alley 1/2/2021 6:03 PM

3 I'm satisfied with the progress made with the exception of strong playground needs. 12/29/2020 7:20 PM

4 Would like to help develop a true growers only farmers market to highlight local farms and the
field to vase and farm to fork movement

12/26/2020 3:26 PM

5 Bike trails. 12/26/2020 11:17 AM

6 Upgrade the fitness area comparable to the Cashiers facility 12/24/2020 8:33 AM

7 Pilates classes once COVID is done 12/18/2020 2:26 PM

8 improved fitness area in the rec center, larger park like Cashiers 12/10/2020 3:32 PM

9 Multipurpose areas, where you can play multiple sports/ opportunities. (Indoor ice rink) 12/4/2020 6:32 PM

10 Conservation easements to protect views 12/3/2020 6:42 PM

11 New gym with lots if light, good air exchanges, many treadmills and TVs, and top weight
machines

12/3/2020 9:44 AM

12 I would like to bicycle around town but it doesn't feel safe due to speeding cars and narrow
roads without bicycle lanes.

12/1/2020 10:41 AM

13 Bike trails 11/27/2020 9:39 PM

14 Bike trails 11/27/2020 1:06 PM

15 Public golf course, executive length 11/24/2020 12:02 PM

16 Paved bike trails 11/15/2020 9:44 AM

17 Improve dog park(s) 11/14/2020 11:20 AM

18 Card Rooms 11/13/2020 10:27 AM

19 I only come for a week or two during the summer, but once I retire will spend complete
summers here and will then explore the rec center. I would like to see plenty of offerings and
there very well me be so now. I just have not explored them.

11/12/2020 11:37 AM

20 As more families move here, it is important to accommodate children. There is no playground
in town (should be one similar to village play in cashiers) and more indoor rec areas for kids
during the winter.

11/11/2020 7:06 AM

21 Mountain Biking !!!!! I have too many examples of folks leaving highlands for day to mountain
bike in Brevard, even Clayton.

11/10/2020 10:54 AM

22 Mountain bike trails 11/5/2020 8:58 AM

23 Please improve the dog park! It is a social meeting place for dogs and owners, take pride in its
grounds like you do in our trails, keep it up like a park!

11/5/2020 5:32 AM

24 Exercise facility, e.g., par Cours course 11/4/2020 1:18 PM

25 Don’t know 11/3/2020 7:37 PM

26 Larger weight equipment room in gym, indoor walking track, take at look at Jackson County
gym in Cashiers as model.

11/3/2020 6:58 PM

27 Ski resort with powder, zip line 11/3/2020 5:00 PM

28 More winter activities including movies, etc. 11/3/2020 3:30 PM

29 The swimming pool is my favorite. 11/3/2020 2:07 PM

30 Highlands Pool is an important asset to town. 11/3/2020 1:11 PM

31 Fitness Center, Climbing Wall, Pool 11/2/2020 9:32 PM
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32 I do not wish to actively attract more development in the area. 11/2/2020 3:59 PM

33 Find ways to increase the "highly desireable" area larger by locating key businesses to anchor
these new areas (like out the Franklin road or passed Bryson's)

11/2/2020 12:34 PM

34 Exercise classes 11/2/2020 6:34 AM

35 Extend skateboard park 11/1/2020 9:09 PM

36 Frisbee golf course 10/31/2020 10:42 PM

37 croquet field (indoor and/or outdoors) 10/31/2020 10:52 AM

38 New park or two. Not just the one being used now. Would alieviate some parking problems. 10/30/2020 2:22 PM

39 Indoor Ice Rink. 10/30/2020 9:49 AM

40 Playground needs MAJOR improvement - no baby swings available! Also a nice dog park. The
one we have is dangerous and rarely used.

10/30/2020 8:55 AM

41 more significant weight/aerobic training facility for rainy days and for the winter months 10/28/2020 5:53 PM

42 more significant weight/aerobic training facility for rainy days and for the winter months 10/28/2020 5:34 PM

43 Bike trails/lanes 10/28/2020 5:27 PM

44 Would love to see a facility where artists can rent space with lots of light, lockers, gather,
collaborate, paint, create.

10/28/2020 11:06 AM

45 OPEN space...there is no place to throw a ball or picnic! 10/28/2020 9:14 AM

46 Climbing Gym 10/27/2020 8:15 PM

47 The town needs to "adopt" Mirror Lake as a real priority. 10/27/2020 1:34 PM

48 More cycling infrastructure in town and mountain biking out of town. Perhaps a climbing wall
for winter indoor recreation?

10/25/2020 1:38 PM

49 More biking options — whether beach cruisers in town or mountain biking nearby 10/25/2020 1:27 PM

50 PUBLIC recreation opportunities, not private 10/23/2020 9:51 AM

51 Bike and mountain bike paths\trails 10/22/2020 6:37 PM

52 things to do when its cold & rainy 10/22/2020 6:04 PM

53 Art spaces, martial art spaces, dance spaces, after dark libraries, small scall music
performances.

10/22/2020 5:06 PM

54 More sidewalks 10/21/2020 8:30 PM
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 short term rentals change the neighborhood feel 1/22/2021 8:51 PM

2 Infrastructure impact in various ways. 1/22/2021 11:47 AM

3 Limit short term rentals,limit expansion of old edwards 1/19/2021 8:25 AM

4 loss of neighborhood 1/8/2021 8:13 PM

5 They should be controlled and strictly regulated 12/28/2020 6:14 PM

6 Our quiet street is now has a LARGE short term rental that was previously a single family
home. It is constantly rented to large groups. The neighborhood NEVER had a say in a hotel
basically being put in the middle of our residential neighborhood. We now have speeding cars,
loud partying and people with no respect for the neighbors. My husband and I are furious that
after having this beautiful mountain home for 25 years we now have to put up with this and had
no say in this happening.

12/27/2020 1:10 PM

7 loss of neighborhood 12/27/2020 11:38 AM

8 Although rentals contribute to the economy, they tax the city utilities and contribute to crime.
Daily rentals should only be allowed in hotels and B&B’s only. Minimum stays in single family
residences should be minimum of 7 days with occupancy limited to septic or sewer capacity.

12/27/2020 9:18 AM

9 I have witnessed people disposing of their vacation rental trash bags at Bryson's and other
area businesses!

12/26/2020 3:27 PM

10 It encourages commercial development of residential properties by owners who may only be
vested financially in their properties and have little or no interest in the unique aspects of our
community which may not have an immediate financial benefit.

12/26/2020 11:22 AM

11 Owners need to impress local traditions on renters (backing up on one-lane private roads, use
of public trash sites, loud music, awareness of parking problems in private neighborhoods).

12/25/2020 3:30 PM

12 All of the above. Lots of ST tourists tax our limited resources and make the town less pleasant
and enjoyable for those who are committed to the community.

12/25/2020 7:42 AM

13 Lack of rental standards. 12/24/2020 5:29 PM

14 Noise, parties 12/24/2020 3:47 PM

15 Noise 12/24/2020 1:20 PM

16 None 12/22/2020 2:19 PM

17 It is a market-driven economy, but housing options have suffered dramatically because of
STR's

12/21/2020 4:51 PM

18 What cliental are coming to stay in these short term rentals? I develop and own apartments all
over the country and short term rentals were a problem in every market..

12/21/2020 4:38 PM

19 Home owners do not want to live next to a motel 12/19/2020 12:06 PM

20 Reduced property value for full-time residents 12/19/2020 9:55 AM

21 Negative value-impact of neighboring property 12/19/2020 8:14 AM

22 Stealing the community aspect of a neighborhood. The homeowner and renters are not a part
of the community on a regular basis and may not be concerned with the long term aspects of
the neighbors and the neighborhood.

12/18/2020 8:12 PM

23 The Neighborhood community is affected by short term renters who have no connection to or
care for the home they’ve rented, or the town the have come to visit

12/18/2020 6:04 PM

24 "Party houses" 12/18/2020 6:01 PM

25 Not recycling due to lack of curbside pick-up/in-town and widely promoted recycling options 12/18/2020 3:59 PM

26 Changes character of town when many properties are short term rentals 12/18/2020 2:29 PM

27 Lack of compliance with local ordinances 12/17/2020 7:00 PM
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28 In some cases short term renters are not monitored and show no respect for Highlands, i.e.
garbage, noise, parking etc. Owners or agents should be available to monitor renters activities.

12/17/2020 9:51 AM

29 constant presence of strangers walking in my neighborhood, where I once knew most people. 12/16/2020 7:26 PM

30 Parties and noise in our neighborhood. 12/13/2020 8:34 AM

31 An overall lack of respect for the character of Highlands and its residents. 12/11/2020 9:02 AM

32 Disturbances to neighbors 12/11/2020 8:04 AM

33 Short term rentals are the single most significant problem facing Highlands. Look at Florida to
see the corrosive effect of these rentals re. decreasing property values, increasing crime,
decreasing life quality, destruction of the bucolic small town atmosphere

12/10/2020 1:09 PM

34 when a short term rental is located on a usually quiet street it creates a disruption in the life of
full time residents and introduces noise , traffic.

12/10/2020 10:06 AM

35 They are often inconsiderate of neighbors/neighborhoods 12/10/2020 8:20 AM

36 Internet use for vacationers impacts locals ability to have a stable connection. 12/9/2020 11:53 AM

37 Noise, disrespect for the environment 12/8/2020 8:24 PM

38 Contributes to more of a transient culture, which really isn't a culture at all. 12/7/2020 11:48 AM

39 Hard to have a neighborhood when we it can change every 3 days 12/5/2020 8:23 AM

40 Large rental groups that party too much 12/3/2020 8:02 PM

41 Noise 12/3/2020 6:02 PM

42 I worry about the affect on neighborhoods. We have tight-knit communities. Having lots of
short-term rentals changes those dynamics if there is no limit to how many are in an area. It
could seriously change the whole feel of Highlands if we aren't careful.

12/1/2020 10:45 AM

43 Would like to see only monthly rentals 12/1/2020 10:04 AM

44 My concern is you are going to ban them 11/30/2020 4:42 PM

45 Noise 11/30/2020 3:22 PM

46 Short term rentals lead to investors w/ multiple units and increase tourists that generally don't
have concern for surrounding home owners. Ultimately affects property values

11/30/2020 12:28 PM

47 neighbor instability -- constant overturn of strangers next-door - Prefer to have visitors in hotels
and B&B's with hosts/managers to handle disruptive and non community-beneficial behaviors

11/30/2020 12:19 PM

48 Noise, loud parties 11/30/2020 11:37 AM

49 Noise - yelling, music, dogs barking, fireworks . . . 11/30/2020 10:55 AM

50 Watched this ruin Charleston SC neighborhoods. Party attitude vs respect for community 11/29/2020 3:10 PM

51 Livability of neighborhoods 11/29/2020 2:56 PM

52 Not appropriate in residential areas. Maybe ok in town center but NOT adjoining neighborhoods 11/27/2020 1:07 PM

53 Noise, disrespect to community, speeding 11/26/2020 10:22 AM

54 High percentage of people with no respect or concern for the long term good of Highlands or its
natural resources.

11/26/2020 8:07 AM

55 Need for more quality standards, limit the number of ST rentals! Lowers quality of living and
real estate values.

11/24/2020 12:06 PM

56 Will impact sense of community. 11/22/2020 10:37 PM

57 Encourages bad conduct...noise, speeding, property destruction 11/22/2020 8:02 AM

58 Crazy loud parties 11/19/2020 9:19 PM

59 When some misbehave in terms of our community values, it is simply an impossible matter to
manage. Owners are not onsite and public service management i.e. police is not feasible.

11/19/2020 8:53 AM
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60 Yard signage advertising availability 11/16/2020 7:39 PM

61 noise 11/14/2020 1:17 PM

62 No respect for surroundings from short term renters. Instability. 11/11/2020 11:21 AM

63 Lack of supervision and inadequate regulation. Effect on neighbors and neighborhoods 11/11/2020 9:17 AM

64 Don’t want to lose the sense of community. Stresses on our infrastructure. 11/11/2020 7:28 AM

65 All of thee above. We moved here from an area in Florida that did not control short-term rentals
or growth. The area was ruined for all the permanent residents. I do not want that to happen
here.

11/10/2020 10:23 PM

66 Lack of Respect for Residents and Owners not too responsible for controlling guest 11/8/2020 3:48 PM

67 Impact on property values in neighborhoods 11/8/2020 11:04 AM

68 will/is damaging the character of the community. 11/6/2020 10:39 AM

69 Do not want an ever-growing supply of guests crowding Highlands! 11/5/2020 9:33 PM

70 Potential for abuse of units/ property, lack of respect for the area, too many people in the units,
disrupting the lives of people around them who live there

11/5/2020 7:51 PM

71 Property destruction and crime issues with unregulated screening of clientele. 11/5/2020 6:31 PM

72 accountability to owners for misbehaving tenants 11/5/2020 6:15 PM

73 Short term renters don't value or add to the community 11/5/2020 5:46 PM

74 it changes the character of the neighborhoods in which it occurs, more noise, partying, and
security issues.

11/5/2020 4:53 PM

75 Would change the quality of atmosphere which Highlands has long enjoyed!!! 11/5/2020 2:10 PM

76 disruption in mature neighborhoods and vandalism 11/5/2020 9:22 AM

77 Short terms usually appeal to “groups” in one house. Sit outside and are loud while drinking ;
generally oblivious to the fact people live here, pay taxes, keep their property in tip top shape.
Owners of the rentals invest nothing into the value of the neighborhood or area. For them, it’s a
cash cow.

11/5/2020 8:18 AM

78 Destroy the integrity of small neighborhoods. 11/5/2020 7:31 AM

79 changing character of the town 11/4/2020 8:26 PM

80 Changes the character of the town 11/4/2020 7:50 PM

81 The lack if community once the majority of people here are transients. They will not love and
take care of it like homeowners. You have no true neighbors. Ruins the feel of what the
Highlands truly is.

11/4/2020 2:53 PM

82 Noise 11/4/2020 1:28 PM

83 Lack of respect for neighbors 11/4/2020 12:40 PM

84 Short-term rentals have significantly reduced the availability for middle class year-round
residents to find housing.

11/4/2020 10:10 AM

85 Noise 11/4/2020 8:59 AM

86 Loss of neighbor knowing neighbor 11/4/2020 8:35 AM

87 Noisy, disruptive, disrespectful vacationers 11/3/2020 11:35 PM

88 Noise/Loud Gatherings, Parties 11/3/2020 10:18 PM

89 Potential impact on other homeowner property values who do not participate in the short term
rental business.

11/3/2020 8:49 PM

90 Changing the character of our existing neighborhoods. The noise, late hours that affect
homeowner quality of life.

11/3/2020 7:01 PM
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91 Noise 11/3/2020 4:26 PM

92 We have a short term rental next to four year around residents. Short term rentals should be
bared in neighborhoods with year around residents

11/3/2020 4:02 PM

93 People who are less respectful of the community and its citizens are type who are attracted to
short term rentalspe most artr

11/3/2020 3:27 PM

94 The folks that work in town can not afford to buy and the rental options are limited 11/3/2020 12:36 PM

95 Parties 11/3/2020 12:32 PM

96 This wonderful town should have a one week minimum rental period. These groups that dash in
and out of town add NOTHING to our peaceful little piece of heaven. They line the pockets of a
handful of merchants and off site lanlords who could CARE LESS about the quality of the life
that the rest of us came here for.

11/3/2020 10:20 AM

97 Leaving outside flood lights on causing light pollution around the houses of people who are
here year a round

11/3/2020 10:16 AM

98 Unruly weekend parties 11/3/2020 7:22 AM

99 Keeping residential and not changing community to only rentals as seen in some Florida beach
towns where large homes are built on small lots to accommodate more renters w limited
parking

11/3/2020 7:13 AM

100 Loss of community: too many in one house. Should not be allowed. Disrespect for full time
residents. Traffic on residential roads.

11/3/2020 6:49 AM

101 Increased traffic and density 11/2/2020 11:21 PM

102 Renters not following existing ordinance, dogs on leash, storing trash properly, etc.....also the
town would not be welcoming to visitors.

11/2/2020 10:25 PM

103 They tend to attract people who are not similar to a traditional “Highlander” 11/2/2020 9:57 PM

104 Too many people crowd into the houses. They cause parking problems in the neighborhood,
noise issues, garbage issues. They have no commitment to Highlands. Just in and out.

11/2/2020 9:38 PM

105 The lack of commitment from the renter, in terms of both time and money can make the renter
unconcerned about their behavior or consequences for bad behavior. Here today, gone
tomorrow, who cares what I do or say?

11/2/2020 8:59 PM

106 the long term viability of Highlands depends on visitors, families would prefer to use a house to
a hotel; we need STRs; the question is how do you control to many people in a house

11/2/2020 7:34 PM

107 STRs often attract customers that are not respectful of the town and its people 11/2/2020 7:32 PM

108 short term renters in homes have a very negative impact on neighborhoods. Absentee owners
using homes for short term rentals do not have incentive to be good neighbors.

11/2/2020 6:33 PM

109 you need to define STR; is a week a STR??; this is a tricky question; I own my property, but
up big bucks; there were NO restictions in the deed, to change the ground rules is un-
American; if we want to put new restriction for new owner, maybe, but that potentially lower my
value and your tax base

11/2/2020 6:02 PM

110 Short term rentals as party houses with too much noise and barking dogs. 11/2/2020 5:38 PM

111 Bad behavior of many short term renters 11/2/2020 4:32 PM

112 Renters disturbing permanent residents 11/2/2020 4:24 PM

113 Short term rentals are not in the interests of maintaining the unique character of Highlands.
Allowing or encouraging such will destroy the goose that laid the golden egg and will decrease
the ability of homeowners to keep a second home safe from crime and prying eyes and
decrease the neighborliness of established neighborhoods.

11/2/2020 4:02 PM

114 Loss of community and old fashioned neighborhood spirit 11/2/2020 3:25 PM

115 Noise, by people and barking dogs 11/2/2020 2:30 PM

116 partying noise late at night 11/2/2020 2:02 PM
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117 Decreased property valued. Many short-term rentals stuff 15+ people in one unit. Lack of
respect for neighborhood home owners.

11/2/2020 1:19 PM

118 Even cities like Atlanta have figured out that STRs are detrimental to neighborhoods and
residents. They are a safety and health issue and do not allow neighbors to have quiet
enjoyment of their property. STRs also bar lower to mid-income people from access to housing
because they cannot compete with investors. The Highlands Code bans boarding houses in
residentially zoned areas which at the time of its writing was the short-term rental option in a
home. The Code must be updated to reflect the modern definition of the short-term rental and
ban the unhosted rental of homes for less than 30 days in areas that are zoned for single-
family residences. Hundreds of towns across the country have figured this out and banned
them. Nearby, Asheville, Raleigh, Wilmington, Blowing Rock, plus upscale tourist towns (like
we hope to continue to be) like Carmel, Sausalito, Charleston, etc. have all banned them. And
with no grandfathering, all gave notice and then it was ended just like with our bear proof
garbage cans. My neighborhood Little Bearpen had two guest houses for rent three years ago,
now there are ten rentals for short-term available with all the new ones owned by investors. It
has ruined the neighborhood and will ruin our town.

11/2/2020 11:33 AM

119 Can ruin a neighborhood. 11/2/2020 8:37 AM

120 Transient tenants with no investment in highlands can have an on vacation mentality and be
very disrespectful

11/2/2020 8:23 AM

121 Loss of neighborhood feel.Do not want to see short term rental signs. Mirror Lake community
has turned into Vrbo nightmare. People coming and going all the time who don't care about the
neighbors and just go about their vacation.

11/2/2020 7:52 AM

122 Noise.. partying all night.. not regulated 11/2/2020 7:24 AM

123 Owners not improving homes, noise, impacts neighborhood feeling 11/2/2020 6:35 AM

124 Mirror Lake Community is losing its neighborhood feel and becoming more of a business
district. Please do something!

11/1/2020 9:11 PM

125 The loss of our neighborhoods to renters who don't respect the people around them. 11/1/2020 3:44 PM

126 Lack of respect and care for what makes Highlands great - loud parties and not understanding
and care about long term impact to town

11/1/2020 9:20 AM

127 Raises population capacity basically to an unlimited number, which parking and restaurants
cannot support.

11/1/2020 7:34 AM

128 Lack of care for community 10/31/2020 5:56 PM

129 short term rentals encourage more tourist at the expense of the residents of our small
community

10/30/2020 10:14 AM

130 Police enforcement of relevant ordinances. 10/30/2020 9:54 AM

131 replacing known neighbors with constantly changing strangers 10/30/2020 9:51 AM

132 Lack of respect by short term renters for the local community structure(parking/trash/noise) 10/30/2020 8:19 AM

133 Decreases full time residence property value. 10/29/2020 9:52 PM

134 In understanding that tourism is paramount for viability, short term rentals need to be regulated
and policed strictly.

10/29/2020 7:05 PM

135 Oversight, Sanitation Ratings, Should be inspected and pay Hotel Taxes if they don't already 10/29/2020 6:12 PM

136 All of the above. 10/29/2020 5:15 PM

137 Several of the rental (VRBO or AirB&B) type rentals are a haven for rowdy misconduct and
used for “after parties” from Weddings, Birthdays or other special events and cause a lot of
animosity between renters and yearly residents. There must be a way to put restraints on such
activities.

10/29/2020 3:58 PM

138 Too many loud and drunken parties especially in quiet neighborhoods. There must be
limitations on how many people can accommodate a home and rental homes should not be
used as PARTY CENTRAL but for lodging only.

10/29/2020 3:15 PM
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139 Absentee landlord property deterioration 10/29/2020 2:00 PM

140 Noise, disregard for neighbors, destruction of sense of community 10/29/2020 7:56 AM

141 this probably falls in the category of "its great as long as its not next door or on my street."
This implies a plan is needed

10/28/2020 5:54 PM

142 this generally would fall into the category of "its ok if its not my neighbor or on my street"
which implies its a growing issue

10/28/2020 5:37 PM

143 short term renters do not have the same sense of respect for the community and neighbors. it
changes the nature of a neighborhood.

10/28/2020 2:12 PM

144 Homeowners with VRBOS are RUNNING MOTELS IN RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS.
RUINING LOCAL RESIDENTS ABILITY TO ENJOY THEIR OWN HOMES. VRBO'S ARE
REVOLVING DOORS, TOO MANY PEOPLE, CARS, DISRUPTIVE, NOISY AND TRASH
PROBLEMS. MUST BE STOPPED AND CONTROLLED!!!!!

10/28/2020 2:06 PM

145 All of the above 10/28/2020 1:37 PM

146 destroy the character of the neighborhoods. It's just awful. 10/28/2020 1:34 PM

147 Collection of sales tax by State of NC. 10/28/2020 10:44 AM

148 Noise, parties, drunks and disruption caused by many people in one residence. 10/28/2020 9:16 AM

149 Noise and behavior 10/25/2020 7:05 PM

150 Residential neighborhoods becoming commercial businesses, noise and it kills neighborhoods 10/25/2020 2:50 PM

151 Impact on neighborhoods, neighborhoods becoming commercial, lack of control over behaviors 10/25/2020 2:50 PM

152 Noise, disruptive activity (late and loud parties) 10/25/2020 12:16 PM

153 Short term vacationers are here to let loose, have fun, party til dawn. They don’t always
consider the effects of multiple cars at one residence, noise levels, or the need to pick up after
themselves, all of which adversely affect the neighborhood

10/25/2020 11:43 AM

154 Devaluing of property, degrading the character of residential neighborhoods. 10/23/2020 10:30 AM

155 NO VBRO/Air B&B! Renters do not respect the neiborhoods. Houses are seen and valued as
businesses and not homes.

10/22/2020 5:10 PM

156 Noise and trash - no sensitivity to the affect it has on others who live here. 10/21/2020 8:31 PM
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Q18 Do you have any other comments or concerns about the future of
Highlands?

Answered: 580 Skipped: 432
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Want to continue to encourage the vacation rental market 1/27/2021 12:15 PM

2 Affordable housing is a concern for year round Highlands workforce. It is a problem that is
definitely already hurting the town.

1/22/2021 12:16 PM

3 Our town needs to maintain it's unique character and personality. We don't need big box stores
or chains and we need to get rid of those weird shops where they try to fleece the shoppers by
selling them cosmetics.

1/22/2021 11:48 AM

4 I strongly think that Highlands Chamber should not be having the Food and Wine Festival or
others to encourage tourists. Tourists have found us and word of mouth/articles will keep us
known. Their money could be much better spent.

1/22/2021 10:55 AM

5 I wish the retail offerings would diversify. Too many women's clothing retailers selling the same
thing. RE: food offerings, Highlands could definitely use more family friendly restaurants.

1/22/2021 10:42 AM

6 Should have healthcare and promote condos for retirees 1/21/2021 9:57 PM

7 Thanks for doing this! 1/21/2021 9:39 PM

8 Highlands has already changed too much- it is no longer a quaint, remote small town. Please
stop development

1/19/2021 8:27 AM

9 The mayor and commission are doing a great job managing many stakeholders and adapting to
the changing population and environment!

1/16/2021 9:28 AM

10 Highlands is becoming overcrowded. Locals tend to avoid going to town/restaurants. Becoming
too expensive and catering to the wealthy only. Enough already! quit promoting Highlands.
Short term rentals are destroying neighborhoods. Instead of knowing your neighbors, when a
house is sold, it is being bought up by people who are only interested in profiting by renting it
out - they would not want to live next door to a hotel. Basically, anything less than 1 month is
short term and people are operating a business in a residential neighborhood. Along with that
comes increased traffic, parties, trash, etc. This is slowly destroying the way of life that most
of us are here for - we have several of these short term rentals on Little Bear Pen and we do
not want any more.

1/8/2021 8:29 PM

11 The vehicular congestion on Main is destroying the ambiance I once enjoyed. 1/5/2021 6:03 PM

12 While Highlands will surely grow, we don't want to lose the charm and quaintness of this
beautiful town.

1/4/2021 1:02 PM

13 I was discouraged to learn of the Dollar General being built outside of town. I would like to see
Highlands expand its borders for at least a mile so that it can have more control over the
zoning of large scale, commercial stores. I also am against paving Big Bear Pen road as it
would invite motorcycles and more traffic on the mountain. Finally, is it possible to stop
motorcycle noise? Thank you!

1/3/2021 10:53 PM

14 Concerned about rapid growth and how the town markets itself concerning tourism. Concerned
the OEI is changing the whole face of the town and who it brings in. (No doubt their whole
“campus” is beautiful but not accessible to many.) I do wish there was some limit to how large
new construction or renovations to residential homes could be.

1/3/2021 3:00 PM

15 Please find the right balance of growth to fund infrastructure improvements, preservation of
natural resources and small town charm.

1/2/2021 8:49 PM

16 I have way too many comments and or concerns to list them here. The most pressing issue I
see for the future of Highlands which no one seems to want to play attention to. Would be the
massive amount of town property that Old Edwards Inn controls. An the amount of control that
they have over every aspect of the town now. Old Edwards is not doing the town a favor with
their endeavors, no matter how much they claim the perception of the concept. They are a
business period. And they do all things for the further development and enrichment of the
business. The entire concept of making downtown more of an open grassy park basically only
benefits them. They don’t care if people come and park on main street to go to the shops.
Their guest get Valley parked in their own lot. So they would love for their guest to walk out the
door and be in a grassy park with trees no parked cars or traffic. They do not represent the
desires and the wishes of the business community which I am a part of whatsoever. Secondly
what would happen when the current owners are no longer around? Is it possible to sell that

1/2/2021 6:49 PM
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size of a business with as much property as It includes? If all their properties were abandoned
it would Bankrupt the town of Highlands. The increasing purchasing and re-developing
properties throughout Highlands has caused the land values to skyrocket to unsustainable
heights. People are forced out of town because they can’t afford the property taxes anymore
on land they have owned for 50-60 years or longer. It is basically impossible for a small family
to grow up inside the town limits. My personal opinion on the VRBO issue is that the state of
North Carolina has already passed legislation on this issue on regulating and controlling such
market. So the town has no authority to do so. But this skyrocketed issue with rental
properties That some citizens are enraged about. Most if not all our second homeowners
themselves or part-time residence. Have no one but himself to blame for the issue. It is their
push and desire for exclusivity in an ideal of Highlands as a community that has caused
corporations and people to purchase homes and place them in Airbnb. It’s pretty simple. When
I was growing up here a family of four or five could come to Highlands for a weekend stay in a
hotel, shop and spend a weekend. Those type of people according to these exclusive desiring
town citizens are no longer wanted. It has now been priced out of reach for a family of four or
five to come and spend a weekend at one of our hotels it’s just not affordable. But it is
affordable for them to rent a house for a week which is the catalyst for this new rental property
issue. Please stop trying to put trees down main street stop trying to turn Main Street into a
park of sorts. The town needs to build a parking deck it’s needed a parking deck for a couple
decades now. Stop trying to turn this town into a millionaire only club. This is the most
beautiful place in the entire world. Everyone should be welcome here everyone should be able
to come here and experience what we get to live. Build sidewalks throughout the Corredor’s of
town and put up street lights so that residents can connect to town. There should be sidewalks
down 64 To mirror lake at least Down Highway 28 to at least Shelby place or Cook Road. Down
107 to at least Dustys. And end this push for Exclusivity which is the cognitive dissonance of
who we are.

17 Losing the appeal of why people have come to Highlands for decades. It was always a small
beautiful little town that wasn't trying to compete with city amenities, but recognized that it's
appeal was in it small, upscale, quiet, uniqueness. Uncontrolled growth will ruin why people
want to come....that is the very thing they are trying to escape. Protect what Highlands is and
people will always want to be there.

1/2/2021 4:39 PM

18 Highlands is turning into a Gatlinburg due to excessive advertising by the Chamber and OEI.
We need to cut down on the number of people coming up here. Dry Falls is waiting for a
serious accident due to over crowding with cars and people. Stop more development!

12/31/2020 4:42 PM

19 no 12/31/2020 4:21 PM

20 DO NOT change Main Street - no more trees, no barriers in the middle and no parallel parking.
Also, do not change the design or nature of the business area. Locate all new construction
away from Main Street.

12/31/2020 4:02 PM

21 Short-term rentals are just an expected part of increased demand for the Highlands experience.
There seems to be too much emphasis placed on the few, rare instances of problems caused
by renters, such as trash left behind (likely because owners have not clearly instructed their
renters on appropriate disposal resources). Those who wish to discourage renters (and
seasonal homeowners) from visiting Highlands need to adopt a broader perspective of the
contributions these groups make to the local economy and culture of Highlands.

12/30/2020 8:40 AM

22 There are too many people coming into town. Advertising of Highlands needs to stop. the
Chamber of Commerce and OEI have ruined Highlands.

12/30/2020 6:18 AM

23 I have strong concerns of over exuberance by the Chamber of Commerce, some groups and
certain developers soliciting masses of out of state people to bolster town businesses at the
expense of altering the fabrics of our community.

12/29/2020 7:41 PM

24 Sewer 12/29/2020 6:33 PM

25 Preserving natural environment. Highlands has gotten a way from Mom and Pop businesses
and leans more toward corporate ownership.

12/29/2020 3:06 PM

26 Highlands will change, and we have to manage it in keeping with the character of the town,
maintain proper zoning, and embrace the change in demographics. Fiber Optics will help
attract a wider variety of residents and increase our tax base.

12/29/2020 2:40 PM

27 Keep the character 12/28/2020 9:13 PM
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28 I have been coming to Highlands all my life it has changed very little other than additional
restaurants and stores, it is a unique and very friendly town.

12/28/2020 6:51 PM

29 As population expands, medical facilities will need to increase as well 12/28/2020 4:13 PM

30 More access to HS internet in Highlands, but outside of city limits would be nice. More
parking.

12/28/2020 3:41 PM

31 No 12/27/2020 1:11 PM

32 short term rentals give the effect of a hotel in your neighborhood. Too much effort by the
chamber of commerce to bring people here.

12/27/2020 11:42 AM

33 no 12/27/2020 10:42 AM

34 Restrictions should continue on not allowing chain stores and large “box” stores. 12/27/2020 9:21 AM

35 I would love to see a Growers/Producers only Market in Highlands NC to help support local
farms.

12/26/2020 3:29 PM

36 Do not allow chain/big box stores!!!!! 12/26/2020 3:25 PM

37 keep the small town-vibe, mountain vibe! 12/26/2020 1:41 PM

38 The rec center with its fantastic swimming pool is a great resource. I also really love the
community's dedication to the performing arts and the Nature Center

12/26/2020 11:25 AM

39 Short tern rentals can become a problem but most of all I am against trying to limit home
owners rights to rent their property. Also I think the insane proposed 50 acre development in
Cashiers is a very bad idea and would negatively impact Highlands.

12/25/2020 1:15 PM

40 Don't let franchise type stores in 12/25/2020 11:45 AM

41 Looking forward to seeing the results. This is a great project. 12/25/2020 8:17 AM

42 Please do not place economic development ahead of quality of life and the small town
atmosphere that makes HIghlands special. We might need to create a Chamber of Citizens to
offset the Chamber of Commerce’s focus on business growth and development at any cost...

12/25/2020 7:44 AM

43 In the last 10+ years, I've witnessed Highlands change from basically shutting down from Nov
- Mar to now being a year round town. There's nothing wrong with that and I think it's good.
However, I don't want to see the goal become "how can we grow and accommodate an
additional 20% (or whatever the number is) more residents in/near the town. We need to
preserve the small town feel and character while improving the ability to absorb crowds during
peak seasons/events. More parking and probably improving pedestrian travel are crucial and
we also must be able to address serious traffic issues in/around the town - e.g., the
sometimes severe traffic jams around Dry Falls.

12/25/2020 12:09 AM

44 Highlands has outgrown its quaint charm. It’s very difficult for residents to carry out everyday
life and business. We still love being here for now. Healthcare and emergency services have
become a worry with increased traffic.

12/24/2020 5:37 PM

45 1)Internet, cable , digital service in general is way behind. 2) so many short term visitors vs
seasonal or permanent residents who support town long term 3) health care-we might live full
time if better health care options existed.

12/24/2020 3:52 PM

46 Noise. Keeping an upscale, well-designed natural mountain setting 12/24/2020 1:23 PM

47 Get rid of the tacky Trump storefront. 12/24/2020 1:20 PM

48 Interested in information regarding water, sewer, electrical infrastructure. Particularly goals
related to renewable energy, biogas and water treatment if possible. Liters/watts per household
etc, associated goals. Thank you

12/24/2020 12:32 PM

49 Infrastructure concerns as a function of meeting high and rapid growth in the town...... 12/24/2020 12:13 PM

50 Glad that this is being thoughtfully planned 12/24/2020 11:19 AM

51 This is such a special place. I would like to see slow, controlled improvements and growth.
Greenville SC comes to mind as a place that did it mindfully over decades.

12/24/2020 10:43 AM

52 Thank you for your time putting this together. One more suggestion: let's go back to the warm 12/24/2020 10:23 AM
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colored lights downtown. The cool white / blue lights don't fit with our feel.

53 No. 12/24/2020 10:06 AM

54 Concerned about a relatively small number of homeowners shouldering the Town cost of an
increasing number of visitors. Also concerned about a lack of development controls outside of
Town limits in Macon County. Consider annexing further area or expanding the ETJ.

12/24/2020 8:36 AM

55 We will never have a second chance at keeping Highlands what it is today! 12/24/2020 7:34 AM

56 no 12/24/2020 7:30 AM

57 no 12/23/2020 6:14 PM

58 I have big concerns about uncontrolled growth that will make the town just another town. That
would devalue the experience of being in/living in Highlands and would also devalue property. I
worry about the current trend for too many bars and breweries, decreasing amount of retail
space and increasing automobile and pedestrian accidents on already challenging roads.

12/23/2020 8:32 AM

59 Keep it rustic and beautiful but allow a couple major retailers if on a small scale. 12/22/2020 2:22 PM

60 NA 12/22/2020 12:38 PM

61 There is a desperate need for additional parking - deck parking designed to fit into a down
slope on land owned by the town (behind the Main Street Inn). This parking would only be a
block from Main Street and would disappear from view down the hill on Oak Street

12/22/2020 9:06 AM

62 Please protect the natural resources 12/21/2020 5:55 PM

63 No 12/21/2020 5:43 PM

64 Highlands MUST retain its charm and dignity. Selling (whoring) ourselves to bring in more
people - for "tourism" - will ultimately be the end of what we all know, appreciate, and love
about Highlands. Stop letting the Chamber of Commerce pimp the town!

12/21/2020 4:56 PM

65 Keep it commercial free! 12/21/2020 4:39 PM

66 Too much emphasis on wishes of downtown merchants. Not everyone is here for the profit
motive.

12/21/2020 11:12 AM

67 Needs to encourage more environmental educational events in the community not just wedding
events. Become more family friendly and welcoming to diverse groups.

12/21/2020 10:06 AM

68 Encourage Macon County to restrict stores like Dollar General from coming into the area. 12/21/2020 9:20 AM

69 I own land and would like to build a new, completely accessible home to live in and move full
time to Highlands. This would replace my wonderful existing home with 16 stone steps to
traverse from the carport to my front door. However, not being a multi millionaire, the costs to
do so are prohibitive for me so far. If there were well thought out, elegant more affordable new
homes I would be first in line to buy one. Not a City problem to solve, but one that is a fact for
those of us with means, but not millions to spend on a new home!

12/20/2020 2:15 PM

70 Offerings of more outdoor dining & more mixed use of Kelsey Hutchinson Park do a survey on
this topic

12/20/2020 2:08 PM

71 no 12/20/2020 10:19 AM

72 The town needs less expensive dining and shopping options. 12/20/2020 9:02 AM

73 Traffic flow on Main Street might be improved with better bypass signs for those passing
through

12/20/2020 8:35 AM

74 Make Highlands more user friendly for those who want to walk or bike. Slow down the traffic on
Spring Street!!

12/19/2020 12:08 PM

75 I think we should integrate state of the art technology and smart city concepts in our
community plan.

12/19/2020 11:44 AM

76 Think small...don’t kill the golden goose 12/19/2020 11:40 AM

77 Maintain tight zoning and restrictions against fast food and chain stores. 12/19/2020 9:57 AM
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78 Over development 12/19/2020 8:15 AM

79 At 44 years old, I’m no spring chicken, but I’m noticing a shift in terms of the demographic.
We’ve owned a home in Highlands for three years now and are noticing that people my age,
and younger, are attracted to Highlands because you can escape the big city and still have a
quality experience with all the town has to offer. I hope the town grows and continues creating
options for the younger demographic, such as outdoor concerts with different types of music,
wine tasting events, the food and wine festival, summer concerts or outdoor performances,
jazz festival, athletic events like 5K runs or outdoor yoga, paddle boarding in the lake,
kayaking, and other fitness options for the general public. Being outdoors is a huge draw to the
area, so definitely anything outside is always a treat, whether it’s dining, fitness, wine tasting,
theatre, etc.

12/19/2020 7:52 AM

80 Please continue and increase publicity about proper garbage disposal and recycling. Please
continue improvements in internet capabilites.

12/19/2020 5:43 AM

81 Cost of living for year round residents that keep town functioning is becoming unbearable.
Focus on those who live here and provide affordable housing for those who want to live and
work here.

12/18/2020 10:53 PM

82 I worry about the culture of the locals vs. the part timers - both need to be appreciated and
recognized for their part in the town. We need everyone to make the town work best!

12/18/2020 10:30 PM

83 There needs to be affordable workforce housing. 12/18/2020 10:23 PM

84 Please keep it as the charming wonderful town it was/ is. 12/18/2020 8:35 PM

85 I think a great way for the town to expand is to encourage new businesses that can operate
from home using the fiber optics and not expand the town business footprint which would
increase year round residents who are invested in the natural resources of this amazing
community rather than the short term user.

12/18/2020 6:10 PM

86 I would like to see more volunteer trash pick up days. Get the police involved so it’s safe and
clean up the roads around here.

12/18/2020 4:46 PM

87 The pace of development may be growing faster than the town has the ability to implement
regulations to assure good smart development.

12/18/2020 4:41 PM

88 I love this town and very much want it to maintain its small-town feel, while ensuring that the
people who work here can also afford to live here/nearby. And I want to see the Town consider
climate change in its future planning - how will Highlands reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions? How will we improve our sustainability? Can we become a green destination,
resilient and approaching net zero emissions as a town?

12/18/2020 4:02 PM

89 I have been a regular in Highlands since 1967, and have seen many changes, pro and con.
The community organizations -- the Biological Station, the Library, the Rec Center, and others -
- are fantastic. The Greenway and Kelsey - Hutchison Park are great additions. Highlands
must work within, and without by engaging the County on growth that impacts the town -- to
preserve its natural beauty and charm.

12/18/2020 3:41 PM

90 Lack of zoning outside city limits in Macon County threatens approaches to town.
Environmental and aesthetic impacts.

12/18/2020 2:39 PM

91 Am concerned about the increase in crime. 12/18/2020 2:28 PM

92 It is crucial for Highlands to maintain its quaint, small-town mountain feel. We do NOT need
another Pigeon Forge/Gatlinburg development. Many come here for the nature,, peace, quiet,
and escape from commercialism.

12/18/2020 1:56 PM

93 Thank you for doing the work to have data and opinions to move forward. 12/17/2020 3:23 PM

94 Don't like people trying to change it to be like the place where they are from. All towns or cities
are different and unique in their own way

12/17/2020 10:54 AM

95 Don't add barriers and trees to downtown parking areas. 12/17/2020 9:51 AM

96 lack of meaningful zoning regulations in Macon Co outside the town limits. Increased housing
costs forcing local residents who have been here for generations out of the area.

12/16/2020 7:28 PM

97 slow the growth of new developments and homes. Protect the tree cover. No chain stores 12/14/2020 2:41 PM
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98 We need a new Mayor. 12/13/2020 11:41 PM

99 The town should have planning authority in the areas outside city limits. 12/13/2020 5:01 PM

100 I hope the town council knows that they do an incredible job and I love the commitment to
communication through the Highlands Newspaper.

12/13/2020 8:37 AM

101 Keep highlands natural 12/12/2020 5:06 PM

102 Live work buildings downtown should be built 12/12/2020 12:11 PM

103 Over commercialization. 12/12/2020 9:36 AM

104 I think the roads into town need to be addressed. As highlands grows the roads to it have to be
updated, all of them! Dillard rd, the gorge, 64 towards cashier's, and walhalla. This is a major
issue for people that work here and have to drive here from more affordable living areas. If not
remedied supplies and tourist will either not be delivered or go elsewhere

12/11/2020 1:51 PM

105 Please plant many trees down Main Street. Please preserve the architectural character, design
and scale of Main Street buildings. The Sutherby’s corner building is an architectural distaster
as it does not properly hold the corner, for example.

12/11/2020 8:07 AM

106 no 12/10/2020 5:50 PM

107 Our playground is disgraceful . With younger families moving here, we need something like the
playground at the Village Green in Cashiers.

12/10/2020 4:33 PM

108 Round about at the junction of 28 and 4th Street, vacant businesses should be
occupied/renovated before building new structures and destroying land (ie development on 64
for Derm office and roofing company), renovate existing homes before new construction

12/10/2020 3:39 PM

109 No 12/10/2020 2:40 PM

110 1. The corrosive effect of short term rentals on the quality of life in Highlands is currently the
most pressing problem- one that can be controlled if dealt with NOW. Any delay now will
penalize Highlands irreparably down the road.The Florida West Coast experience should be
instructive. 2. As a retired surgeon, I see no solution to the abysmal medical care situation
other than the recent purchase of the best helicopter money can buy. The future of small town
medical care is hopeless. A small town census will never support an adequate supply of well
trained physicians. HCA will remain involved so long as Highlands provides sufficient patients
to feed into their hospital network. 3. I have found the current Highlands administration and
supportive staff to be excellent. Kudos!!

12/10/2020 1:34 PM

111 I don't like seeing older buildings torn down for new buildings. Once they're gone they're gone
along with the history of Highlands

12/10/2020 1:31 PM

112 highlands needs to always be pro active when planning for roads, water, sewer, and all other
utilities.

12/10/2020 10:12 AM

113 Highlands is special. and should stay that way. 12/10/2020 10:00 AM

114 Very concerned about "churn and burn" rental properties. 12/10/2020 9:57 AM

115 No 12/10/2020 9:46 AM

116 Stay proactive on the issues addressed in the survey...Business driven policy decision should
never become the norm...balance is the key...protect the Highlands vibe..good luck.

12/10/2020 9:17 AM

117 Political partisanship has become a dividing factor within our country. When said partisanship
is brought into our business atmosphere we risk losing nearly half of our potential customers. I
refuse to patronize a business that puts political signage on their place of business. I notices
one business in particular that did this in Highlands this past summer. While watching potential
customers make a obvious effort to go out of the way to avoid the often times vocal
congregation of supporters gathered in front of this business I couldn't help but think of what
they lose as a result. The gathering of supporters never seemed to purchase anything other
than political items, and caused many to outright avoid this business all together. I know there
are towns that have ordinances against political signage being displayed at or near their place
of business. It's my opinion that this type of ordinance might also be beneficial for Highlands to
enhance our atmosphere of welcoming.

12/10/2020 8:39 AM

118 Growth is inevitable-but let's not allow big box stores to invade the outskirts of town-otherwise 12/10/2020 7:35 AM
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we will loose the draw and charm of Highlands

119 Let's get it right, we don't want to be another Gatlinburg 12/10/2020 6:40 AM

120 There is a constant and growing tendency to have private gated communities. This means
increasing portions of the town are walled away, and generally reserved for outsiders who don't
participate in the town much. This should be actively discouraged somehow; gating regions
away worsens the town for everyone else as more and more sections of our home are walled
away. This phenomenon should be taxed when it occurs as it deprives the rest of us of ever
more space and foments an impression that one is unwelcome in ever more parts of the area.

12/9/2020 11:58 AM

121 No 12/9/2020 10:43 AM

122 Downtown needs mid stretch crosswalk and landing. 12/8/2020 9:47 PM

123 no 12/8/2020 8:42 PM

124 Attempt to maintain its beauty. Continue to block fast food drive throughs. Fiber internet the
sooner the better.

12/8/2020 8:26 PM

125 no 12/8/2020 4:59 PM

126 Prevent pollution from damaging the trees. 12/8/2020 4:43 PM

127 no 12/8/2020 11:13 AM

128 Please maintain the long time honored integrity of Highlands by encoring the type of visitors
who will respect that tradition.

12/8/2020 6:50 AM

129 Do not let it become Hollywood and today's Aspen of the East. Keep it family oriented. 12/7/2020 10:30 PM

130 Thank you to the Town Board for doing such a great job 12/7/2020 7:19 PM

131 No 12/7/2020 2:38 PM

132 Allowing things like 5G, which make it an unhealthy place to live. Protecting our natural water
resources and not letting them grow over with protected marshland. Natural water resources
are a valuable asset and I do not believe we do enough to protect them. Concerned about
overbuilding, especially residential since it will be short-term rentals which will just keep
making our small plateau more crowded and ruin the quality of life that we all came here for.
Also concerned about infrastructure to support increased traffic and parking. Main Street
already looks like a parking lot. We need some two level parking garages just off Main Street
with one level underground like Blowing Rock has.

12/7/2020 11:52 AM

133 no 12/7/2020 8:42 AM

134 Short-term rentals in residentially zoned areas should be restricted and fines levied for private
parties by renters.

12/5/2020 11:59 AM

135 No 12/5/2020 11:31 AM

136 Just to reiterate that if we do not solve the workforce housing issue and property values
continue to rise making it impossible for employees to live and work in Highlands then the town
will start to decay. It is happening all over the country and we do not want to be those towns.

12/5/2020 10:26 AM

137 Well planned progress with growth can still maintain Highlands charm-thanks 12/4/2020 7:15 PM

138 Do not let the town overpopulate. Our groceries stores, pharmaceuticals, hospitals, recreation
areas, etc can't support more people. It's factual. The ice rink is a huge attraction to residents
and tourists. By making it indoor, you continue that year round. It costs to build the roof,
however, the mass attraction it has from November to March makes plenty revenue to where it
is a good investment. So now think about year round, you can then use that money to support
other events or necessities throughout our town.

12/4/2020 6:39 PM

139 I worry about what traffic is going to be like if we keep building. Highlands is finite. It can only
accommodate so many cars and people.

12/4/2020 3:38 PM

140 No 12/4/2020 11:29 AM

141 Over development 12/4/2020 10:59 AM

142 Fining residents who are barely making ends meet for not having bear proof trash cans. 12/4/2020 8:07 AM
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143 Historic building protection: Highlands Inn and ridgetop lights, trees, etc. 12/3/2020 11:05 PM

144 The town would benefit by incorporating more diverse shopping options such as folk art or
regional products which are more in keeping with the natural environment. Too many “Palm
Beach” shops which seems a little odd for those of us middle aged or younger. Also, more
agricultural influence from local farms for dining and artisan shops such as bakeries would be
great. Lastly, given the fact that we have been renovating a home for the past year and have
relied on the town bathrooms, it would be ideal to have additional facilities available and better
maintained during peek season.

12/3/2020 9:13 PM

145 I think city is doing well with some tweaking necessary—-need low level parking garage and
residential shuttle

12/3/2020 8:04 PM

146 We must do the impossible... educate our short term or rental community to appreciate the
western Carolina sanctuary for health and environmental coexistence so as to participate in its
endurance

12/3/2020 7:07 PM

147 Yes, no growth is a good thing. Is that an option? The infrastructure for roads, water and sewer
are limited and believe that it is best to keep this town small, like it has been since I was a
child. The only thing needed is affordable housing for some of the working folks in town; they
travel long distances because of housing and tax issues. This may also impact our health care
workers too. Is small and environmental friendly just ok?

12/3/2020 6:44 PM

148 Please don’t loose sight of why most of us love Highlands and call it home year round or just
for a few months. It’s because we want to slow down and smell the mountain air.

12/3/2020 5:24 PM

149 I believe development and growth are important. My biggest concerns are: that there is NOT
enough affordable housing for local and working folks, the potential for more crime, and that
our infrastructure needs to keep up.

12/3/2020 3:12 PM

150 Just an additional comment on parking. The town has had several variations of timed parking
in the past. I am quite familiar with all of them. All failed miserably and resulted in numerous
resident/visitor complaints. Appropriate enforcement of the timed parking regulations was
seriously problematic for Highlands Police and administrators. Parking meters were considered
and totally rejected for many reasons in every parking study that has been conducted by the
town.. The current system of no timed parking, except for a limited number of 15 minute
restricted parking areas, is welcoming to everyone and encourages spending in the business
district shops and restaurants and has worked best of all in my 20 years in the community.
While business district parking regulations prohibit employee parking during the daytime ours,
complaint driven enforcement is inadequate and fails to accomplish the intended purpose of
maximizing business district parking for residents and visitors to the community. Such a
system simply causes animosity and conflict between business owners while deflecting
enforcement responsibility away from the town and HPD. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly
- we do not need to import a forest onto Main Street at the expense of parking spaces on the
sides or center of the street. I am sure you you are familiar with countless parking studies that
place a value on each precious parking space in commercial districts. Maximizing parking in
the downtown and immediate surrounding area is critical to accommodate the community's
growing reputation as a second home haven and get-a-way destination. I offer Blowing Rock,
NC's downtown parking garage as an excellent example of how close in parking can be
tastefully incorporated into the landscape. While a pleasant, well maintained downtown district
is important, let's keep the national forest around, not in the business district. Long term
planning for Highlands must also consider the future growth prospects of southern Jackson
County/Cashiers and what impact it may have on the economic vitality of a future Highlands
as well as the potential competition from other nearby by NC and GA communities.

12/3/2020 2:45 PM

151 Our family have been seasonal resident in Highlands since 1960. We now have four family
homes in the area. We come to escape the city life and enjoy the natural surroundings. We
hope Highlands can maintain those natural areas for generations to come.

12/3/2020 1:55 PM

152 I am discouraged from visiting town due to the traffic gridlock, the noise pollution from
motorcycles and loud cars. The air pollution from all vehicles. Until this situation improves I
will limit my visits to downtown Highlands and concentrate on the outlying areas. Traffic is the
big problem with Highlands.

12/3/2020 8:49 AM

153 Over regulation 12/2/2020 7:47 AM

154 Too many people/too much traffic. 12/1/2020 10:57 PM
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155 The impacts of growth are many, and it is a concern for all of us. The strain it creates on
infrastructure is great, yet those of us who've been here a long time end up footing the bill
through higher taxes. There should be some way to grandfather in existing property tax rates
and make new development pay their own way for their impact on infrastructure....school, fire
dept, streets, stoplights, sidewalks etc. Some communities charge impact fees which go into a
fund specifically to address the additional needs created by development. That seems fair to
me.

12/1/2020 10:52 AM

156 Hospital and healthcare 12/1/2020 10:18 AM

157 Too many weekend renters with no payment to Highlands within an established perimeter not
just “city”.

12/1/2020 10:08 AM

158 I would like to incorporate into our community more diversity. Make room for the service
workers and caregivers to live nearby with their families.

11/30/2020 9:42 PM

159 Privately financed employee housing... Not a public obligation 11/30/2020 8:07 PM

160 I don’t want to see people using Highlands as bragging rights, Big fancy houses are nice and
the taxes are appreciated, but those who move here hopefully will be invested in it. They will
volunteer., support the public schools, be responsible with picking up trash, driving with
respect, and shopping locally. We won’t always be special if our residents aren’t invested in
this place

11/30/2020 6:58 PM

161 If you ban STR you will lose tax dollars to Cashiers where they are building a large hotel and
shopping area. Everyone blames STR for anything that goes wrong. I think service staff
spread covid & not renters since renters were not allowed to come to H'lands until June. EOI
and other hotels were open but no one blamed their clients for spreading covid

11/30/2020 4:46 PM

162 My wife & I have rented apartments & houses all over the US and in Europe through VRBO &
Airbnb. The advantages over staying in a hotel that we have seen are numerous: Less
Expensive, more room, we are out in the community with people that live there, There are
many more advantages with allowing short term rentals for Highlands than disadvantages. The
number one advantage is there aren't enough hotel rooms in Highlands to house the number of
visitors that want to stay here, eat here and spend their money here. I would say that 80% or
more of the people that have stayed in our house are families. Very few families are able to
afford renting multiple rooms at Old Edwards to house their group. We had 3 generations of a
family that spent Thanksgiving in our house and this was their 3rd year with us. All in all, STR
are a win/win for Highlands.

11/30/2020 4:22 PM

163 Short term rentals are a major threat to maintaining Highlands as a desirable second home
community, especially for those of us close to town. Short term renters do not understand how
to drive on narrow roads, don’t dispose trash properly, are extremely noisy.

11/30/2020 3:24 PM

164 Growth if done properly and in moderation is a natural evolution. Developers will need to
substantially contribute to infrastucture growth when approved for a project. Growth for a town
like highlands if not properly moderated will untimely decrease the core principles that make
the town attractive in the first place. Growth outside of town limits will strain town resources
and the Town may not get contributions for that growth. Perhaps need a "sphere of influence"
zone.

11/30/2020 12:34 PM

165 Broadband is coming too slowly and without equal access for homeowners in or near town who
need underground conduit to connect

11/30/2020 11:38 AM

166 Keep on keeping on. 11/30/2020 11:35 AM

167 Highlands has become a weekend tourist destination at the expense of the quality of life of
homeowners.

11/30/2020 10:57 AM

168 Comprehensive growth management plan needed. Maintain architectural standards for
downtown. Continue improving broadband connection

11/30/2020 9:06 AM

169 Growth is inevitable, but it can and should be mindful. Maintaining quality of life of residents
should take precedence over tourism and growth.

11/29/2020 3:11 PM

170 It’s getting too big—turning into a ritzy hangout for Atlantans and Floridians. Losing its North
Carolina cultural heritage.

11/28/2020 2:07 PM

171 Downtown parking is getting worse, especially in the summer, making it hard to get to the 11/27/2020 10:47 PM
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shops and restaurants. We need housing for workers of all kinds who are just getting more
priced out of the market over time.

172 I am grateful to be a resident of Highlands and very thankful for our leadership! 11/27/2020 3:46 PM

173 Support long-term planning that keeps our community from ending up being a tourist trap like
Helen or Gatlinburg. Which would destroy our quality of life. We want to be a community not a
tourist destination.

11/27/2020 1:09 PM

174 Parking is definitely a problem. 11/26/2020 12:40 PM

175 Growth is inevitable but please control it to keep Highlands what it is. Stop the good OL’ boy
wink wink dirty deals and corruption out of local government. Listen to Marc Hehn, he cares
and is a smart dude

11/26/2020 10:25 AM

176 Available housing for the work force is a must in order to bring in the quality and quantity of
employees needed for businesses to operate optimally. When businesses are able to operate
optimally then residents and visitors have a better experience.

11/26/2020 10:04 AM

177 No 11/26/2020 9:55 AM

178 Please protect the history and nature of Highlands. Over-commercialization does not bode well
for those of us who love it.

11/26/2020 8:09 AM

179 Lack of parking in town. I suggest an app called Parkmobile, which is far more advanced, more
attractive, and more cost-effective than installation of meters! 2.Sell Parking decals for
residents and LT renters who want toby them, say, $100/year per car. This not only provides
more revenue for the town, it also gives LT renters and local homeowners chances of finding
parking places in town. People have a CHOICE of whether they want to buy the yearly decals,
or not. The combination of Parkmobile and the decal system works very well for other smaller
towns and cities, such as Stuart, FL, Palm Beach, FL, W.Palm Beach, FL., and St. Augustine,
with similar demographics and "growing" pains of influxes of tourists and visitors. For starters:
Provide 2 spaces at each end of each block for decal parking ONLY. 3. Build additional parking
with Underground parking, either behind the building where the The Business Spot and
Highland Hiker are located(across from Lakeside) , with the entry from Smallwood Ave. The
natural grade of this empty, and now unsightly lot that already needs improvement, anyhow,
would work well for 1 level underground, and 1 level of parking on the top, for 2-level parking.
This could also possibly be used for employee parking, too, to free up space on the streets. 4.
I am also gravely concerned about the issue that already exists of overcrowding of
restaurants, lack of parking, and crowded sidewalks of short-term renters who have no vested
interest in our community! It is entirely inequitable when outsiders take over and are catered to
over the home owners/residents. 5. There is a PUBLIC restaurant in town that actually turns
away locals in favor of visitors. This is not only unfair, it is also AGAINST the LAW! It is
DISCRIMINATION. 6. Many of the ST rental homes are some of the lower-priced properties
that have been swept off the market and taken away from allowing opportunities for purchase
of more reasonably-priced homes for locals and/or others who actually want to live here on a
more consistent basis, with VESTED interest in maintaining a lovely place to live. 7. Limit the
number of ST rentals allowed, limit the number of people who are allowed to stay in them, and
require that they be registered with the town. When the limit for registration is reached each
year, set another number for who can register above the first number(first come first serve with
a deadline date for registration), with an added fee(a percentage of their gross income?), to be
paid to the town. Fine the ST rentals that don't register, and who exceed the allowed number of
people staying them, as well as those who don't properly dispose of their garbage!

11/24/2020 12:37 PM

180 no 11/24/2020 10:10 AM

181 More landscaping and beautification. More restaurants and shops 11/23/2020 2:35 PM

182 If you enlarge the town, build multi-story structures, and add high density housing, you will lose
the small town appeal, overburden the infrastructure, and give people a reason to go
elsewhere. Based on the questions, it seems as if the decision to expand development has
already been made. Only question not asked was where should the Wal-Mart be placed.

11/22/2020 10:49 PM

183 I want our hospital to always be here and be the best and have sufficient doctors and other
health professionals. The same for our fire and police departments! I want Highlands to
discourage any civil unrest, riots or any illegal conduct whatsoever. Enforce our laws strictly in
the above regard please. This is very important to our happiness!

11/22/2020 8:10 AM
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184 Highlands is a cute town. Growth for growth's sake will destroy the golden goose that has
made the town successful. Keep existing business alive first.

11/20/2020 8:45 AM

185 With the undoubtedly coming greater demand to live here, we need a valid gauge on the
stresses of population growth. You can reach a breaking point before you know it in all sectors
that affect quality of life, as we've seen in health care. I think that is an issue everywhere, and
this is the time to address it in Highlands.

11/19/2020 8:57 AM

186 No 11/18/2020 11:22 AM

187 The Hickes Road bypass has become Highlands Super Highway. I live along the way and on
many occasions been threatened by speeding cars and trucks that refuse to slow down.
Drivers are aggressive in this area, it frightens, pedestrians, ducks and visitors. Something
has to be done to slow the traffic in this area. Please. Someone is going to get killed.

11/17/2020 7:03 PM

188 Highlands is a place where time stands still and I can truly relax. It is a hidden gem, which is
why I purchased a home in 2019. I travel there often, but I defer some of the ownership costs
by renting out my home with a high-end luxury cabin property management service. I take
great care in monitoring the condition of my home and the property manager is the
consummate professional and screens and evaluates any guests, as these are our homes. I
also would not want the integrity of the town diminished or damaged. I am happy to participate
and comply with thoughtful and meaningful requirements to rent my property. However, banning
short term rentals in non-deed restricted communities would be intrusive and abridge my
property rights.

11/17/2020 6:01 PM

189 Highlands is an incredible place, which is why we invested and purchased a property in Mirror
Lake that we have improved. I do not want to see our investment lost by placing burdensome
ordinances in place against Short term rentals. We are committed to Highlands and using our
home as often as we can. Imposing restrictions on Short Term rentals that are too
cumbersome would interfere with an owner’s right to use their property. We are dedicated to
preserving the charm of Highlands long-term and for future generations of our family.

11/17/2020 5:49 PM

190 Regular transportation, Trolley or smaller busses, between Highlands and other communities
(Cashiers, etc) during busy season could alleviate some traffic, parking issues. Area guests,
particularly those uncomfortable with mountain driving, would be able to enjoy Highlands
without the driving, parking issues.

11/17/2020 11:08 AM

191 Do not limit or prohibit short term rentals. They are needed for families and if limited or
prohibited you will hurt the economy of the town.

11/17/2020 10:34 AM

192 Do not limit or prohibit short term rentals. As a long time property owner I see this as harmful
to the economy and character of the town.

11/17/2020 10:26 AM

193 Thanks for all your efforts 11/16/2020 9:13 PM

194 Where are the specific areas being considered for development? 11/16/2020 7:40 PM

195 please do not allow high density development. The town should be a destination that is
architecturally true. We do not want Highlands to be another Saphire.

11/16/2020 7:37 PM

196 Let us not be controlled and bought. We don’t want the city to be like Charleston SC and lose
it’s charm with building and condos. Chas is not what it used to be nor is highlands or
cashiers. Keep it so it will still be desirable for years to come and don’t let money decide !!
What keeps these places beautiful is the fact that you are surrounded by nature and beauty.
You come here to get away from it all. Let the cities develop not our sweet towns. Let us keep
it beautiful highlands / although it seems way over crowded now ! I have been coming to
highlands for 50 years

11/16/2020 7:27 PM

197 Don’t kill the goose that laid the golden egg. That happens faster than you can imagine and
gets out of hand very quickly. This is coming from someone who lives somewhere that this
has already happened. Our town is changed forever and not for the better. Very sad. Would
hate for this to happen to Highlands and Cashiers.

11/16/2020 7:13 PM

198 No 11/16/2020 7:06 PM

199 Keep her small town charm 11/16/2020 6:47 PM

200 Short term rentals are taking up rental opportunities for workforce staff. Need night time
bars/lounges with music

11/16/2020 5:23 PM
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201 Re: short term rentals.... I own a house that is rented sometimes.... I allow no-one under 25
years old, I do not allow large, or loud parties and I have excellent paid help to haul away
garbage

11/16/2020 2:00 PM

202 It is a great town that depends on a balance between tourism and full-time residents.
Extensions of sidewalks and bike paths along the main roads coming into town from the 3
main directions would likely cut down on local traffic. We would walk to town much more often
if paths or trails were better design or existed.

11/16/2020 11:32 AM

203 I believe the concern about short term rentals is overblown and if any changes are made I fear
it will impact residential values

11/16/2020 6:41 AM

204 Growth...where and how much.How the infrastructure will handle the amount of cars and
people.

11/15/2020 9:49 AM

205 We need to keep short term rentals especially now when people need options for their families
to travel other than staying in a hotel. Short term rentals provide accommodations taxes that
help the town. People that stay in them spend money in local businesses and dine and local
restaurants. I feel that they are in necessary sector of our economy.

11/14/2020 5:02 PM

206 1) do not want to see any multi family housing of any kind. 2) must do a better job of
controlling sediment runoff into waterways. Mirror lake is filling up do to poor maintenance of
gravel roads which need to be paved and the ditches are in very poor shape.

11/14/2020 11:27 AM

207 I am very concerned about the discussion of more homes in town and more development. This
could make me reconsider living here. I chose Highlands for what it is now. We do not need
more homes. I am also concerned about the environment and overbuilding. I am against
affordable housing. Short term rentals should be grandfathered in and additional rentals limited.

11/14/2020 10:44 AM

208 We really need to address housing for workers . Also get rid of stores have bother customers
on the street . We need more restaurants and parking.

11/14/2020 9:05 AM

209 Please consider the many benefits short term rentals bring to the area so dependent on
tourism. We are also NC property owners paying taxes.

11/13/2020 8:47 PM

210 No 11/13/2020 7:02 PM

211 Short term rentals are necessary for families to be able to travel to Highlands. I would have
never been able to visit Highlands with my 3 kids and stay in a hotel.

11/13/2020 6:48 PM

212 Controlled growth to protect/maintain the amazing, beloved character of the town. 11/13/2020 4:42 PM

213 The internet in the rural areas needs the be upgraded. Now only one choice. 11/13/2020 2:49 PM

214 No protest on our Main Street. 11/13/2020 2:46 PM

215 Improvements to internet and WIFI services in the areas outside of Highlands is absolutely
urgent! There is little to no internet that is adequate in the Gold Mine area! Terrible situation!
This hurts tourism greatly! Please find a way to have services improved in the rural areas
suitable for streaming services. Tourists demand this service and will seek vacations
elsewhere. Highlands will be dead without tourism. There are large amounts of vacationers
outside the downtown. We pay taxes too and don’t reap the benefits going to improved
services in the downtown like internet.

11/13/2020 2:27 PM

216 Traffic would improve tremendously if we put in universal crosswalks at key intersections. 11/13/2020 12:49 PM

217 Maintaining a well planned growth to conserve the character if the area 11/13/2020 11:39 AM

218 No 11/13/2020 11:33 AM

219 My biggest concern is growth! The infrastructure seems to be at capacity and traffic is the
biggest issue. Adding more homes, hotels etc. will only create more problems.

11/13/2020 11:01 AM

220 The scarcity & affordability of hotel rooms makes STRs a necessity for the Highlands area,
especially for families. Most of visitors to Highlands are unable to pay the daily rate of OEI.
The elimination of STRs will cause a much smaller number of overnight guests, which will
drive people to stay in Cashiers or Sapphire. Are you wanting to eliminate some of our
wonderful restaurants? This could happen with day visitors not staying to eat dinners. We have
owned our house in Highlands for 8 years and we love the town, the people and the area. The

11/13/2020 9:58 AM
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only improvement I would like to have is a large grocery store which would eliminate drives to
Cashiers, Clayton or Franklin.

221 Continued availability of places to stay, visit, and shop for short quick vacations and
getaways.

11/13/2020 5:11 AM

222 Highlands has always been a second home market and vacation destination. This includes
short term rentals. Now more than ever guests want options. Hotels cater to one type of visitor
and short term rentals suit another. Many of us currently do not feel safe in a dense
environment. All accommodations collectively contribute to the highlands accommodations
tax, restaurants and boutiques.

11/12/2020 10:34 PM

223 Keep Highlands natural and quaint. 11/12/2020 8:58 PM

224 I believe a high-end dog park/bar would do very well in Highlands. It's a combined open
indoor/outdoor space where dogs run free and adults can hang out/grab drinks.

11/12/2020 7:01 PM

225 Highlands must avoid strip development, which can be achieved by surrounding it with
residential districts that form an urban growth boundary.

11/12/2020 1:45 PM

226 Usually when I say I am from Highlands people tell me I am so lucky. Last week a doctor is
Asheville said "Yuck it is awful. why live there? Too Crowded!" He actually made a face! The
second home resident has always been our income not the tourist. The tourist doesn't help
anyone but downtown shops. Who is encouraging the wrong visitor. That advertising should
stop to save our town.

11/12/2020 12:55 PM

227 I read in the paper today there is a recycling center. Never knew that in 4 years of owning in
Highlands. I have never seen a recycling can in the town and our condo association has no
recycling bins. I support recycling and understand it does not make a profit. The town needs to
do a better job on recycling.

11/12/2020 11:39 AM

228 I'm concerned about the Highlands School's capacity to grow with the incoming population of
full-time residents with children who need access to quality public schooling.

11/12/2020 10:09 AM

229 I would like to see parking provided off of Main St., possibly a multistory garage in place of the
Playhouse and wider sidewalks in the commercial area. The emphasis should be on
pedestrians, not vehicles. I would like to see workforce housing developed in or close to town.

11/11/2020 5:45 PM

230 Please ban STR! 11/11/2020 11:21 AM

231 It has become a vacation destination and the short term rental aspect can be dangerous as far
as losing our sense of community, stressing the infrastructure, discouraging locals from
patronizing restaurants and shops if too crowded. Too much growth can result in losing the
reason we live here.

11/11/2020 7:33 AM

232 There should be more preschool options for young families in Highlands. Would appreciate
development of nature trails and summer camps. Would like to see Highlands highlight the
nature more instead of just a shopping and golf destination. Let’s focus on the hikes, lakes,
camping, biking. That’s what the younger generation wants. Not more country clubs and golf.
People want to be immersed in nature and we can easily add this to the pillars of a Highlands
lifestyle. Also good INTERNET is crucial for our growth. If we want to draw others year round,
people need to work remotely. Good fast internet is crucial.

11/11/2020 7:11 AM

233 Plan for permanent resident growth including an increase of young families and updates to the
school. But also control what kind of growth that’s developed. Short-term tourism will deplete
this area of everything thing that makes it special and force out the true character of
Highlands.

11/10/2020 10:28 PM

234 No 11/10/2020 8:39 PM

235 Childcare especially MMO and preschool/daycare options are extremely limited. With growth of
younger families in the area I think looking at expanding options in Highlands would be huge.
Also, finding ways to create more worker communities where skilled people that support the
very busy contractors and businesses in town can live would be a huge boost to the area.
Waiting weeks to get dangerous trees removed due to worker shortages is not fun per personal
experience. We hear constantly that people are covered up due to a limited pool of workers.
Having more recreation options for kids/teens indoors during winter months would be helpful
whether it be open gym play times at the Rec center gym with balls, ride on toys, gymnastic

11/10/2020 8:14 PM
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mats, etc. or video game rooms. I’ve also found summer camp options to be limited despite
the amazing resources for successful camps that would attract tourists as well.

236 Highlands is a charming place and we should strive to keep it that way 11/10/2020 6:10 PM

237 I appreciate everyone who is involved in the Community Plan! This is such an important
endeavor.

11/10/2020 5:31 PM

238 We are quickly reaching capacity and need to proceed with caution in the areas of additional
housing. It needs to be geared to working families and year-round residents - not for rentals.
We also need to look at the statutes around the businesses on main street and come up with a
strategy to avoid shops like Burgundy, etc. that are not compliant in their solicitation of
customers.

11/10/2020 1:32 PM

239 We must fight like hell to keep it truly green in all regards, and to ensure each resident is " a
door step away" from true nature. Sprawl, reckless clearing of trees by commercial and
residential forces must be strictly controlled. And the town must support in every way possible
electric transportation - golf carts, ebikes, etc as a means for locals to get around, to get to
grocery, etc. All part of a bigger "blue zone" approach that will allow our town to remain unique
- truly unique to a casual visitor (not just photo shopped vision).

11/10/2020 10:58 AM

240 I think short term rentals add to the opportunities for visitors without having to build more
hotels. It also adds to the vibrancy of the town, and therefore the support of shops and
restaurants. It only makes sense that it helps the business district.

11/9/2020 4:15 PM

241 I would like to see greater support for pedestrian walkways and the Greenway 11/9/2020 3:11 PM

242 Short term rentals could change the culture and appeal of the town. 11/9/2020 8:08 AM

243 Traffic on Hwy 64 to high tourist areas 11/8/2020 8:18 PM

244 True and real Growth Management is the only way to protect our town. Keeping the small town
character and protecting the current residents, keeping taxes low, we cannot be all things to
everyone

11/8/2020 3:51 PM

245 We don’t want much development. Keep the same feel 11/8/2020 12:57 PM

246 My concern is that the chamber of commerce has different objectives than the citizens of the
area. The chamber wants more growth and the citizens want to maintain the small town
atmosphere. Let's keep it as the citizens want.

11/8/2020 9:58 AM

247 Keep it small and unique 11/8/2020 8:05 AM

248 I would like to comment on the discussion about restricting short term rentals (STR) in
Highlands. I am strongly opposed to any restriction and feel that it would be draconian and
punitive to the owners and the working people of Highlands. My reasons are as follows: 1. I
accept that there has been an increase in the number of STR in the area. However, as a home
owner in Highlands for years, I have not noticed a change in the nature of the town or it’s
visitors. There does not seem to be an argument for changing the rules about STR from the
point of view of quality of life. 2. I don’t think that most of the STR are run by investors. I think
that most of them are run by people who have had second homes in the area that they are not
using as much as they thought they would. 3. The economic downturn from COVID has had a
seriously negative effect on many homeowners’ finances, be they retired or out of work. These
people need the income from STR to keep afloat. If STR are restricted, many people will not
be able to hold on to their houses. Foreclosures will increase and property values will drop. 4.
Many people in the area are dependent on the income that flows from STR, be they the house
cleaners, restaurant owners or store owners on Main Street. Restriction of STR would be a real
blow to these people whose finances have already been badly affected by the COVID related
economic downturn. Thank you for considering these points in your deliberations.

11/6/2020 10:59 AM

249 I have owned property and lived several months in Highlands each year for the last 22. The
Town is changing from the neighborly small place that attracted us originally to a crowded,
less-safe, tourist/retail destination. if this direction continues the appeal to long term seasonal
people that contribute a large share, directly and indirectly, of the town revenue and taxes, and
most of the cultural and charitable support will decrease to the towns detriment.

11/6/2020 10:49 AM

250 no 11/6/2020 10:04 AM

251 I think that rentals should be for 30 days or more. 11/6/2020 10:03 AM
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252 Too many people driving into Highlands don't know how to use pull-offs to allow others to pass.
Pamphlets should explain mountain driving etiquette, and the town should ask the state to put
signs on the roads noting where pull-offs are and what their purpose is.

11/6/2020 9:49 AM

253 Keep the downtown area free from large business structures and oversized homes. 11/6/2020 9:24 AM

254 Road repair upkeep in neighborhood roads. Garbage disposal. 11/6/2020 8:10 AM

255 no 11/5/2020 9:40 PM

256 I would like to see more eating opportunities as well as other service businesses available. I
would like to see a Chick Fil A as well as a couple of other similar service businesses even
though it may be out of character for Highlands to many people!

11/5/2020 9:40 PM

257 Too dense, lack of good infrastructure ( need better internet). All said, think Pat Taylor and his
board have done a great job, clearly love and know the area, respect the quality of life here,
and the diversity of people who come to enjoy it. Keep up the good work, and continue to
reach out to the community for ideas and help.

11/5/2020 7:54 PM

258 Yes, do not try to make it into an Atlanta suburb. 11/5/2020 6:35 PM

259 Keep it like it is. Do not increase the density. 11/5/2020 6:33 PM

260 Need improved health care. 11/5/2020 6:05 PM

261 As new part-time residents, we applaud Town of Highlands for being proactive in protecting the
characteristics that made us want to invest long-term into the community.

11/5/2020 5:48 PM

262 Very concerned about growth impacts and short term rentals - this isn't Gatlinburg 11/5/2020 5:47 PM

263 I have seen no problems with short term rentals in my neighborhood. We have such rentals on
a semi regular basis but there have been no problems or concerns.

11/5/2020 5:42 PM

264 No 11/5/2020 5:39 PM

265 Definitely worried about VRBO, Airbnb and short term rentals. 11/5/2020 5:09 PM

266 I am really concerned about short term rentals, in residential neighborhoods. Other cities have
recognized this problem. We need to do the same.

11/5/2020 4:54 PM

267 I am very fortunate to be a full time resident of Highlands. I love our community and the work
that is being done to protect and plan for growth will be invaluable.

11/5/2020 4:07 PM

268 A high priority for me is improving and expanding walking and biking access to town from the
close in neighborhoods. Walking and biking in town is a great experience, but currently, most
people need to drive to town because it is unsafe to walk or bike to town from where they live.
Improving the walking/biking access can also help the parking/traffic issues during those
challenging peak periods. The current generation of retirees is more physically active than prior
generations and the next generation will be even more physically active. We need to make
sure Highlands has great walking options from as many doorsteps as possible!

11/5/2020 3:48 PM

269 The explosion of short term rentals is threatening the quality of established neighborhoods 11/5/2020 3:24 PM

270 Glad to see there is concern renting neighborhood homes, especially for less than 3 - 4 weeks. 11/5/2020 3:13 PM

271 We are really concerned about short-term rentals, since we saw the bad impact it had our
community. After hour parties, overcrowded rentals, loud noise after-hours, traffic, trash,
overwhelmed utility services, hard to enforce regulations on guests that stayed for a few days.

11/5/2020 3:03 PM

272 Retain current STR regulations. 11/5/2020 2:44 PM

273 Don't want to see our beautiful city become a Gatlanburg, or other similar cities. Would lose
the intimacy long enjoyed by residents ~ year round or summer residents.

11/5/2020 2:12 PM

274 I know it's hard to do, but restrict horrible looking buildings like the re do of the 2 story building
on Dillard Road next to Highlands Country Club....color is the biggest problem there. When I
lived in PA 40 years ago, Gettysburg would pay for me to visit for a day to offer suggestions to
merchants who wanted to upgrade their facades . I would suggest color schemes, signage,
awnings where appropriate, fenestration, etc. The city paid for my time and there was no
obligation to do what I suggested. It was a successful program. Happy to tell you more,
Norman Askins, architect 404 233 6565

11/5/2020 2:04 PM
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275 I am disturbed by the stress on the current roads, housing, and so forth that seems to be
increasing as Highlands becomes more and more popular. If roads are widened, large buildings
and residential developments built, and (worst of all) a bypass constructed, the value of the
town will be diminished or destroyed outright. It is the smallness of the town in the big
mountains, the lack of expanses of roadway and rooftop, the absence of major roads, that give
Highlands its special charm.

11/5/2020 2:01 PM

276 No 11/5/2020 1:35 PM

277 I believe short term rentals are becoming a BIG problem. Many folks will stretch the limit to
make a buck and renters will crowd in to save a buck. If the Town does not limit them, short-
term rentals will destroy the character of Highlands. I would prefer to see them outlawed
altogether. We have fared well for many years without them. This does not need to become a
cottage industry.

11/5/2020 1:32 PM

278 The Community needs to maintain the integrity which brought true 2nd home owners here over
the last 20 years. It would diminish the special components of our community to turn it into an
investor haven with short-term rentals.

11/5/2020 12:44 PM

279 With the recent growth in tourism, I am very concerned about the ability of the town to retain
the lovely character which has brought it all the attention. Please consider how to maintain the
character of a town which is so unique and don't let us become a Gatlinburg.

11/5/2020 10:39 AM

280 Like most people, I’m still scratching my head over the new location of the fire station. Please,
oh please, let’s not build another soulless suburban Post Office-like building on Main Street!

11/5/2020 10:16 AM

281 Highlands has been a part of my family's lives since 1950. Through the decades Highlands has
gone from a secret mountain getaway with a charming small town to a tourist catch-all. The
town now has turned itself into some sort of status symbol. The prices are ridiculous and in
many instances the quality of human service has gone down. Crime has risen. Ive had several
things stolen in the past few years and merchants have expressed how shoplifting has now
become a problem. I fear Highlands has turned itself into something completely different than it
used to be. Since the Christmas store was pushed out we rarely go into town and make all of
our purchases in Cashiers. I have also not heard very good things about how the commercial
property owners treat their merchants in Highlands. There is a lack of protections on land use,
especially on the drive from Highlands to Cashiers. It used to be a beautiful drive but progress
has made it otherwise. Especially the site across from Wildcat after the Cowee neighborhood.
Just heartbreaking. I hope a geologist was consulted before it was dug out, it may prove to be
hazardous in the future. The constant construction going on and heavy use of the road has
also brought heavy littering that is a crime against such a beautiful environment. Generations
of my family has enjoyed Highlands for the views, outdoors, quaint shops and very old friends
but the town has become too much for this simple southern family.

11/5/2020 9:54 AM

282 Thank you for letting me give you feedback 11/5/2020 9:32 AM

283 Highlands is a unique community and should not be over developed 11/5/2020 9:25 AM

284 It needs to be the exact opposite of Gatlinburg-type mountain get-always. Please!!!!! 11/5/2020 9:17 AM

285 Why is the new fire station going in a location that would be a natural extension of downtown
as it grows? It could have been tucked-in neatly behind the post office. Mrs. Woodruff could
have been convinced to give that piece of land instead.

11/5/2020 8:59 AM

286 Maintain quality of our beautiful town! 11/5/2020 8:54 AM

287 I chose to move to Highlands as a year rounder bec it is upscale, but also has a cross section
of diverse people in its community. I see this disappearing as more and more multi million
dollar homes and/or developments are built. This results in fewer being able to afford
Highlands. I don’t want this to be a Nantucket or just a weekend getaway place. I hope it can
maintain a sense of community. Developments such as Cottages on 5th and 4th, while
beautiful and tasteful are no better than gated suburban communities with no attachments to
the community. Also, I think something needs to be done with a noise ordinance for
motorcycle groups.

11/5/2020 8:18 AM

288 Control the growth. Don’t let it so overgrown that it looses the charm that makes highlands
what it is

11/5/2020 8:12 AM

289 None 11/5/2020 8:10 AM
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290 Continue to not allow generic franchises in as it would make Highlands just like every other
mountain town

11/5/2020 7:44 AM

291 No 11/5/2020 7:32 AM

292 With all the talk of sidewalks, I think Chestnut Street between 5th and 6th Streets is the most
critical. There seem to be folks always walking in the street, many times with pets.

11/5/2020 6:52 AM

293 No 11/5/2020 6:49 AM

294 I’m a third generation home owner in Highlands and over the past year I’ve often thought our
quaint, historic town was turning into a tourist trap for “Yuppies”. The protection of our natural
habitats and environment should be paramount to the leaders of our community. Please keep
these things in mind as you plan for our future.

11/5/2020 6:22 AM

295 I think the town should limit the big weekend draws such as the wine weekend in the fall.
These events make getting around in Highlands impossible and we always plan our trips out of
town during this weekend.The short term rentals are the biggest problem especially when a
house can accommodate 24 for one night which I have heard about.

11/5/2020 4:10 AM

296 Extend sidewalks or trail esp along Hey 64 11/4/2020 11:28 PM

297 Ban slumlords 11/4/2020 11:07 PM

298 Adhering to mixed use village urbanism land use principles.... and bringing work force housing
online IN TOWN...... thanks for putting together this great survey!!

11/4/2020 9:19 PM

299 We need to focus on sidewalks from all directions, especially Dillard Road. Way too many
unsafe walkers... Walking is beneficial everyday to our populace. Pricing/taxing people out of
their homes by rental investors is a great concern. We need jobs that are sustainable in the
long term, we need first rate internet so people can live and work here year round remotely. PS
We are year round residents. Have not been to a down town restaurant in Highlands since
March. Will not mix with tourists.

11/4/2020 8:34 PM

300 maybe consider a round about at 28 and satulah road can be very confusing and hazardous
now

11/4/2020 7:59 PM

301 The town seems pretty maxed out most of time. 11/4/2020 5:20 PM

302 If population and tourism grow, we must increase internet capacity and rethink parking and
road infrastructure. Both these issues are frustrating for locals and tourists alike.

11/4/2020 4:27 PM

303 Do nothing that spoils the current upscale quality of permanent and seasonal residents. We are
not and don't want to be a high density tourist destination.

11/4/2020 3:04 PM

304 Like small town character 11/4/2020 2:26 PM

305 Need some control on short-term rentals Need more restaurants Concerned about the
character of some of the shops (hawking/harassment on sidewalks should not be allowed)

11/4/2020 2:17 PM

306 No 11/4/2020 1:29 PM

307 Would like to see more lower income, but attractive, housing availibilities. 11/4/2020 1:19 PM

308 Appreciate this survey! We love Highlands. 11/4/2020 12:12 PM

309 While tourist economy is very important for small towns, like Highlands. Locals serve a
purpose for the towns economy as well. The shortage of housing options are nonexistent!
Before soon there will be no one to run the shops and restaurants in town, due to the fact that
we are losing options and have no where to live that is close enough to the town of Highlands.
As well as, finding parking to go to our jobs is even more impossible. Even the streets that are
mandated for workers to park, by law enforcement and employers such as, Old Edwards Inn,
are being taken by tourist. When we complain or mention this ... we are meet with a “ deal with
it” attitude. How does one work for the public, if one has no where to even park?

11/4/2020 11:18 AM

310 I am very concerned with the infrastructure of our town as we move forward. The pandemic
has led to an explosion in real estate sales in Highlands and in the demographic of those
buying. We now have a major increase in full time residents, where we had mostly seen
seasonal residents buying. I believe that we will see this change as we get further into the
winter. Resources are stretched; at the grocery stores, there is no bandwidth available on cell
phone towers, internet speeds slow due to bandwidth, finding people to help with simple,

11/4/2020 10:35 AM
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necessary repairs is increasingly difficult. Highlands has done a tremendous job of marketing
itself regionally and beyond to bring new people into town. I am concerned that through a
variety of circumstances, some foreseeable and some not, that the growth has really gotten
away from us and we have grown faster that we have the infrastructure to support. With the
way the real estate market has gone this summer & fall, there is no availability within
Highlands and significantly decreasing availability around Highlands (within 10 miles of
downtown) for middle-class, year-round working families to live. Highlands cannot afford for the
working people to all be required to move to Franklin, Rabun County or further out. It will kill our
school and the fundamental framework of our community. As a community planning
organization, we must have a commitment to proper and sustainable balance.

311 Keeping the charm and safety of highlands, speeding and large truck traffic 11/4/2020 9:02 AM

312 Overdevelopment. I think the majority of ppl would like Hlands to stay small with good shops
and restaurants, like the Aspen (CO) of the East

11/4/2020 7:35 AM

313 Keep the small town character 11/3/2020 10:49 PM

314 Maintain Charm of mountain community and avoid national chains. Prohibit high rise
developments and make sure parking keeps up with development.

11/3/2020 10:49 PM

315 I am concerned about downtown becoming louder via the restaurants and entertainment
venues. I love the quiet, small mountain town feel.

11/3/2020 10:19 PM

316 My hope is that a more diverse population can be achieved in the future and the town as an
environment is nurtured to attract more diversity.

11/3/2020 10:05 PM

317 I hope the public school can sustain more residents 11/3/2020 9:59 PM

318 Preserve and protect our water and old growth forests, our natural habitats and wildlife should
be a priority over anything else

11/3/2020 9:44 PM

319 I hope to see more AFFORDABLE long term housing for full time residents. Our family is
actually planning on moving out of Highlands due to the egregious rental pricing and limited
availability. There are multiple slumlords operating in Highlands with no oversight and it is
costing us a sustainable workforce. I own a business but refuse to keep shelling out to invest
in this beautiful town until this town decides to invest in our residents and stop placing profits
over people. Highlands will fail when the real estate and tourism bubbles burst and there are no
more locals here to sustain our businesses.

11/3/2020 9:20 PM

320 No 11/3/2020 9:17 PM

321 Guests of short term rentals support local businesses a great deal. These shops and
restaurants see more steady business from tourist consumers than they would just long term
residents. These local businesses keep downtown Highlands vibrant. Let’s keep in mind
quality short term rentals help maintain local businesses.

11/3/2020 8:55 PM

322 Highlands to me is a "Great Place". Largest concern is that the growth and increased
commercialization will hurt its local small town atmosphere. I realize things will never stay the
same, but future planning should address how to meet this growth and make it best for all,
including the environment. Having been in or around Highlands for over 40 years, I have seen it
first hand. Again, one major concern is the impact of the short term rental properties on the
current homeowners (both full-time and part-time). Thank you for opportunity to share.

11/3/2020 8:55 PM

323 Highlands is over crowded. Growth needs to be slowed. OEI and the Chamber need to slow
their push for more people in town.

11/3/2020 8:51 PM

324 Yes, the hospital and clinic is of great concern. Something needs to be done to ensure
residents and guests have access to top level care. Is the Assisted living and Fidelia Eckerd
Home adequately staffed for our future?

11/3/2020 7:04 PM

325 I said that I don’t have a concern about short term rentals, but everything in moderation. Too
few and it hurts tourism, too many brings a plethora of problems.

11/3/2020 6:58 PM

326 STRs may be our biggest problem. Please follow the example of other small, resort towns like
Carmel and Roaring Gap. Control STRs. Thank you.

11/3/2020 6:41 PM

327 This town will only be an appealing place if we keep the small town character of it. Walking
needs to be encouraged, If people would just park at Kelsey and walk to town or in the town
hall parking and walk the traffic situation would be alleviated.

11/3/2020 5:26 PM
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328 Mirror Lake must be cleared of silt. It’s a huge tourist attraction especially for people with
children. Many visitors come from town on the Greenway, from 1/2 Mile Farm etc. it’s an asset
to the town as well as the residents all around the town. It must be preserved.

11/3/2020 5:26 PM

329 Better cable/internet service. 11/3/2020 5:01 PM

330 NO SHORT TERM RENTALS 11/3/2020 4:13 PM

331 Love Highlands but town leaders must have a conflict of interest to allow short term rentals in
established year around neighborhoods. BIG PROBLEM

11/3/2020 4:05 PM

332 Simple and easy living needs to be maintained. 11/3/2020 3:31 PM

333 The planning commission should have as a mission to keep the integrity of Highlands as we
now know it. Short term rentals in residential communities should be banned.

11/3/2020 3:27 PM

334 Thank you for conducting this survey! 11/3/2020 2:54 PM

335 Yes, I want to know how we can reduce the danger of a pedestrian death or injury on Chestnut
Street between 5th and 6th Streets. High speed traffic is going to kill or maim someone. I
would like to suggest a boardwalk around Harris Lake for excellent new pedestrian walkway.
We have lots of walkers in town these days.

11/3/2020 2:49 PM

336 We truly need a better hospital and need to retain top notch doctors and staff. Also, HEFTY
fines for new construction not using proper silt screens and causing drainage problems to
surrounding properties, streams and lakes.

11/3/2020 2:47 PM

337 Limit commercial growth. Encourage a more nature centric appeal. Don’t add too much
pavement. Build a parking deck off the main road. Add and electric bus that drives to/from
parking if you must. Convert the parking in the center of town to a green space with huge trees
and outdoor seating. Be unique!

11/3/2020 2:11 PM

338 Not at this time. 11/3/2020 1:46 PM

339 Proceed with caution. 11/3/2020 1:12 PM

340 Affordable housing for service workers is severely lacking. Travel to and from the area in
various weather conditions can be sketchy. Even those in management positions can't afford
to live in the community. You want those folks invested in the community's success.

11/3/2020 12:36 PM

341 If you take away tax payer's rights to do short term rentals with their property, their real estate
values will plummet. It's not a good idea for homeowners or tourists. We have a home we do a
short term rental in, and we are so grateful to have a little extra income now every month,
especially since I am making less this year due to Covid. We have had no problems with any
renters and no complaints from any of our neighbors. We have had a wonderful crowd of
people who are respectful to our neighbors and many are now looking in the
Highlands/Cashiers area for homes for themselves because they were able to realize how
beautiful Highlands is and how much there is to do here, from hiking the trails to the gorgeous
downtown area to the wonderful restaurants. This drives up the price of real estate, as you can
see if you follow the market in Highlands. If you take away the ability of folks to do short term
rentals, the values will plummet in the long run. It is not good for homeowners at all to place
restrictions on vacation rentals.

11/3/2020 12:32 PM

342 Mirror Lake.....urgent need to dredge lake....silt pond for Lake S. Highlands water
supply.....county,city,state should address this concern...yes, it is supposed to be private but
all enjoy canoeing, etc on the lake. HeLP

11/3/2020 12:19 PM

343 Part of what makes highlands special is the nature of our small community with great locally
owned businesses. Expanding town is great but it should be kept in the profile we are in and
not bring in non-locally owned business. It also needs an option for our younger (staffing)
options to live and afford to rent.

11/3/2020 12:04 PM

344 I'm sorry that there was no concern for health care. 11/3/2020 11:44 AM

345 Would like to see more bicycle only friendly trails throughout the town or area. 11/3/2020 11:27 AM

346 Afraid of becoming another Gatlinburg 11/3/2020 11:11 AM

347 Great playground like Cashiers has would be excellent. 11/3/2020 10:59 AM
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348 We have owned a second home in Highlands for close to 20 years. My parents honeymooned
here in the very early 50's. This town has lost its way...it is losing its soul and we are on the
verge of losing this town to the likes of Helen GA, and tourist traps. The controlled growth that
the town leaders exhibited back in the 80's,90's and up until the past few years was jealously
focused on quality of life for those of us who were invested in this place with our hearts and
souls and family traditions and our neighborhoods. To think that a place like Little Bear Pen
where we live would now be populated by hoards of short term renters is horrifying,
disconcerting and surely has to be on the verge of illegality. This is a residentially zoned
neighborhood and 1 and 2 night rentals are a commercial activity benefiting NO one except
some faceless carpetbaggers out to make money off of all the hard work that went into making
this place so special and if ever the phrase "killing the goose that laid the golden egg" applied
aptly it is to The Town of Highlands circa 2020. Selah...Bob McEver

11/3/2020 10:38 AM

349 Re-Developing the area between the Dillard Rd and Reeves to create another nice,
shopping/dining area (maybe multi use with condos on the upper floors). This area is
underutilized now and perhaps you could create a better flow of traffic if some folks parked on
that end of town.

11/3/2020 10:33 AM

350 Have better traffic enforcement. Visitors ant second home owners violate traffic regulations
way too often and cause obstacles and unnecessary delays!

11/3/2020 10:27 AM

351 Don’t want Highland to lose its small town charm!! 11/3/2020 10:19 AM

352 Roads are not being maintained to keep up with the tourism. Laurel Heights Road has 2 very
large pot holes and nothing has been done to fix that. And this is same for other areas!

11/3/2020 10:18 AM

353 I believe that short term rentals are great for the economy and people love to stay in a home
and experience all that Highlands has to offer and support the local economy. If short term
rentals are restricted, I believe that the boom in house values you are currently seeing will
decrease dramatically and the economy in Highlands will not be as good.

11/3/2020 10:03 AM

354 Parking availability, traffic, and sidewalk access seem to be the biggest concerns for the
Town, in my opinion.

11/3/2020 9:57 AM

355 The area is under increasing development pressure, so if we do not do a better job at trying to
conserve those important areas while simultaneously allowing for denser development in those
already impacted areas, we can lose the natural beauty that makes Highlands so special.

11/3/2020 9:42 AM

356 I am really concerned that the communities who make Highlands possible - i.e. workforce and
labor - have no access to affordable housing in the community they work in. This must be
addressed.

11/3/2020 9:37 AM

357 Need dependable high speed internet 11/3/2020 9:33 AM

358 No 11/3/2020 9:28 AM

359 We hope it will stay as beautiful as possible! 11/3/2020 9:08 AM

360 Yes! I am very concerned about the safety of leaving my neighborhood to head into town. As
the popularity of Cashiers grows traffic on 64 has tripled and it is now unsafe to take a left
hand turn onto 64 from Little Bear Pen. I am also so concerned about the short term rentals.
What was once a safe, sleepy and cohesive neighborhood is now overrun with short term
rentals pitting neighbor against neighbor with renters who disrespect traffic speed, noise levels
and trash requirements!

11/3/2020 9:06 AM

361 STR should not be an option in Highlands or surrounding areas 11/3/2020 9:05 AM

362 Our family has had a second home in Highlands since 1983. We are here for the long-haul, and
we support all efforts to keep the spirit of Highlands strong while supporting needed
improvements.

11/3/2020 9:04 AM

363 No 11/3/2020 8:59 AM

364 People love Highlands for it's character. We should strive to keep that intact as we grow. 11/3/2020 8:55 AM

365 I really love everything about Highlands and would move there permanently if it was possible
right now. I love it because it hasn’t turned into a Pigeon Forge. Please do everything you can
to keep it quaint. Put a stop to the shop owners hawking their wares and running you down to
give out samples for gosh sakes!!!!

11/3/2020 8:50 AM
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366 Jobs need to be real wage paying jobs. Not just low wage retail. Any eco devo efforts at
attracting technology businesses to our area? And venture capital funds to encourage start ups
in our area?

11/3/2020 8:22 AM

367 I like the fact that we curb big box and franchises from locating here. The fleas come with the
dog.

11/3/2020 7:57 AM

368 No 11/3/2020 7:52 AM

369 Need more parking off main st 11/3/2020 7:30 AM

370 No. I just want this town to thrive 11/3/2020 7:19 AM

371 Keeping the charm of Highlands intact while accommodating the growth needs. Impact on
rentals. Maintaining infrastructure

11/3/2020 7:14 AM

372 Almost unrecognizable as the Highlands of a few years ago. It’s a mall now 11/3/2020 6:50 AM

373 None 11/3/2020 5:48 AM

374 No 11/3/2020 4:06 AM

375 It would nice if we could use golf carts to get around. 11/3/2020 12:41 AM

376 Affordable housing 11/3/2020 12:16 AM

377 The main red light in town is a disaster. The DOT should be asked to put a turning light at this
intersection. Sometimes in season you can sit for up to 6-8 changes of the light if someone is
turning left and the adjacent crosswalk is open. Please consider doing something about this to
ease traffic going every direction.

11/2/2020 11:58 PM

378 Highlands' natural beauty, unique ecosystem and natural resources are the greatest treasure
and should be the top priority for conservation when developing the town plan.

11/2/2020 11:27 PM

379 I do have concerns about traffic thru the Mirror Lake Rd. And Hicks Rd. There is cut thru traffic
as people bypass town going between Franklin and Cashiers. Speedo ding is a real issue as is
a danger to cars and pedestrians. Some of this could be addressed thru additional stop signs
and other Speed and traffic-calming devices.

11/2/2020 11:12 PM

380 Smaller apartment complexes would be the balance the city needs. Large complexes aren’t
Highlands, and smaller ones can be ascetically pleasing to the city while providing the housing
locals desperately need!

11/2/2020 11:08 PM

381 Growing in a smart ways that have housing opportunities for people who live and work here
year round.

11/2/2020 11:05 PM

382 Increasing traffic due to tourists and increased full time residents 11/2/2020 10:55 PM

383 There is a strong need for highspeed, wired (not satellite) internet outside of downtown
Highlands.

11/2/2020 10:51 PM

384 O 11/2/2020 10:31 PM

385 It is possible to grow and thrive and keep Highlands magical. It just takes work and
commitment.

11/2/2020 10:30 PM

386 Limited cell service 11/2/2020 10:27 PM

387 Big events like Culinary weekend hinder many businesses. Event doesn’t turn a profit. Event
goers go to events/ accommodations. Events block business parking and deter shoppers.
Should rethink toll this event has on majority of most businesses. Shoulder season events are
becoming less needy.

11/2/2020 10:21 PM

388 No 11/2/2020 10:14 PM

389 I believe we need to stop the high density home building. The downtown is stretched to their
limits. People came here to live to get away from the “city “ atmosphere. The infrastructure is
stretched to its limits, also.

11/2/2020 10:13 PM

390 It’s becoming too big too quickly. 11/2/2020 10:02 PM

391 Highlands seems to have withstood the changes in the world with a minimal amount of 11/2/2020 10:02 PM
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scathing. Our town leadership needs to continue to uphold our traditions and plan the future,
with those traditions in mind. (Frankly, I think they’re doing a very good job of that-thanks!!).

392 Nobe 11/2/2020 10:00 PM

393 Not really, we do need more sidewalks that go farther out of town, and we need more bike
trails.

11/2/2020 9:45 PM

394 Highlands is a gem. Let's protect it and attract renters and home owners that care about it for
the long term.

11/2/2020 9:40 PM

395 Would like to see Highlands draw more young professionals to the area with support needed for
these individuals to open new businesses to accommodate our growing community and needs.

11/2/2020 9:34 PM

396 Preserve the cultural past of our town. Celebrate those that have sustained the success of the
town. Celebrate founders and multi generational family Ties.

11/2/2020 9:28 PM

397 I am concerned with protecting our town from over development, and preserving the unique
qualities of our special community !

11/2/2020 9:27 PM

398 No 11/2/2020 9:25 PM

399 Great need of affordable high speed internet in town and all near by areas. Horse Cove has a
desperate need. It is currently capped by Frontier. No ability to add new homes to connect. No
portals available.

11/2/2020 9:25 PM

400 I believe that with careful planning and controlled growth, it will be AWESOME! 11/2/2020 9:00 PM

401 Slow growth. Preserve character of community. Make changes slowly. 11/2/2020 8:47 PM

402 New mayor 11/2/2020 8:13 PM

403 It’s a wonderful place to live but we must balance residents and tourists 11/2/2020 7:46 PM

404 STR issue is the biggest one. I would suggest the Town eliminate this option, which adds
congestion and often attracts customers that are not respectful of the Town or its permanent
residents.

11/2/2020 7:34 PM

405 Upgrade Hospital to handle emergencies without transferring to Asheville. Bring in more
doctors. Attract restaurants that offer reasonable priced lunch. Bring back a Sports Page type
eatery or something like KFC, Chick-fil-a, Burger King.

11/2/2020 7:05 PM

406 Traffic in town is consistently busy these days. Hard for locals to enjoy their own hometown
when they are too many tourists.

11/2/2020 7:01 PM

407 Most of the changes have been for the better of the community. Short term rentals, especially
in traditional neighborhoods decrease values and diminish the wonderful mountain retreat that
Highlands is.

11/2/2020 6:34 PM

408 You have asked the right questions; I would add a few; your price on electricity is too high,
Charlotte and Atlanta are cheaper. We are going to grow, because this is the new new thing.
And they are coming not only for vacation (still drives the economy) they are coming to live

11/2/2020 6:08 PM

409 I hope we can get some new shops and restaurants. Many of our shops are extremely tired. 11/2/2020 5:13 PM

410 no 11/2/2020 5:06 PM

411 Not,really. I think there is going to be an increase in people choosing to live here. This may
bring an entirely different socioeconomic groups (not just 2nd home owners) who may require
services and restaurants that are slightly less expensive than current options.

11/2/2020 4:43 PM

412 The Chamber of Commerce and OEI have ruined Highlands by encouraging too many people! 11/2/2020 4:20 PM

413 Highlands is not just your average town and planners should recognize and respect that what
made homeowners invest millions of dollars in second homes was that it has served as an
escape from the hustle and bustle, traffic and crime of the home cities of its second home
owners. It has traditionally maintained a delicate balance between the shop owners and
restauranteurs who wish to increase foot traffic into their stores and restaurants, and
vacationers who have come for the change in pace and climate and peace and tranquility of a
small congenial and cultured community. Traditionally the locals and the second home owners
have had a respect for one another and have created friendships and working ties. The hotel

11/2/2020 4:11 PM
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industry has in recent years affected that delicate balance and their advertisements in national
publications has lured visitors whose presence has been too great to accommodate without
making it almost impossible for owners and locals to run into town for a needed item or to get
restaurant reservations or to enjoy the town which drew them to invest so heavily in the first
place. It has caused more and more owners to live more isolated within their country clubs
rather than be participants in the town they love.

414 That as people live here short term they won't be committed to the community. 11/2/2020 3:26 PM

415 We need to remain a nice small town that is a good place to visit, and not become an Air BnB,
short-term rental, tourist trap. If every living space is a short-term rental, Highlands will lose its
charm and character.

11/2/2020 3:07 PM

416 Growth is good, but it needs to occur in moderation and with an eye towards never letting
Highlands lose what makes Highlands so special and desirable in the first place.

11/2/2020 2:46 PM

417 Short term rentals bring in trouble 11/2/2020 2:43 PM

418 Don't ruin it anymore with development. Greed has all but crushed the spirit of Highlands.
Change the course!

11/2/2020 2:36 PM

419 Keep short term rentals out of city of Highlands 11/2/2020 2:36 PM

420 Bigger is not better! Please consider what development has done to towns like Charleston SC. 11/2/2020 1:43 PM

421 The crowding has begun to compromise the quality of the town’s atmosphere. Please
RESTRICT the loud motorcycle access. Think about parking outside the center of mainstreet,
and making Main Street a walking park-like stroll.

11/2/2020 1:28 PM

422 Keep the charm and character of the town. 11/2/2020 1:10 PM

423 I'm appreciative of locals being given an active voice. I was happy to see the city council hear
residents and business owners in regards to beat proud cans for example. Well done.

11/2/2020 12:37 PM

424 I have provided a lot of information to the town about short-term rental that you should be able
to get through Josh Ward. I am certain which ever consultant the Town has engaged to help us
through this process already knows that towns have to get rid of STRs in single family zoned
areas or we'll lose our character and more importantly our stability which is why most forward
thinking towns have already banned them. The zoning code must be updated and yes people
will be impacted. There is no question that some industrial businesses will not meet the new
code but the code must be aspirational and changes like moving an industrial business can be
made in a planned way over time. But simpler and much needed changes like opening up
some multi-family development to help lower to mid-income people and banning STRs in
neighborhoods to save those areas cab be done quickly. The culture and character of
Highlands as a small town of congenial people with upscale amenities is becoming known
throughout the country. We have a renowned hotel/spa, several other hotels, a variety of
upscale shops and restaurants, wonderful golf and country clubs, a vibrant local business
community, several old and established neighborhoods, and a sense of community. That
culture and character needs to be protected. So where will the Town come down on this topic
of STRs specifically? Will the town favor the property rights of investor/owners that operate
homes in single family neighborhoods as a STR/hotel business thereby (1) giving an incentive
to what remaining current owner/residents we have left in Highlands to begin STR renting out of
their homes hereby continuing the ruin of neighborhoods and further limiting the available
housing for people who want to live here? Or, will the town protect the property rights of
owner/occupants? Other forward thinking towns have already banned short-term rentals in
single-family zoned districts. The Town of Highlands should follow suit.

11/2/2020 11:48 AM

425 Improving the ability to bike and walk near town should be at. the center of every decision as it
will allow for the greatest number of people to enjoy Highlands and provide the maximum
economic benefit.

11/2/2020 11:46 AM

426 Lack of police enforcement. Town employees that don’t do their jobs or minimum effort (take
the easy way out)

11/2/2020 10:49 AM

427 Consider paving Billy Cabin Road and create some more roads to connect different parts of
town to downtown

11/2/2020 10:46 AM

428 Very concerned, more than anything, about the lack of hospital/medical services in area 11/2/2020 10:03 AM
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429 Don’t forget people live here full time. Keep it affordable. 11/2/2020 9:32 AM

430 It is surprising how many people feel short-term rentals are the cause of all town problems. 11/2/2020 9:23 AM

431 My concerns are and have been for a while now that we cannot support the influx of visitors
the likes we have seen over the past few years. We have to know when we have reached out
limits and cannot efficiently expand. I live that our town is busy, but I don not think we should
keep allowing more event spaces, more marketing etc if we cannot manage the visitors we
have now. We are on the top of a mountain and cannot make the mountain bigger. I fear we are
reaching a tipping point and we will not be able to uphold the charm and level of services
expected of us.

11/2/2020 8:51 AM

432 Second home owners were made to feel unwelcome during Covid. Blog said we were like
roaches. We were everywhere. So I spent my money in Atlanta. I learned how unwelcome we
were. Very sad and disappointing.

11/2/2020 8:40 AM

433 I just think its so unfair to our year round residents when they have to share their quiet little
neighborhoods with rowdy tourists.

11/2/2020 8:28 AM

434 there seems to be a focus on this regarding parking. There's no problem with parking if you are
willing to walk for 2 minutes.

11/2/2020 8:22 AM

435 We are planning to become full time residents within 2 years (existing house remodel potential
timeline). Dont want it to be "overrun" with overdevelopment.

11/2/2020 8:15 AM

436 It is important to me that any future development of highlands keep in mind what highlands is
all about. Beauty, clean, safe, quant.....the best kept secret!

11/2/2020 8:08 AM

437 Keep it small and quaint Would love a playground like cashiers 11/2/2020 7:57 AM

438 Love this town and appreciate our second home owners! Love to share with our tourists if they
can respect our homes, crosswalks and local businesses

11/2/2020 7:54 AM

439 Would like to see it keep the charm and small town feel. 11/2/2020 7:53 AM

440 I am grateful that the town council is being proactive regarding the growth of our beautiful town.
Keeping the character and quaintness is very important. Over commercialization will be a huge
mistake.

11/2/2020 7:44 AM

441 I moved here because of the small town... we have lost that thanks to businesses like OEI
having a bigger say in policies than residents. Hate what our town has become.

11/2/2020 7:25 AM

442 Needs casual breakfast and lunch options 11/2/2020 6:36 AM

443 Highlands is growing way too fast. It needs to slow down or we will become another Gatlinburg! 11/2/2020 5:47 AM

444 Affordable housing for workers is a huge concern. With many employers offering housing is
great but not a long term solution for young families who need to build equity in housing and
wealth. Many workers live off the plateau and commute and it doesn't allow for diversity or a
booming local economy.

11/2/2020 4:18 AM

445 Highlands needs to maintain low key charm as much as possible. Avoid chain and franchise
stores at all costs. The loss of its hospital will ultimately prove catastrophic.

11/1/2020 11:05 PM

446 Highlands is a special gem on a mountain. As many towns in Western North Carolina decline
Highlands continues to attract people to live, play and visit. We need to encourage growth
while protecting our natural treasure. The Chamber and town should consider a bus/trolley
transportation model from May-October especially on weekends. Signs could direct visitors to
parking perhaps at the Ball fields and offer transportation to town and areas like Dry Falls.

11/1/2020 10:35 PM

447 The events being held to bring in tourism are great and would love to see more. Parking deck
at the old fire station would be a great location once the new one is built

11/1/2020 9:31 PM

448 Accessory dwelling units are a good thing. Change to approve them. 11/1/2020 9:28 PM

449 My biggest concern is the short term rental market. I don’t like how it’s increasing so quickly. 11/1/2020 9:12 PM

450 We have to stop shutting down all or part of the town. Fear shouldn’t be used to enforce
decrees that are not necessary.

11/1/2020 7:41 PM

451 We seem to be focused on Main Street and business and not nature and neighborhood 11/1/2020 3:46 PM
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preservation

452 No 11/1/2020 2:47 PM

453 Commercial developers destroyed the natural look on Hwy 64 across from Wildcat CliffsGolf
course. Stripped land of vegetation & trees. UGLY now!!

11/1/2020 10:12 AM

454 I would like to see a disc golf park on a world class scale that local clubs could use for charity
events. Nowhere else could there be a disc golf park with the local flora of the Highlands
Plateau. It would put us on the map as a charitable place...

11/1/2020 9:52 AM

455 Yes - overall support of infrastructure (roads) tree maintenance before they fall and balance of
local vs second hone owners. We were made to feel like outcasts during pandemic by wanting
to use our own home. Very off putting as our long term plan is to live here at retirement and we
are investing heavily in support of town amenities and services so did not appreciate the
treatment.

11/1/2020 9:23 AM

456 Better internet service for community outside of downtown. 11/1/2020 8:21 AM

457 I hope we can keep the small town atmospheres. 10/31/2020 11:38 PM

458 Preserve and designate Highlands Playhouse as a historic building and ensure it is not torn
down regardless of plans at PAC.

10/31/2020 10:44 PM

459 Need to have plan to restore the fixer upper homes and buildings in town. 10/31/2020 9:23 PM

460 The parking is a major issue. Meters deter people from staying to eat and shop. Speeding on
side or back streets needs to be addressed. Enforcing pedestrian crossing at crosswalks when
it is not safe jams up traffic and creates an unsafe environment.

10/31/2020 9:02 PM

461 Love to see Dillard highway speed lowered before town limits ppl speed!! 10/31/2020 7:36 PM

462 Please keep the charm of the downtown - less asphalt more plants 10/31/2020 5:58 PM

463 I want to move there but options aren’t feasible cost wise or option wise for me 10/31/2020 1:54 PM

464 I know the town needs improvements and expansion to some degree. But please try to keep
the small town charm. It can be done. Thank you

10/31/2020 1:50 PM

465 Thank you for your work to collect input 10/31/2020 1:22 PM

466 Short term rentals will always be a "necessary evil" in Highlands to support tourism as few
would want large hotels in downtown. Highlands should continue to grow at a planned pace.
The roads will continue to be two lane in and out of town, causing a limit to the number of
people coming up the mountain (hopefully). More affordable housing is needed for seasonal
employees and necessary ones like healthcare and police/ fire/ emergency. There is a limit to
growth eventually. Cashiers and Franklin will then be in demand more than now.

10/31/2020 12:53 PM

467 We want the tourist activity to remain vibrant and economically beneficial for the town but not
overwhelm its current size and character. It should be kept in perspective with the livability of
the town for residents and not exceed the infrastructure. Year-round emphasis is good for the
merchants.

10/31/2020 12:35 PM

468 Instead of developing infrastructure farther away from Highlands, develop a dynamic downtown
with all categories of development within walking distance. Grocery store, residential, parks,
trails, restaurants, etc. Infill, with higher density all within close proximity to basic needs of the
community, avoiding having to drive as much. A town center concept is what I am trying to
describe.

10/31/2020 11:32 AM

469 We need an excellent medical facility with staffed physicians of all major specialities. This is
Highlands most important need.

10/31/2020 10:54 AM

470 Keep it the way that it is 10/31/2020 9:11 AM

471 Don’t forget the locals who helped to build the town. But keep things affordable for the locals.
We have a hard time buying locally because of the costs.

10/31/2020 6:44 AM

472 Commercialization to the point that we become like Gatlinburg, TN. I am concerned about the
two shops that solicit from their doors now. Is there a way to dissuade landlords from leasing
to that type of tenants

10/30/2020 5:12 PM
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473 Highlands is a very special place. I hope as it grows it doesn’t lose its small town charm with
over development

10/30/2020 3:50 PM

474 We bought our home in Highlands for imminent retirement/full time living and love the charm,
home town though upscale feel. Understanding that growth is inevitable, it needs to be
diligently planned for and we salute the effort. We are so happy to be here!

10/30/2020 2:32 PM

475 Please do not ruin it!. Mr. Kelsey and Mr. Hutchinson are turning over in their graves now, if
you know what that means! They might even be spinning!

10/30/2020 2:25 PM

476 Don’t change the very unique ambiance of this one-if-a-kind Mountain Paradise 10/30/2020 11:30 AM

477 keep H pristine, quaint, safe, family-friendly. don't let it become a fancy high-rise fast paced
nouveau riche environment. the appeal is the quaint step-back-in-time environment.

10/30/2020 10:48 AM

478 There needs to be a balance and decisions made on present situations, not past history. 10/30/2020 10:24 AM

479 change is inevitable but we do not have to become a totally resort community. 10/30/2020 10:19 AM

480 Yes, too many to describe in a survey. 10/30/2020 9:56 AM

481 Please do not turn into Gatlinburg/Helen/Cherokee/etc 10/30/2020 9:51 AM

482 In general Highlands is a very well run town that's a pleasure to live in. 10/30/2020 9:04 AM

483 Do not let Highlands turn into another Gatlinburg! 10/30/2020 8:56 AM

484 Highlands needs to welcome work force housing into the community. 10/30/2020 8:55 AM

485 Noise, specifically motorcycles. We live behind the Bascom, approximately 1/2 mile from the
gorge road, when certain motorcycle groups approach town (or depart) they rev up their muffler
less bikes and the noise carries very profoundly! Certain brands appear to be exceptionally
quiet while others appear to strive to be the loudest. The gorge road has restrictions on 18
wheel traffic, I suggest we consider the value of motorcycle groups coming to Highlands, are
they thrill seekers experiencing the gorge road, do they stop and spend tourist dollars, are they
overnighters or passing through, is the noise disruption for guest on Main Street that paid a
premium price for a balcony room a good memory? I for one would like to see noise
abatements considered.

10/30/2020 8:34 AM

486 no 10/29/2020 10:09 PM

487 Short term home rentals have destroyed our area due to lack of concern of neighboring homes
who live here full time.

10/29/2020 9:56 PM

488 Yes. It has become basically a suburb of Atlanta and is no longer a small town. Sidewalks
everywhere, street lights, multiple storey buildings, parking garages, etc are not compatible
with what Highlands is in the process of losing.

10/29/2020 5:20 PM

489 YES! As a former resident of Gatlinburg, Tn, (1965-1976) I can honestly say that Highlands
has (so far) kept the integrity of an upscale and high-end shopping/lodging/dining destination
for many, unlike Gatlinburg who opened the “flood gates” of junk souvenir shops, T-Shirt
Shacks and Wood-burning kiosks the day they allowed the first “chain store” to come into their
town. Highlands is in need of preserving the up-scale of local businesses and should develop a
Merchants Board to screen each and every new business that wants to enter as a start-up
shop, restaurant or Hotel and MUST KEEP THE MERCHANTS FROM HOUNDING
PASSERSBY FROM BEING HOUNDED TO ENTER INTO THEIR “Salon”or their “candle/soap”
junk store. I was appalled when I saw this happening and it still continues. When I have guest
come to visit, I always take them down to Clayton, Ga to shop and dine. No hassles there!
Highlands needs more upscale shopping which in turn will generate more revenue. Unless we
develop some sort of committee/board to approve what comes into out downtown shopping
district I’m afraid more places like the two mentioned earlier will sneak in. So many of our
beautiful shops have gone out of business in Highlands and have gone to other towns. (Food
for thought)...

10/29/2020 4:22 PM

490 With the popularity of Highlands as a destination for vacation and fun, and a place where I live
half the year, the idea of this survey is very important. We all love the place and want it to
grow in the right direction.

10/29/2020 4:16 PM

491 not at this time 10/29/2020 2:50 PM
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492 Would not like to see our town become larger or have a larger-city look or feel. The size is part
of the charm.

10/29/2020 2:48 PM

493 I think focus on improving infrastructure, and especially internet, needs to continue in order to
allow business and economic development.

10/29/2020 2:29 PM

494 Suburban atmosphere, tourists overtaking the town with no vested interest 10/29/2020 2:27 PM

495 Would love to bicycle to and from town if there were bike lanes along Hwy 64 and Dillard Rd 10/29/2020 2:03 PM

496 Traffic / parking is just awful!! 10/29/2020 1:00 PM

497 Really feel like it would be a benefit to placing a traffic signal by ace hardware. 10/29/2020 12:39 PM

498 No 10/29/2020 12:32 PM

499 concerned about the availability of labor to support increase in vacationers 10/29/2020 12:29 PM

500 I would love to see the side walks extended in all directions to encourage walking. 10/29/2020 11:39 AM

501 Need to create a more welcoming atmosphere. Town tends to be snooty and stuffy 10/29/2020 11:31 AM

502 The speeding and drunk driving are out of control. I walk daily with my family and have almost
been run over countless times. The housing situation is also unacceptable. The short term
rentals have made it impossible for long term residents to live where they call home. I
personally feel as if we should have a parking garage with paid parking and turn the center of
Main Street to green space. Also, I wouldn’t mind paying a yearly fee as a resident to not pay
for parking. Both of those ideas generate revenue for the town. Seeing vehicles stopped and
people being ticketed for unsafe driving would also be a revenue generator and also show the
people of this town that their safety is, in fact, a priority.

10/29/2020 10:53 AM

503 I'm terribly afraid that our native habitats are being destroyed by development. I wish more
people would buy existing homes instead of building new.

10/29/2020 7:57 AM

504 Influx of new residents who may feel that there is a need for more activities. 10/29/2020 7:42 AM

505 I’m concerned about the lack of involvement of our police department. I rarely see anyone
stopped even though illegal moves on the road and speeding and drunk driving is rampant. As
a frequent pedestrian I’ve had near misses where cars have led my family into ditches.
Reports have been yet there are no consequences. If we want this culture I’m Highlands to
change then people have to be held accountable for how they behave. Regardless of how
expensive their car is or how much money they may have donated to a special town project.

10/29/2020 7:14 AM

506 Highlands is special because it is not like other places. Don’t try to turn Highlands into
something it is not.

10/29/2020 6:44 AM

507 Dangerous to walk Drunk driving Air BNB central 10/29/2020 6:29 AM

508 How can you have a community when no one can afford to live here or have access to
housing? If only rentals and seasonal folks make up the population then there is no
community, there is only a transient population. Vacation rentals are making it impossible for
working folks to find and afford a place to live.

10/29/2020 6:16 AM

509 We are losing our cherished character as a small town focused on calm quiet and nature
preservation.

10/28/2020 8:13 PM

510 Follow the example of other successful locations, e.g., Camden, Maine, Nantucket, Mass. 10/28/2020 7:20 PM

511 Non residential development should be restricted to boundaries on Main from the Happy Hiker
to the current nursery. There is plenty of land available between these end points on Oak
Street and Church Street, which if done thoughtfully, could enhance the downtown area, be
pedestrian friendly, and accommodate retail, office, and services development, with the
potential for second and third story residential. Stretching further toward Franklin or Horse
Cove would be a mistake for many reasons. For example, why was the post office located
where it is, especially with its unnecessarily large parking lot? It seems to be at odds with the
character of the town and could easily have been located in the strip center between the Dillard
Road Light and 2nd, which already has a parking lot in front and an empty space once
occupied by a restaurant. While I'm not a fan of the parking in front of that strip, it already
existed. Separately, additional parking, other than on the street, should be located behind
buildings, not on Main.

10/28/2020 6:24 PM
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512 N/A 10/28/2020 5:28 PM

513 Please don't get rid of the holiday lights. Reserved white lights during the rest of the year is
OK. But the Holiday lights make it feel like a Hallmark movie.

10/28/2020 5:22 PM

514 No 10/28/2020 5:14 PM

515 Affordable housing for residents with incomes below the income/capita of Highlands.
Additionally, there has been little done to accommodate the LatinX community who either
live/work in Highlands. We can do a better job by addressing this opportunity and creating a
plan to become more inclusive for the LatinX community.

10/28/2020 2:21 PM

516 my concern is that the mantra of "affordable housing" will push in the direction of relaxed
zoning and increased density which really has not worked anywhere in the country long term.
the better path is to keep tight zoning, which will result in higher real estate prices, but will
retain the aesthetics of Highlands that has made it special. as prices go up, it simply means
that businesses (and in the end consumers) will need to pay workers more for their services.
but in the end that is better than paying them less and having a town that develops like
Atlanta....

10/28/2020 2:15 PM

517 VRBO'S HAVE ALREADY MADE HIGHLANDS A LESS DESIRABLE PLACE TO LIVE FOR
FULL TIME RESIDENTS. THEY MUST BE BROUGHT UNDER CONTROL AND LIMITED!!!!!

10/28/2020 2:07 PM

518 No. 10/28/2020 1:49 PM

519 I think people outside the town limits, those in the Highlands Township who consider Highlands
home, should be levied a fee to offset the cost of infrastructure needs, recreational needs and
road and sidewalk improvements.

10/28/2020 1:43 PM

520 I love our little community. I actually enjoy the winter, January and February the most because
it is only locals. I would hate to see it turn into Gatlinburg, or Pigeon Forge.

10/28/2020 1:39 PM

521 Please continue not allowing chain stores/restaurants in our wonderful town. That would
completely destroy what we have.

10/28/2020 1:36 PM

522 The roads in and out of Highlands are already in need of widening and repair. Parking in and
around Main Street for employees is a great need

10/28/2020 1:04 PM

523 Parking is such an issue. I wonder if there is a way to introduce golf cart use/parking like other
resort communities have done.

10/28/2020 12:14 PM

524 We need workforce housing in the area. Trees and flowers added to Main Street. And a plan for
growth of the business district— where do we want it to go and is the infrastructure in?

10/28/2020 12:11 PM

525 As a community whose largest asset is tourism, we must think about affordable housing.
Affordable housing that may not need to be in town but close. We are not able to maintain
appropriate workforce labor levels now. Everyone is looking for employees. If you look right
this minute, there is not single rental to be had at any price in or near town. That should be a
warning flag to business owners in our community. If we can't house employees, we won't be
able to maintain good economic sustainability. A good portion of them have to drive 30 minutes
to an hour to get to work in Highlands. This should be a top priority.

10/28/2020 12:08 PM

526 The cost and availability of housing is a big challenge; we need to focus on providing
workforce housing. This survey needs to be available in Spanish, as I mentioned during the
public meeting last week. What are your plans to provide this survey to lower income
residents? I see lots of wealthy people included in your invitation, but I don't see any effort yet
to gather feedback from lower income Highlanders? What are you doing about this?

10/28/2020 11:24 AM

527 Last year, North Carolina enacted the “Vacation Rental Act Changes,” which strictly forbids the
adoption or enforcement of local ordinances on any owner or manager of rental property to
obtain any permit or permission from the local government to lease or rent residential real
property or to register rental property with the local government, except when an individual
rental unit has either more than four verified violations in a rolling 12-month period or two or
more verified violations in a rolling 30-day period, or upon the property being identified within
the top ten percent (10%) of properties with crime or disorder problems as set forth in a local
ordinance. These short term rentals support the businesses in Highlands.

10/28/2020 11:07 AM

528 More visitors are coming each year. They will need accommodations. This is good news for
our economy.

10/28/2020 10:55 AM
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529 This season has been a mess. I live in a neighborhood that was quiet. Now there are three
short term rentals on my street. Traffic has been a problem, and speeding.

10/28/2020 10:46 AM

530 I love the small town feel of Highlands and the natural and protected environment. I appreciate
the standard of quality applied in new development as well as, the the goal of blending with the
surrounding buildings and nature. I apreciate and hope that the Town of Highlands always holds
up a standard of quality and balancing humanity and nature so that both are equally accounted
for and respected.

10/28/2020 10:43 AM

531 I oppose any attempt to control short-term rentals other than to insure that owners safely
operate their rental homes, limit the number of renters per house, and insure that parking is
managed and does not interfere with neighbors. But I oppose attempts to control an owner's
property.

10/28/2020 10:40 AM

532 While I know growth is inevitable, I would hate to see Highlands lose the “small town” charm by
allowing subdivisions or apartment complexes. We have already seen what poorly planned
development And too much does to the environment, how it affects traffic, and Causes
crowding on sidewalks and in restaurants.

10/28/2020 10:26 AM

533 Overcrowding may be a serious threat to the tranquility in Highlands that we all cherish. Careful
consideration should be given to avoiding changes that attract greater numbers of people than
the space of our Town can comfortably accommodate.

10/28/2020 10:16 AM

534 Availability of quality healthcare 10/28/2020 10:07 AM

535 Get a handle on STR's...they should not be in R-1 areas. Need better accommodation for bikes
and pedestrians. Encourage commercial development on streets around Main (Spring and
Oak), Town should sell excess property for this purpose.

10/28/2020 9:18 AM

536 I would just hope highlands can maintain its quaint, small town feel. I would hate to see large
apartment complexes go up.

10/27/2020 2:43 PM

537 not at this time 10/27/2020 2:12 PM

538 Our town uses Mirror Lake as a filtration dumping ground for the Town via Mill Creek, and yet
wants NOTHING to do with cleaning it up, claiming it's "private". An yet, the entire town and
visitors use it as a "public" waterway for paddling and fishing. Please adopt a better
private/public partnership for the benefit of everyone.

10/27/2020 1:38 PM

539 Limit development to protect the character of the town—what we all value about it now 10/27/2020 1:31 PM

540 - 10/27/2020 11:35 AM

541 Too many new people trying to change what we have 10/25/2020 6:58 PM

542 Controlling growth 10/25/2020 2:52 PM

543 Controlling growth. 10/25/2020 2:52 PM

544 Highlands is a beautiful area to enjoyed by all. Like anywhere else things will change with time
and an influx of a younger generation. Please don’t cut off the ability for young families to
enjoy our area by cutting of Short term rentals. Many times these families can’t afford OEI.

10/25/2020 2:42 PM

545 We are very supportive of a growing year-round population. Making Highlands friendlier for
people to work from here (reverse commute, as necessary, etc.) would be beneficial to the
town. We believe this would represent a more preferable growth path than tourism alone.

10/25/2020 12:17 PM

546 We should not kill the goose. The natural resources are finite— only so much land, so much
water. Economic viability is important but viability and growth are not synonymous. I would like
Highlands to put a priority on maintaining the assets that draw people to Highlands, rather than
on encouraging more commercial growth. Some people don’t need immediate access toTarget,
or Chipotle as much as they need serenity.

10/25/2020 11:50 AM

547 Lack of police action. Their mo of deterrence rather than enforcement especially in speeding.
Also, the towns don’t care attitude of anything except business district and Old Edwards. And
town employees that don’t do their jobs!

10/25/2020 11:45 AM

548 You don't pay attention to full time residents, you are only worried about the tourist industry.
You don't enforce speed limits and someone is going to get killed.

10/25/2020 10:13 AM

549 No 10/25/2020 4:23 AM
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550 Upgrade the dog park, keep grounds mulched or grassed. Benches. Mr. Pickles park is a fine
example.

10/24/2020 11:07 AM

551 Sustainability vs stagnation is the issue. How to preserve the quality of Highlands and
maintain economic viability.

10/24/2020 7:51 AM

552 Highlands does not need to "grow" in the traditional sense. It needs to concentrate on
sustaining the quality of living that we enjoy now and discouraging the type of commercial and
residential development that threatens the small-town atmosphere that drew most of us here
and keeps us here. The natural beauty and uniqueness of our eco-system is truly the most
valuable asset of our community and needs to be protected and conserved above all else.

10/23/2020 10:37 AM

553 No 10/23/2020 9:51 AM

554 The biggest housing issue is AFFORDABILITY! You have in town developments being built but
the pricing starts at $800K+. That is way outside the price range of what the full time
employees in Highlands can afford so they are forced to commute in. More commuters +
tourism travel = out of control traffic and limited parking

10/23/2020 9:48 AM

555 no 10/23/2020 8:25 AM

556 parking seems to be the biggest problem 10/23/2020 8:25 AM

557 None 10/22/2020 8:17 PM

558 Rent in Highlands is way to high for the working class/lower income people who pay too much
in taxes to LIVE here.

10/22/2020 8:04 PM

559 No 10/22/2020 7:09 PM

560 I believe lighted pedestrian crossings could most improve pedestrian safety downtown 10/22/2020 6:38 PM

561 No 10/22/2020 6:37 PM

562 My concern is that it becomes unaffordable for many of us wanting to live and work in this area
.

10/22/2020 6:14 PM

563 No 10/22/2020 5:44 PM

564 Please make more affordable for the lower wage hard working residents. 10/22/2020 5:34 PM

565 It needs to cater to the locals and the working class, not just the seasonal and upper class
population.

10/22/2020 5:23 PM

566 thank you 10/22/2020 5:22 PM

567 More housing! 10/22/2020 5:14 PM

568 It is very concerning that the people who work to build and preserve this community have a
growing lack of opportunity to ever stay due to outlandish real estate, and vacation rentals.
Younger people want to live and invest in this town, but they have very little opportunity to do
so.

10/22/2020 5:13 PM

569 no 10/22/2020 5:11 PM

570 No 10/22/2020 5:11 PM

571 Cheaper Long Term Rental Options 10/22/2020 5:10 PM

572 Need affordable housing options for those who work in highlands. Need more baby changing
stations.

10/22/2020 5:07 PM

573 We really need to find a way to enrich life for millennials and younger generations so that they
stay long term and don't get bored with the lack of activities. All there is to do is go to the bars
and that gets very very old.

10/22/2020 5:07 PM

574 No 10/22/2020 5:03 PM

575 I would like to see us grow but also keep our small town charm. 10/22/2020 5:01 PM

576 Sidewalks are needed to connect residential areas to Main Street. Walking on many of the
roads is very dangerous. Highlands needs a trash convenience center inside the town limits for

10/22/2020 3:26 PM
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residents and visitors to access and needs to stop the trash service that it currently has.

577 Broadband access 10/22/2020 10:49 AM

578 Highlands is the best town ever. We are so fortunate to live nearby. We love Main Street which
has much more parking than other towns. The rivers, lakes, waterfalls, parks and Greenway
are like a Disneyland for nature Lovers.

10/21/2020 8:48 PM

579 At a certain point, the Town Commissioners have to calculate what the equilibrium is ... how to
balance a healthy amount of growth with what our physical capacity is. If we over develop then
we lose the small town feel ...

10/21/2020 8:33 PM

580 The Town must be a partner with the Highlands Cashiers Hospital and develop a good working
relationship wit’s Hospital Corporation of America.

10/21/2020 8:32 PM




